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Canada A t  W ar
A  Review of Developments on the Home Front
T h e  K e l o w n a  C o u r ie r
When present retail stocks of P A IN T S , V A R N IS H E S  
A N D  E N A M E L S  arc sold there will be fewer colors offered to 
the buying public, according to an order which has just been 
issued from Ottawa. As a measure of wartime conservation 
and economy, the government has specified a maximum number 
of colors which paint manufacturers may make and^sell in vari­
ous paint products. For instance, regular house paints arc lim­
ited to 20 colors, where a year ago some companies offered as 
many as 32 colors in their first quality house |)aint. Exterior 
and interior enamels will have no more than 24 colors in their 
combined assortment. All other paint and varnish products 
come under this restriction, according to Hardware and Metal, 
Toronto, Ont. Finished stocks of paint in any colors as of 
March 7, 1942, may be sold until exhausted. Retail stocks of 
paint now on hand in regular assortment should have little, if 
any, effect on retail paint business this Bjiring. This is the 
T H IR D  R E G U L A T IO N  affecting the paint and varnish in­
dustry to be issued. The government ruled that pint, half-gallon 
and half drum containers for paints, varnishes, enamels, etc., 
arc to be eliminated. It is also ruled that tin plate may no 
longer be used for containers for paint products after present
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Trade Board Forms 
Plebiscite Committee 
To Get O ut Vote
Rules Festival W A M  SUPPLY Council’s EstimatesSEEMS AMPLE *  ^ S Y lL n a ie s
SAYS MARSHALL Show N o ncrease n
Seek Co-operation of A ll Organizations and Political 
Parties to Form Non-political Committee to See 
That Maximum Possible Vote is Cast on April 
27th— Organization Meeting Called For Friday 
Evening— Rural Areas Asked to Participate—  
Some Organizations Named Representatives on 
Tuesday— Hop. Grote Stirling Issues Appeal to 
A ll Those W ho Asked for Total W a r— W arns 
Non-voter is Dangerous
Reservoirs W ell Filled and 
W et Ground Assures Maxi­
mum Run Off" Says Water 
Rights Branch
Tax Rate For 1942
S N O W F A L L  N O T  H E A V Y  School and Debenture Levies Reduced But General
Levy is Increased— Increase in Improvement Ass­
essments Keeps M ill Rate Down to Previous 
Level— Construction of Three Bridges Included 
in Public W orks Estimates— Estimate Electric 
Light Revenue at $116,000 W ith  Surplus of 
$26,814.02
Fall Rains and Cold Nights 
Help to Conserve Supply of 
Snow
QUEEN NORABELLE I.
N  independent, non-political, representative committee will
, -  — be formed here to bend every effort toward the getting out
stocks of finished cans arc used up. Manufacturers are study- April 27th, when the people of Kelowna and
ing what types of containers may be employed to replace tin Canada will decide whether or nor the King administration will 
plate. If sufficient terne plate is available from the United he released from its election pledges regarding conscrip^^^^  ^ W t lo n r”o£
States this may be used. Some paint company executives have 
expressed the opinion that plastic containers in'an assortment
There Is every indication that 
there will be adequate supplies oC 
Irrigation water this year, Alex. 
Marshall, of the Provincial Water 
Rights Branch in Kelowna, inform­
ed The Courier this weelc. However, 
Mr. Marshall qualified his statement 
with observations concerning the 
light fall of snow during the past 
winter, which may affect the situa­
tion.
The fall rains were adequate in 
the back country, stated Mr. Mar
A id . Jones A sks Co-operation of Chairmen
KE L O W N A ’S tax rate will remain the same as 1940-41, set at 44 mills, the Kelowna City Council announced on Mon­
day night when the estimates of each department were signed
of colors may be possible. The industry is now working on political parties are being asked to name repre- festival will have a patriotic motif, mom ^  $380,624.98. Revenue is estimated at $261,636.90, with
4-Jn n irirf»rc T-T n rrl w n  nri* I n o k lt lP ’ -------4.^  4-U ^  t-M ffil / iJ c fr ir fc  urs* h p in fr  r n n -   _________ ___________ SBfnC l in ie  lOSl A l  « o  n n o  rto ___ i i___ ..____ x* „  ____•__________________  • _plans to replace tin plate containers. Hardwaremeri are looking sentatives to the committee. The rural districts are being con 
for a real revival of demand for H A R N E S S  SETS, R E PA IR S  tacted and the various B.C.F.G.A. locals are being asked to co- 
A N D  M A L L E A B L E S , as gasoline and rubber restrictions cur- operate by liv in g  key men in their districts named to the 
tail the use of automobiles for delivery systems, cartage and central committee.
larm uses. Already some of the large stores are said to be in- parsed a r ^ o T u f f  unmiim^^ was evident that public opinion in
terested in purchasiner-horses and delivery wagons to replace dorsing the action taken by the Kelowna felt that some local effort
, , • 1 - ^ . u 4. i  ^ T li4.r4. Inc nl^n Board of Trade and named T. F. should be made to get out the votetrucks which may have to be taken off the road, there has also and D, Whitham as on April 27th, but that some or-
been considerable stimulation in the demand for bicycles and representatives on the central com- ganization had to start the ball roll-
manufacturers have been hard pressed to meet the demand un- Tuesday morning named D. C. Pat- Following some discussion, it was
der their curtailed schedule of manufacturing. A  few price erson and R. P. MacLean as its rep- felt that
_ i. j  u resentatlves on the central commit- issue invitations to various boaies
changes are reported in hardware lines. Sweat pads nave been throughout the district to partici-




och, the water level is up to 23^ $118,998.08 to be raised by taxation. Greatest increase in the 
feet, with a total capacity up to 26 mill rate is in general levy which is set at 15.89 mills this year^^
Last year, 44 mills raised $118,-feet,Although there has not been a 
heavy fall of snow during the past 
winter on the Mission plateau, the 
run-off is relatively better, asserted 
Mr. Marshall. Compared with the 
average snowfall for the past seven 
years, this season’s fall has only 
Being registered 72 per cent of the aver­
age.
However, this lighter snowfall
Tuesday night, named Alderinen non-political committee. _  _______, ____  ___
Ladd and Hughes-Games as that R. Whillis, Vice-President of the the standard contract is now being ably.
Som^ Minor Changes 
Made but Fundamental Prin- 
ciples Not Affected, it is Un- been counteracted by cold nights 
derstood which have conserved the supply,
--------  and, owing to the hea\v foR rains,
Following discussions with the the ground is full of moisture, which 
shippers during the past two weeks, has improved the run-off appreci-
The result is that all high
Arm y Train W ill 
Visit Kelowna 
O n  Seventeenth
higher in price. These, are classed as -‘seasonal lines” and rc ______________ ____
tnilpre rm v nrirl their recriilar marp-in of orofit to the new prices. bodj7s official’ representatives to the Board of Trade, will act as tern- prepared for final draught and will level reservoirs, which receive the tailers may add their regular margin o: prom to tne new p. e committee. porary chairman of the meeting to be in the printer’s hands within the benefit of the maximum run-off, are
Retail hardwaremen anticipate H E A V Y  B U Y IN G  this spring. ...................... -  ’ ------------------
While .there are growing shortages in a number of lines, current
President H. Witt; of the Junior be held in the Board of Trade rooms next few days. Immediately it is
Board of'Trade, told the Senior tomorrow (Friday) evening, at printed, The Courier understands
. 1 4.U Board executive on Tuesday-that his seven-thirty. that it will be forwarded to grow-
stocks are well filled out and w ill likely be able to supply the organization would .be wholeheart- ^ le  meeting will select a com- gj.g their signatures.
Rpnewnl of storks will be a more difficult cdly behind the idea and could be mittee chaiiman and decide just while no definite word of any
Renewal ot stocks will oe a more aiincuit endorse it at its general what action should be taken.^ changes is available pending thedemand this spring.
matter later in the year. meeting on Wednesday evening. One important pomt w h i^  the
in a fairly good position, states Mr. 
Marshall.
Speaking generally, the water sit­
uation is good and, unless unusual 
conditions arise, supplies should be 
ample to cover growers’ needs.
The Rotary Club, the Canadian committee must decide is whetoer courier understands that some min- V T f l  fWlTIkl K » ¥  AA IO  
Legion and other organizations are it will confine_ its activities sol y changes are being made, but the K k R I j f lW IM A  Jt
fnr the harnvarfl niimn and stitches in old canvas baffs expected to have their representa- to getting out the vote or whether principles of the contract areU il tor the oarnyara pump ana suiciics m uiu cduvaa uago appointed before Friday, as are it will go the whole way and ad- affected
were called part of the pattern of victory today as shippers made several sug-
culture Department called on F A R M E R S  FO R  IN C R E A S E D  peaeSand a“d ”S m o S  upon, S 'T e s e ®
E C O N O M Y  and-efficiency in operations to assist the war ef- are also being contacted. ganization. For mstande, a la r^
J ' t ’ On. Tuesday, President Reg. Ruth- mass meeting might be called, with
members of the • Turn to Page 10, Story 3
CLEAN UP WEEK
fort. Fred W . Bresant, feeds administrator, in stressing the 
necessity of preserving bags, said supplies of jute and 
materials used in making bags had been reduced by war in the 
Pacific, and it is incumbent on farmers to see that available 
bags are made to go as far as possible. Mr. Bresant said far­
mers who had more bags than they required should make every 
effort to see they are made available to others. As a ceiling 
price had been established on second-hand bag prices, there vvas 
no-rbenefit in holding them, he said. Department officials said
erford told the,
Improvements To Kelowna G ty  
Park W ill A d d  To Facilities
Plans Being Laid For Spring 
Clean Up Drive— Under Dir­
ection of Junior Board
were
sidered at a recent committee meet­
ing. It was, it is understood, ad­
mitted that the shippers had legiti­
mate arguments on some of their 
points. Fo&instance, on the matter /Although there will be no prov- 
of claims, the original draught of ince wide ‘/lean up and paint up” 
the contract provided for B.C. Tree campaign  ^this spring, Kelowna will 
Fruits being the final couii of ap- 9°j^uct its own “clean up” drive, 
peal. The agency, however, at the , w H  be sponsored
same time, would be vitally inter- by the City_Council and will be im-
The special display train that 
has been, touring Canada in the 
interests of the Department of 
National Defence will visit ^Kel­
owna on Friday, April 17 th, the 
Kelowna Board of Trade has 
been advised.
This train is visiting Kelowna 
for the sole purpose of display­
ing the various military equip­
ment which is now being pro­
duced in Canada and being us­
ed by the Canadian Army. It is 
understood that all types of 
guns, tanks, motor vehicles, am­
munition and other modem figh­
ting equipment will be on dis­
play and experienced men will 
be available to give explana­
tions.
The hours the train will be 
open to the public and where it 
will be will be announced in 
this paper next week, it is ex­
pected.
A  i n  t O  I '  \  ested in keeping every item out of the_ ^ r e c t i^  of the Junior
A n d  Beauty O F  Popular
PRICES BOARD 
POSITION FOR 
L  R. STEPHENS
Yiudiced : - ciimulatipn'of salvage will be one of
i  The final draught of the conteact ,tur Leave For Ottawa Short
ill probably provide for an arbi-
and other materials and the prospect of further shortages in 
months to come. “ Even the old water pump in the barnyard 
will present a problem if any of the metaF parts give way,” an 
official said. “If there are hose attachments: they niay be ir/-: 
placeable.” Officials said campaigns against rats and mice and 
other farm pests are being urged. Bags, ropes
the farm equipment of Canada should be safeguarded as never Alderman R. F. Parkinson, Parks Chairman, is Carry-
before because of E X IS T IN G  SH O R T A G E S  IN  M E T A L S  ingf Out Tw o Year Plan Which W ill Give M axi- over $25.00. The board will prob-  ^ RsR  ^ ® amoun a ea y
• T» j.TT  A ll at>ly consist of three men, one frommum in Beauty and Usefulness. A ll Roads to be Tree Fruits, one from the shippers
Surfaced— Promenade to be Completed-^Picnic and a third independent person.__
Grounds Improved— Rose Garden Gets 200 N ew  shipiJer t S  : Seated
B u s h e s  . limit of 5 days was too short a; time
‘ • .  ^ '■ for them to get in their invoices,
and this may be railed to! seven
ly, Where He W ill be At­
tached to Food Division of 
Wartime Prices and Trade 
Board
157.28. The increase in the amount 
raised by 44 mills this year is ac­
counted for by the increase in the 
general levy and the increase in the 
assessed value of improvements, 
which total $4,155,078 as compared 
with $4,091,355 last year. Land ass­
essment is down from last year, be­
ing $1,249,407.50 as compared with 
$1,252,572.50. This is accounted, for 
by the reduction of ten per cent in 
assessments of old properties which 
was effected this year.
The general levy is set at 15.89 
mills, debenture levy, 11.51 mills, 
and school rate, 15.6 mills.The final 
one mill to make up the 44 mills is 
found in the special levy for a re­
serve school fund for future build­
ing and equipment. ’This is a policy 
which has been carried out for 
several years and has proved a val­
uable one to cover any large de­
mand made upon the taxpayers at 
any one time for improved school 
accoriimodation.
The school rate and debenture 
rate have both been reduced this 
year, the former coming down from 
15.7 to 15.6 and the latter from 
12.52 to 11.51. The general levy 
has been increased from last year’s 
14.78 rate to 15.89 mills this year.
In 1942 the levies will raise the 
following sums: General, 15.89, $41,- 
861.14; debenture, 11.51, $30,321.95; 
school, 15.6, $41,097.16 from the city 
and $2,888.26 from the School Dis­
trict outside the city limits; special 
levy, 1.00 mill, city, $2,634.43, and 
$185.14 from the School District.
For comparison,' the 1941 rates 
and levies are given herewith: Gen­
eral, 14.78 mills, $38,669.76; debent­
ure, 12.52, $32,765.07; school levy, 
15.70, city, $41,076.81, district, $2,847.- 
90; special school levy, 1.00 mill, 
city, $2,616.35, district, $18J.39.
“ I wish to state that; although the- 
assessment on old properties is re­
duced this year, the resulting - loss 
in revenue has been offset by in-
and ^ r iS IT O R S 't o  the City Bark this spring have noticed a num- days.V : ber of changes which have added much to the beauty of R also possible that the overageother farm equipment now difficult to replace are damaged .by ,  . ^ci -r* percentages'may be increased from
«uch pests A n  old farm proverb,“ there’s no time lost, a-whet- the city s favorite playground. Other changes are contemplat-, per cent to two and
i • A - /  4 ed and a two-year program has been mapped out, which, when two.




mers. It was stressed that' sharp blades on all agn c«ku r^  the outstanding park in the Interior and one of the finest in any five**del?te^^ffo-
equipment cut down gasoline requirements, reduced the strain gj^aji city, in the entire Dominion; During the past three years g^^er! Tim committee considering 
on horses, did the work faster and better and made easier the many improvements have- been made and this year the long- this request took the stand that 
Aask of short-handed farmers. The refurbishing of harness with term program has been carried through these clauses deal practically en­tirely with the growers and should„  The Kelowna-Westbank
nil -inrl nolish was recommended with the prospect that far- The unsightly board fence around year plan calls^for the blacktopping ^g^^  ^ concern'to*thl^hi’p^ ^^  ^ ferry Pen/zi made 537 trips during dated Growers for six years. In Ke­
en ana poiisn\\ as recommeiiueu uiLii Liic 1 p the athletic ground has been remov- of all park roads. No new roads will ,pjjg gggggggry number of growers ............... “ -------  ---------------------- x.., ....xu
mers would have to return to horses for farm work tins year, is possible to obtain be opened. , V  heeded to make the contract effec- _ .
a wide vista of green lawn at the , The fence of the lacrosse box has tive is mooted at seventy-five per 
. j  t southern end of the park. been painted and a hedge of tira- ggnt of those growers in the Os-
The Wartime Brices and.Trade Board has announced that , Here, too, the entire area between gana has been planted around this gyoos to Salmon: Arm area. It is leaving $32,593.60 as expend!
- -------------------------------------------- It will serve as a shield pre- suggested that the- committee may . . .  ture over revlnue! Included in these
“Clean Up Week” will be from
April 20-25 and further details of ______ _____
the campaign will be carried in the yC sterihens member of the creased revenue' from improve- 
nnvt ,<!«,« nf tiix. roiiripr. B C. Intertor Vegetable Market- ments,” stated Alderman O. L.
ing Board and manager of the Co- Jones, Finance Chairman, when the 
operative Shippers Sales Service budget: was adopted on 
Exchange, has been appointed to a n i^t, Chaiiman Jones asked‘the 
position on the foods division of the chairman of each department to co- 
Wartime Prices and Trade Board operate by keeping a close watch on 
at Ottawa^ He expects to'leave for . depbrtirtental expenditures during 
the East^the last week of this the year so that their estimates 
month. *• would not be exceeded.‘T feel, sure,”
Mr. Stephens - is well known he said, “ that if.. the department 
throughout the Okanagan, where heads co-operate during the year as 
he has been a prominent figure in they have in drawing up the bud- 
the vegetable and fruit industries get, we will all do very fine work.” 
for a number of years. He came to Mayor McKay added his th^ks 
Kelowna in 1925 from Vernon, to the Council members for ; 
motor where he had been with the Asso- splendid co-operation. .
Public Worksthe month of March and carried lowna he was, associated with the 4W
9.995 passengers and 2,535 automo- B. C  Orchards for ope year and 
les and drivers. , then joined Sales Seryice.^ ^^^^^^^^^^  ^^
Receipts for the past month to- While active in the fruit and vege-
Number of Autos and Passen­
gers Shows Increase Over 
February
(ailed $1,910.58, and*^  794.2 to«a « ,  table l„duatrlea, Mr Stephen, has
by the life. He served as a member: of the .. . . .. . a, a.- x.
Public Board of School Trustees for four
ox 1C xobiticT 214-t-ioTi trv 'TiT’eveT-it a serious breach m the once con- the road and the hank of mill Creek fence. ^It IS taking action to prevent a s _  ^  has been improved. The area has venting the fence from becoming an take the stand that it will expect
trol front. A  problem has arisen over the P R IL E b  U r  MKrAX yjjjjgj-brush and unsightly eyesore. the fullest co-operation from every
A M D  D IF F E R E N T  K IN D S  O F  G R O C E R IE S , and as these levelled. The banks of the creek The promenade will be continued shipper when this number of grow-
. , e 4.U 1 have been cleaned and the.mouth as far south as the picnic grounds ers is signed,
play a most important part m the everyday liie oi the popuia- gj the creek cleaned out to permit a and thuff will almost completely cir- The basic number of growers will
t ion a -m a io rb reach in th ep ricece ilin g  has been threatened, freer fiow of water. cle the park. Last year^ it was ex- be considered as those .regist^^^  ^ .,44$= xxc«x wx cb9C44xx,..x x.* vx...v- ..-x ,, ,
, 1 r 11 1 • 1 J K The entire strip between .the road tended some distance beyond the growers who remain after the num- . naid 51* trucks tWo to three davs He is-also a member of the niosquffo control, .
During the. past summer and fall the prices: charged by pro - gg^ the creek will be seeded this Aquatic. v « .  tons’ free,’13, paid, 118; trucks-three Gyro Club and has been active in ^onance, $^1,811.60;
Detailed figures released
Provincial Department of x >xw4»». ducuvi ox otxiuux xx oxvtvxo xox 4. „x i?+v.
Works are as follows: years, and is at present, the very
Number of round trips, 537; pass- efficient secretary of the Kelowna Street, Water Stre^
enger autos, free, 132, paid, 2,403; Branch of the Canadian Red Cross ®
trucks up to one ton capacity, free, Society, a position which demands a ^vaxu .xxoox
24. paid, 559; trucks, one to/wo great deal of attention in/hese war ^ees.J650._weed
sors and manufacturers, rose rapidly, while retail prices in the year and will contribute^much to- 
main did not increase 
in a difficult position
f-nt 1 1 • _ Avenue entrance aiuunu uic atui- me 4/*vha\- savuaxva.?
always narrow.. The board is now faced with the imperative 2etic green will be blacktbpped this been taken to prevent the use of
necessity of making good on its policy of ensuring that the cost year, i i  is planned .....  .............. ’ — ah
of merchandise to retailers is kept in “appropriate proportion”
All the park waterfront has been the absentee owners are deleted
$345;" sewer main- 
sewer operation
cost, $3,495.00; sewer capital, $475.00;
•to the selling prices. The prices board states that it has re­
ceived requests for increases in retail prices or removal of the 
price ceiling from meats and groceries. These haye been “de­
cisively rejected.” Removing the price ceiling from such an im­
portant element in everyone’s cost of living would, in the opin­
ion of the board, “destroy the entiife^HHCgrontroI policy.” The 
plan to meet the situation will be announced shortly.
- whether they want it free to do as ceived
The Wartime Brices and Trade Board announced recently S ‘' S e ° K  ^o
This will com- the several roads by motorists. AU Miss. Orma Fumerton, of Pentic- freej 367, paid, 9i628; freight, free, 
plete the blacktopping of the en- entrances excepting one through ton; was the week-end guest of Mr. 316.2 tons, paid, 478 tons; horses, 24; 
tire park circle. The present two- Turn to Page 5, Story 4 and Mrs. J. F. Fumerton. cattle, 6; sheep, 423.
18; passengers, exclusive of drivers, will not accompany him, to Ottawa. Turn to Page 10, Story 2
More Local Citizens Say “ V O T E  YES
J. G .  W est, O f  Vernon, Named 
To Handle Fruit Advertising
This week we present the second Dr. W. J. Knox, Reeve G. H. Mou- .want freedom to survive, do I want son for anyone voting otherwise, 
roundup of opinions on the plebis- bray, of Glenmore, Reeve B. F. the tradition of courage and decency The Dominion Government seem 
cite being held on April 27th. On Gummow, of Peachland, Hon. Grote. that is our immortal heritage to en- to think their hands are tied, so let’s 
that date the people of the Kelowna Stirling, dure and the soul of Canada to con- grasp this opportunity to untie them
district will tell the Government The following replies were re- tinue to live?” my answer would be by voting “ YES,” allowing them
'yes” and as the question, “Should frg0(jom of action for total war. If
y  _ , war or wnemer they desire it to DR« W . J. K N O X
that no person may sell or purchase Canada any newspaper, unda 'Je f  ^he Government has asked the
magazine, or periodical at a price higher than that prevaihng promises^ m^ de_durm^ ^^ ^^  * “  people of Canada to indicate by
from Sept. to Oct. II, 1941, and that price increases'recently conlmed and g ' g  J'?r“ 'C d 't o “ p r S i
Txi-91 VkaivvvoWo CViAi-fbr came to the Vernon News as plantW ill  M ove .to Kelowma p h o r ^  superintendent in 1922 and of late
to Assume Direction o f . A.d- years has been sales manager of that, 
vertising For B. G. Tree organization. : , >  ;
Fruits Ltd, ' The operation of “The Producer,”
_j____ which is published in Vernon and:
J. G. West, who for the past circulates widely .thrqugfi: thewe support the plebiscite?” is .in the we do not vote “ YES” any succeed- „. - ...........  .....  —  ..- . _  . .  . . . . .
same category, my answer to it is ing Government’s hands certainly twenty years has been connected three^^praine provinces, has :given 
also“ yes.” would be tied. with' the Vernon News, will assume West a clear picture of that
The vote in support of'the plebis- it will be a very busy time in the /he direction of all /dver«sing_of in^rtantmar^t^^^^^^ _
cite should be unanimo-as. orch^ ards but I would ask everyone the ^n^ ties, hefs best^nowh for his work'
A single vote against it will be a in Glenmore to make a special ef- mis .or ts. V. ixee j;ruxu>, . d . _ .. _ -----
announced by United States publications will not apply here, many people are unable ^  obtain our pro- fort to get to the poll on April:27th, M^treaL white°PresidenTof^^^
_____ ..i.xiLc. .ivv wv.. oW«l,2 ^nhscrintions to foreign ? clear picture of the fundamental interests of Can- yince and on the banner of the between 8 a.m. and 8 pjn. ’The vote t h f  S ib u t io n  ad  ^ he served as Canada’s representativeThe regulations do not apply to yearly subscriptions to foreign at stake,
publications
• V a'da, the British Empire and the Canada we love. -  ^ ^  he taken, m^the Toardlloom. on a special committee set up to
The Courier believes , that the eaugg of liberty. Every vote against it will be a H  u^t Mr ’ West will have complete influence editorial policy in calling
forthcoming plebiscite is one of the jf we believe in the principles of vote for Hitler and his incredibly ^ h ^ e  399-L5 during voting hours. gjjgj.gg of its direction. .^attention to the economic trends
most important milestones in the democracy, then we must believe in foul and evil ways, will be a vote^ ^ /tes^ it has been felt by many ^ o w - that were making anote^^
bon
has been active lb edm-
___________ ^_____ _______ ^____ ____ . . OV4414C V.44,2 VYXV4. V4 xx-.v, ____ _____ - WOrk : 1  ^ > V
determinations, arising out of the overwheteiing. . _ _  ordducts and tee field of mar- sporting circles, , is^at pir^^t
as lessons and tribulations of the preisr I^reaiize there ;is a Yioespread .jj ^his respect Mr. West the Prerident of the Vernqn Rod
X.4V4VV, X4W&.4V.V4 XV. v. V v.* V.V...4V. x... ------- ° ' ' . '  " OI 1013 Qisirici, ixiB i.-ourier lubi,— J comnlacencv in the face ent conflict, to make this country apatey towards the plebiscite, but jg ideally qualified. Except for the and Gun t£ub. ,
to provide the cutting qualities of tool steel. Mr. Kilbourn said week presented the first roundup of grave danger as were the officials and the entire world a finer and have no alternative but to do our period of the last war. he has had:. J. McL, Cooper, of the Canadian
forbidden last week by Steel Controller F. B, Kilbourn in a it will assist in some measure ]^nj3T vote.
move designed to overcome shortages of strategic alloys used of^thE^^istric^^lb^Do ^
<; n nn .«;teel
opinions of various local citizens.
leave us
in a statement the action was taken to give him “effective regu- week
lation of imports of all such types of steel'.’ roundup.
Pcarl Harbot or Singapore, 
wre present tee second result of the plebiscite
fail to be overwhelmingly “ Yes,”
better place to live in.
B . '  then the effect »U 1 be es deireeelng
Safeguarding of C A N A D IA N  SE E D  S U P P L IE S  in co­
operative production activities has resulted in acute shortages 
being avoided so far, the Agricultural Supplies Board announ­
ced recently.
week as last week. It was, “ How 
should we vote on the plebiscite— 
and why?”
.The. persons asked to express 
their opinions were Capt. C. R. Bull, 
Rev. W. W; McPherson, Rev. Father
to our war effort as it will be stimu­
lating to the morale of our enemies.
C APT. C. R. B U L L
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Y®.fi2 , d,
duty at this: time. If :we stay at ^ lifetime of experience in news- Advertising Agency, who has con-
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,  4,. 4 .4, «  „  should be conscripted but wealth. Times, Mr. West gathered a wide real. _____ _ ' .4; ' 4,4
I am quite sure that if q Gallup industry and every resource neces- knowledge of advertising in the: with- their
poll was taken in Glenmore on the sary to win the war in the shortest three western states and, returning two children, John, and Sharon, w;ill
forthcoming plebiscite, we would possible time. to his native city of Vancouver he move , to r Kelovma,. shortly.. The
G. H. M O U B R A Y , 
Reeve of Glenmore.
m
W. B.-McKenzie, Rev. C. E. Davis, democracies to win tee war, do I I cannot conceive of a single, rea-
The failure of Canada to 
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vote \^ a^s engaged in ' the commercial-bave rented the_ home of . W. B. M. 
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’ The Plebiscite
On April 27 next the adult population of 
Canada will go to the polls to vote on what is 
currently known as “the conscription plebiscite." 
Specifically Canadians will be asked to vote yes 
or “no" on the question, “Are you in favor of 
releasing the government from any obligation 
arising out of any past commitments restricting 
the methods of raising men for military service?"
One question that is frequently asked is, 
“why is the government having this plebiscite 
when it has the power under the W ar Measures 
Act to enforce conscription for service overseas?"
The Prime Minister has stated his position 
in the following words on the floor of the House. 
“With regard to raising men compulsorily for 
service there is no commitment when the service 
is confined to within Canada. But when resort is 
to he had to conscription, in other words to the 
‘method’ of conscription, for raising men for 
overseas service, there is a commitment which 
> hinds the government, a commitment made be­
fore we entered the war . . .  a commitment made 
at the last general election, a commitment which 
has been made time and time again."
With reference to the wording the Prime 
Minister continued: “W e  wish to make the lan­
guage so broad that there can be no misgiving as 
to any commitment from now on which relates to 
the method of raising men for service overseas. 
If this plebiscite carries, neither the government 
nor any hon. member will be free to argue that 
we cannot decide upon conscription or any other 
question with respect to our war effort because 
of a certain commitment.”
These words of Prime Minister King should 
make the position clear. The government gave 
its word, it went on record in ppposing conscrip­
tion for service overseas, and now in the light 
of changing events it wishes to he relieved of that 
pledge. I t  is futile to argue, as many do, that, 
because our position in the world conflict has en­
tirely changed from that foreseen at the time the 
pledge was given, the government would be justi- 
■ fied in ignoring its pledge. Argument on points 
of this nature only becloud the issue now that the 
plebiscite is to be held. Whether the government 
had to take the step is now completely unimport­
ant. The die is cast, the vote is to be taken April 
27 and the Canadian voter should ask himself 
only one question, “How should I vote?”
Because of political realities the Prime Mini-r - 
ster has refused to admit that conscription is the 
issue, but the Province of Quebec, through its 
members in the Federal House, has paid little or 
no attention to his statement that the question 
applies to the whole war effort. In the light of 
Quebec’s opposition to conscription, one can un­
derstand that the Prime Minister wishes to avoid 
at all costs any definite statement of government 
intention along that line. But although one may 
disagree with Mr. King’s caution, although his 
roundabout phraseology may be vastly irritating 
at a time like this, two facts should stand .out 
above all argument and political partisanship.
First, the plebiscite is in effect “a conscrip­
tion plebiscite,” as clearly evidenced by the un^ 
alterable opposition'of the majority of Quebec 
members of Parliament and a probable negative 
vote by the residents of that province.
Second, because this Quebec block repre­
sents a substantial part of the total Canadian ; 
vote, it is essential that every voter casts his or 
her ballot on April 27, and that that balloL be
fd  by Great Britain since the outbreak of hostili­
ties, And let us not forget that we are still de­
pending on Briti.sh courage to defend our shores 
from invasion.
Canada has always been the “lial.son officer” 
between the British and America. The United 
States has looked and is looking to us to explain 
and clarify the customs, the traditions and the 
history that go to make up the character of that 
strange and often annoying person, "the English­
man.” If on Ajiril 27 Canada goes on record as 
opposing help for Great Britain and the Empire 
outside of Canada, the effect on British-American 
relations may well be disastrous.
Let us then bear in.mind that it is of th^ 
utmost importance that Canada should speak 
with an overwhelming voice in favor of the pleb­
iscite. Every loyal Canadian should forget all 
personal feelings, all, political and partisan sel­
fishness and prejudice, and tell the government 
to get on with the job of all-out total war by vot­
ing “yes." W c must stop feeling and start think­
ing. Selfish emotions have no part in this ques­
tion. The people of the government want the 
people of Canada to vote “yes," so that it will be 
free to act. Canada wants the government to act. 
There can only be one logical answer to “how 
should I vote?”
The Things M ost M en Admire
marked “yes.
Many citizens are demanding that the gov­
ernment get down to brass tacks, that it diemand 
of every Canadian the sacrifices necessary for 
total war. I n  this plebiscite the government is 
asking the Canadian people to give it the green 
light so that it may get on with the job. Failure 
to give a definite affirmative to the government’s 
request will only obstruct and stultify govern­
ment leadership. That in its,Hf is bad enough but 
equally important is the fact that our great ally 
to the south, the United States of America, would 
interpret our decision as an- expression of dis­
loyalty to the Empire and Great Britain.
A  leading British correspondent who has 
been lecturing in the United States stated the 
other day that unfortunately the English were 
not popular south of the border. Nazi propa­
ganda is quick to seize on any factor that may 
tend to turn misunderstanding into hostility. . 
Even in Canada, Hong Kong, Singapore and the 
East Indies debacle have resulted in criticism 
that comes dangerously close to disloyalty.'Brit­
ain has been carrying the load for over t\yo years 
and mistakes have beenmade. But let us never 
forget that our- present freedom .to criticize Js 
largely due to the fact that we have been defend -
, What is it that men— decent men in a decent 
nation— admire most in their fellow men?
That question is prompted by a reading of 
the tributes which Hansard records as having 
been paid in Parliament to the late C.C.F. leader, 
J, S. Woodsworth. W hat was said in the House 
of Commons justifies a review of the subject, for 
there has seldom been a public man whose de­
mise has been followed by so many and such 
evidently heartfelt tributes from his fellow mem­
bers. And what did they praise? Certainly not 
his wealth, for he was not rich. His ability— y^es, 
but to a minor degree, although he was an able 
man. The qualities his colleagues emphasized 
were his sincerity, his honesty, his unselfishness ; 
above all his concern for the Avelfare of human­
kind. In assessing what was said, it is to be borne 
in mind that these were wartime tributes to a 
pacifist; to one with whose policies many - of 
those who spoke had violently disagreed.
Premier King pointed out “how genuinely 
kindly, simple and sympathetic his real , nature 
was. Of men who have occupied seats in our 
Parliament and have risen to positions of leader­
ship, Mr. Woodsworth was one of the most sin­
cere and least self-seeking. He sought to awaken 
the consciences of his fellow men to social injus­
tices. Equally, he strove, by advocating a wider' 
tolerance and better understanding, to remove 
bairriers of race and class and creed, and to estab­
lish more in the Way of economic freedom and 
socia;! equality." The Prime Minister praised Mr. 
Woodsworth’s “fearless advocacy of the right as 
it was given him to see the right.”
The Conservative House Leader, Hon. R. B. 
Hanson, pointed out that, however much one 
might disagree with Mr. Woodsworth, “ no one 
-ever doubted his sincerity and honesty of pur­
pose. He pursued his purpose and supported his 
ideals. Down through the years he fought for 
the under dog, for social amelioration and for soc- ; 
ial justice.”
J. H^Blackmore said: “I was impressed at 
all times with the courage which prompted him 
to plunge into the most painful positions and 
fight his way through. His sincerity no one could 
possibly doubt:” , This member of the House ap­
plied to Mr, Woodsworth the words of Brown­
ing: “One who never turned his back but march­
ed breast forward, never doubted clouds would 
break, never dreamed, though right was worsted, 
wrong would triumph, held we fall to rise, are 
baffled to fight better, sleep to wake.”
Hon. J. T. Thorsen described the late C.C.F, 
leader as “a great and courageous humanitarian.” 
Mrs; Doris Nielsen said that “when the full life 
of a new society floods the world, we shall re­
member the man who saw its first pale gleam and 
so consistently followed it.” Hon. T . A. Crerar 
praised his interest in assisting newcomers to 
Canada. “He was one who at all times had the 
courage of his convictions, and I am always ready 
to pay tribute to a man possessed of those quali­
ties of honesty, sincerity and courage.” Liguori 
Lacombe called him “a man of honor and courage 
and a great Canadian.”
Daniel Mclvor said: “He never betrayed a 
trust. He was a practical Christian, because I 
believe the Christian program is to feed the hun­
gry, clothe the nakedy visit the sick and go to 
those in prison. He practised those principles 
and men are known by their conduct. He always' 
struggled pn , behalf o f the man who was under­
neath, and he did it without making anything out 
of it. He was a man of courage and conviction, 
never afraid to champion the cause of the individ­
ual who was down.”
Ralph Maybank described Mr. Woodsworth 
as a man who was “unmindful of himself” and 
ever mindful of others,'and “the more individuals 
are actuated by motives conipletely untinged 
with selfishness, the more likelihood there is of 
their actions,conducing to thie real progress of 
mankind.” Jean-Franedis Pouliot said: “ I shall 
remember him as a born gentleman. Those who 
had conversations with him will never forget the 
kindly glance in his eye. He will be remembered 
for his integrity, his sincerity, and hisjndomit- 
able courage.” M, J. Coldwell said that “sincerity 
and courage in his convictions were at the very 
root and base of his charaeter.”
The fact is that these declarations by so 
many members of Parliament were not only tri­
butes to the late J. S. Woodsworth. They were
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tributes to the virtues which all these speakers 
rightly associated with his life. They were a 
revelation of what it is in human character decent 
men value most. It is because of that revelation 
that the addresses in Parliament were so signifi­
cant. When a man dies, it is qualities like these 
— if he possessed them— which his fellow men de­
light to praise; sincerity, honesty, courage, good­
ness, kindliness, helpfulness, concern for the wel­
fare of humankind, for the “man underneath.”
Know Your Friends
In October, 1941, the isolationist Chicago 
Tribune was editorializing:
“ America is being destroyed in the attempt 
to perpetuate the dominance of England over the 
continent of JEurope. That this nation is in dan­
ger of successful military attack has been dis-^ 
proved so often that it is unnecessary to repeat 
the facts,”
In November, 1941, the Tribune said: 
“ W e  are still far from per‘suaded that Amer­
ica should ruin herself and sacrifice her sons to 
assist the British in their conquest of Asia and 
Africa. . . . W e  can see little to be gained from 
our participation in this war to compensate, , us 
for the huge and certain losses we must suffer 
from it.”
On December 8, the day after Pearl Harbor, 
the Tribune tried to wipe the slate clean with : 
“Recriminations are useless and we doubt 
that they will be indulged in. Certainly not by
us.
By January, the Tribune was saying:
“I f  there is to be a partnership between the 
United States and Britain, we are, by every right, 
the controlling partner. W e  can get along-with­
out them. They can’t get along without us.”
In February, the Tribune said:
“The success of General MacArthur’s army 
has been so great, when contrasted with, the re­
peated disasters visited upon the British, as to 
warrant the conclusion that victory in the far 
western theatre can only be obtained under Am ­
erican direction.”
Or, in other words:
“The opportunity as well as the honor should 
be ours,'because it has been earned by an Ameri­
can army that'has shown itself infinitely superior 
to the other anti-Axis forces in the western Paci­
fic that military effort not only there, but every­
where, should be put under American direction.”
And now the Chicago Tribune has proposed 
not only that the lUnited States should irnmedi- 
ately occupy and then negotiate for permanent 
possession of the French possessions in the Paci­
fic and the “foreign islands” in the Atlantic but 
has gone still further.
“If we succeed in protecting Australia, a 
change in Australia’s international position is to 
be expected. The military fact must receive its 
recognition in a^^political rearrangement. If . . . 
England cannot guard Australia and Australia 
now looks to this country for leadership, we may 
assume that thisi relationship is destined to be­
come a permanent one and that somehow or other 
Australia is to be included and represented in our 
federal system. It would be a strange irony,” 
comments the Tribune, “if the nation which was 
committed to abandoning the. Philippines as an 
unwanted imperial prize should find itself at the 
end of the war in possession of Australia and 
New  Zealand, and perhaps a lot of other territory 
besides.”
The responsibility for such irresponsible edi­
torial expressions must rest on Colonel R. R. Mc­
Cormick, editor and publisher of the Chicago 
Tribune. W e  in Canada know who o u r,friends 
are in the United States. W e  should also know
our enemies.
Japan’s long line of ancestors may be ah 
asset, but her long line of- communications will 
prove her undoing.
Kelowna in Bygone Days
(From the files of the Kelowna Courier)
THTOTY YEARS AGO Horse.
Thursday, April 4*1912
'“The municipal water cart has at lastmade its 
welcome appearance, much to the relief of the business, 
men, to whom the dust was becoming a nuisance,”
TWENTY YEARS AGO
Thursday, April 6, 1922
“ The Directors of'the Aquatic Association have ap­
pointed F. J. Foot, the popular gymnastic instructor  ^ as 
caretaker for the season, Mr, Foot is as experienced in 
water sports as he is in gymnasium work, being formerly 
a member of the Royal Navy, and he possesses marked 
fitness for his new post.”
“The grader is doing good work on the city streets 
this week reducing the hununocks thrown up by the 
heaving action of the frost coming out of the ground.”
“A. E. Ashcroft, C.E., was in town on Tuesday con­
ducting negotiations for a terminal site for the Canaimn 
Northern (later the Canadian National) Railway. _ We 
have it on good authority .that a deal has practically 
been closed for a site with lake frontage and ample space 
for yards, warehouses and/other station requirements, 
north of Bernard Avenue on Ellis Street.”
“In the course of his address to a public meeting of 
the citizens of Summerland, held last week for the pur-" 
pose of organizing better means of fire protection in view 
of the recent disastrous confiagration there. Provincial 
Fire Marshal. Thomas is quoted by the Summerland Re­
view as having spoken highly of the 'Vemon and Ke­
lowna Volunteer Fire Brigades, giving instances of ex- 
ception^y brilliant work being done by the Kelovma 
Brigade ih his presence/'
The following officers were chosen for 1912 at the 
gr.niiai meeting of the Kelowna Tennis Club: President, 
Dr A. H. Huyeke; Vice-President, W. A. Peters; Secret­
ary, H. A. Willis; Committee, Dr. Maud McNaughton, l\ s^s 
Hudson, Messrs. Wilsop, Metcalfe, Adams, McTayish, 
Whitehead and Dr. Boyce.
At a meeting of the Board of Police Commissioners, 
it was decided to relieve the Chief of Police of the extra 
duties imposed upon him by the City Council in the col­
lection of licences and tcixes, and he was instnicted to 
confine himself strictly to police work.'
Rees,
'  TEN YEARS AGO 
Thursday, April 7, 1932
Reports submitted at the annual meeting .of the Ke­
lowna Civilian Rifle Association showed the finances to 
be in a healthy condition, with a substantial cash bal­
ance on hand. A  very high level , of marksmariship had 
been attained in 1911 and some phenomenal records 
were made, including a grand possible of 105 at 200, 5UU 
and 600 yards, by J. R- Conway, constitutmg a record 
for the province. H. T, Gill, whose figure of merit for 
the season was the-.splendid average of, 4.71 points per 
shot won the championship of the Okanagan \ at the 
annual meet of the Okanagan Rifle Association at -Arm­
strong, together with six medals, two cups and a trophy. 
Winners of silver medals for the highest four scores 
made on the Kelowna range between September 14th 
and the end of the season, in three classes, for any rifle, 
for the Mark II Ross with open sights, and for n ^  
members joining in 1911, were J. R. Conway, G. N. 
Kennedy and A. Symonds, respectively. Election of mr 
fleers resulted in choice of the following; President, p. 
W. Sutherland; Vice-Presidents, J. F. Burne and C. Har­
vey; Captain and Acting Secretary, G. C. Rose—all re­
elected; and Vice-Captain, T. Allan; Executive Com­
mittee in addition to. the Captain and Vice-Captain, C. 
Harvey, G. H, Dunn and two to be. chosen by the B.C.
“The weather continues to be ‘juicy,’ but. growth is 
slow and higher temperatures must come before gardens 
arid fields show a springlike appearance.”
A  series of housebreakings and burglarious attempts 
during the preceding two weeks had yielded little in the 
way of loot to the thieves, who broke into several pack­
ing houses and the Junior High School and tampered 
with the locks on the doors of the B.C. Government of­
fice and the Empress Theatre in their efforts to effect 
an entry. Early on Tuesday morning, April 5th, how­
ever, marauders • succeeded in a raid upon the premises 
of the Kelowna Club, carrying off liquor and cigarettes 
of a totcil value of over ?100.
The local basketball season came to a close on Sat­
urday, April 2 with a sudden-death game between’ the 
Kelowna “Pheasants” and the McKenzie-Fraser quin­
tette, of New Westminster, for the provincial Intermedi­
ate B championship. 'The Kelowna boys lost by a score 
of 46-34. Their "passing and shooting were poor in the 
first half, at the end of which the score stood 23-11 
against them, but in the second half they made a manful
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effort to overhaul their opponents 








ON AN EASTBOUND TRAIN I had a chat with—ol 
all tilings!—a girdle traveller. He was telling me that 
tlie time was not very far distant when women would 
find It Increasingly difficult to obtain satisfactory founda­
tion garments, and that naturally prompted my ques­
tion, “What will they do then?" His reply amazed me, 
being rother a novice In these affairs, but perhaps if I 
outline his remarks here, It may assist some woman 
reader to keep her figure a little longer. Tills traveller 
said, “Tlie millions and millions of girdles we have today 
should bo pampered." . . .  It seems to me that the men 
and women who spend their lives making girdles, and 
later explaining to customers why the garment hasn’t 
worn as long as It should, list surprising do’s and don’t’s 
of corset conservation. That Is, the list of things you’d 
think every woman knew. . . .  For instance, that yank. 
Corsetieres call it “the great American gesture.” It la 
still the No. 1 cause of needless corset-casualties. I’m 
told, although doubtless the wearers realize that no gird­
le Is built to take such punishment. The reason Is that 
the gesture Is practically instinctive—when- the girdle 
doesn’t fit, the hand goes to the wrinkle or short spot 
practically automatically regardless of who’s looking. So 
the corsetiere’s first plea Is: have your girdle fitted cor­
rectly and thus avoid pulling, pushing, tearing It. .. . And 
then, there's the safety pin. Fasten a broken garter 
thus, temporarily, and you are very likely to forget it 
later. And the pin will rip the fabric. So sew the rent 
garment immediately. . . . And this authority said, ‘‘Tub 
them.” People in the trade aver that an astonishingly 
large number of women evidently don’t know that all 
modern foundation garmente are made of pre-tested 
washable materials. Women wlio would not dream of 
putting on a soiled glove, who'd know that oil would 
ruin a rubber bathing cap or shower curtain, will wear 
girdles till perspiration, body oils and dirt literally cut 
and dissolve both rubber and fabric to pieces. So wash 
them just as often as you do any other Intimate apparel. 
Use tepid suds, rinse thoroughly, roll in a towel and 
squeeze. Never wring, never hang in sunlight or direct 
heat. . . . And give thern a rest and also exercise. The 
stuff is live— you sorrowfully realize when it goes 
dead. Have at least two and wear them alternately. 
Wearing one endlessly, or wearing orie extremely rarely, 
cuts the lifetime. If you have an evening foundation, 
and rarely dress formally these .days, wear this one oc­
casionally under daytime frocks. , . . Treat ’em gently. 
Let the fitter show you how to get into a girdle properly, 
using the flat of your fingers instead of the ends, which 
can go through the fabric. . . . Remember that a self- 
respecting girdle fits you when you sit or stand correctly 
—not when you slump. Sliding forward in a chair pun­
ishes the front of the garment, makes it very likely to 
go long before the rest of it is -worn out. , . Check your 
performance score— n^ot your knowledge, for you know 
these little things—on these half-dozen simple conserva­
tion points. And check it again six months hence. I am 
told that this is definitely worthwhile. . . .
r p m
WAR h a s  BROUGHT a  CHANGE to many of our 
hotels. It has brought a tremendously increased business 
to many, a loss of business to some. It was only a ma-tter 
of a few months ago that there was never any difficulty 
in getting accommodation in any of the larger hotels. 
Then the Chateau Laurier commenced to keep the S.R.O. 
sign hanging permanently and now practically tdl the 
large hotels in the east do the same thing. If you are 
' planning on going east, make your reservations well in 
advance, and I do not mean a ■ few days. . . . But the 
war has affected hotels in another way. They used, to 
vie with one another in providing countless little extra 
services free for guests. Now they hold meetings to see 
what “friUs” can be discontinued and what economies 
in operatton^ey can effect. . . . They are co-opefating 
a hundred per cent in saving sugar, at the dining table 
as well as through controls in the kitchen. They are 
iiging honey for sweetening in their cooking, cutting out 
candied vegetables, sweets and mints. Diners are ration-^  
ed on sugar and, of course, sugar bowls are not on the 
tables. . . .  They have found numerous ways of conserv­
ing on the use of electricity. They are using light bulbs 
with lower wattages* reducing the number of motors and . 
fans in‘■operation, and are now carefully watching the 
number, of trips an elevator makes. By using un­
wrapped soap, hotels can save 15 to 20 per cent on the 
cost through less printing and paper purchases. The 
amount of stationery being glvoen free to guests is being 
curtailed. In some cases it is of a poorer grade. Menu 
cards are reduced in size, and -the a-la-carte is kept sep­
arate from the daily menu to avoid unnecessary reprint­
ing. Hotels are also reducing the number of towels per 
guest. While the list is long,: it should be pointed out 
that all the essentials are still present and it is only the 
“frills” that have gone. Many expensive dishes served 
in hotel restaurants, such as caviar, squab, guinea hen, 
have quietly disappeared from the menu. T h e  number 
of ready-cooked meals has been reduced; the number 
of entrees has been curtailed. > The-hotel meal is under 
thorough discussion by . the industry, and there is a 
trend toward a modified table d’hote. with an elective 
nrice menu which will be a saving for both guest and 
the hotel. . . .  / ^  ^
r p m
BETWEEN HERE AND MONTREAL four different 
lining cars and their crews are part of the train. Being 
of an inquisitive nature, I asked most of the stewards 
whether they had noticed people co-operating generally 
in the sugar rationing and whether or not they had 
noticed any reduction in the amount of sugar, used when 
it was not on the table. Every steward queried replied 
that the public were most co-operative and none com­
plained about the, present system. One said that it was 
surprising thri number of people who were now doing 
without sugar in tea or coffee. ■ Many people had found 
that they were using sugar out of sheer habit and that 
they could get along just as well'without it. . . . There is 
no sugar on the dining car tables aow; the waiters asked 
if you will have it. That statement must be amended 
slightly: In two trips across the continent I saw sugar 
bn the table of one dining car. That was for breakfast 
between Ottawa and ■ Mon-treal. I heard eight people 
comment on the fact that the sugar was on the table and 
most of those people linked it up with the fact that the 
dining car crew was entirely French Canadian. The little 
incident was the cause of some caustic reinarks. . . .
r p m
THE WAR HAS CAUSED SOME changes in travel. 
Liquor is seen much more openly in all cars from day- 
coach to club car; smoking is now tolerated in air-con­
ditioned Pullmans. The reason? The army  ^ navy and 
airforce. Little restraining conventions and “What will 
people say?” make no difference to the members of the 
forces, and the train crews must now close their eyes 
to many practices they would-not tolerate just a little 
while ago The train crews simply cannot act as strong- 
arm police and do their routine job as well. The result 
is much less constraint. . . .
I w f
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T H E  E E L O W W A  C O U E I «
HttM CIe«««r
A paste made ef vinegar and com* 
« f  la excellent fur removmg 






II half a teacup of emmordft is 
added to the hato water, it will mi- 
ten the water wonderfully, and also 





PLANT A  GARDEN THIS YEAR
,Vi a-
, . . .  SO that extra foods 
may be sent to England.
GARDEN TOOLS
Big or small— wc have just 
what you need.
FERTILIZERS -  SPRAYS
•Use
B U C K E R F IE L D ’S C H IC K  S T A R T E R  
and G R O W IN G  M A S H
S l^ S  -
Get the best






Phone 229 F E E D  ST O R E  Free Delivery
Help Canada by purchasing Oio now Victory Bonds I
Jumble Sale W ill be Held In 
Okanagan Mission Commun­
ity Hall April 23 Next
St. Andrew's Parish Guild hope to 
collect enough articles for a Jumble 
Sale to be held on Tliursduy, April 
23, in Okanagan Mission Community 
Hall. Naturally most unwanted 
clothes go to the__Bombed Britons 
but there are many oUier things. In­
cluding household articles, which 
are not worth sending over, or not 
suitable, which could be sent to the 
Jumble sale. The Guild would be 
very grateful if they could bo left 
at the Community Hull on April 22.
Miss Barbara Middlcmass has been 
accepted In the C.WA..AJ;'’., and left 
for Toronto last week. A farewell 
party was given for her by her 
many frlcnda In Vancouver befoie 
she left, and she was presented with 
a blue leather writing case with the 
Air Force crest on the case and the 
note paper.
Miss Winifred Baldwin has been 
accepted lor the C.W.A.A.F., and Is 
leaving lor Toronto on April 14. 
Miss Baldwin has been holidaying 
la Vancouver and returned home 
last Tuesday for a few days before 
going East.
Miss Primrose Walker arrived 
home from Kamloops last week to 
spend the Easter holiday with her 
parents.
VOTE ON BYLAW 
THIS MONTH
Proposed Six Thousand Dollar 
Vote for Power Plant Exten­
sion up For Voters' Appro­
val April 21
Peachland will vote on the $8,0(W 
hydro-clectric by-law April 21, it 
was decidcsd at a meeting of the 
Council held Saturday night, April 
4, in the Municipal Hall. To answer 
all questions regarding the proposed 
measure which will make U>e j>ower 
plant aeml-automatic and provide 24 
hour service wliile using a smaller
supply of water than at present, it 
was decided to hold a public meet-
Mlss Phyllis Sarsons has finished 
her nurses’ training In Vancouver, 
and arrived In Okanagan Mission 
last Monday to spend a holiday with 
her parents.
T. W. Chamberlain, a British cx-scrviccman who was blinded in 
the last war, is shown with his guide dog, Tessa, who takes him to 
work at a warplane factory. Chamberlain Is employed as an In­
spector of aircraft parts.
Ing April 11. All ratepayers are in­
vited to attend this meeting so that 
the whole question can bo discussed.
lleeve B. F. Gummow and the 
clerk, C. C. Inglls, reported on their 
recent trip to Vancouver and Vic­
toria. The Inspector of Municipal­
ities, E. H. Bridgman, was inter­
viewed at Victoria and he gave his 
consent to the presentation of the 
by-law to the electorate. I’he en­
gineer, J. H. Bartholomew, was In­
terviewed at Vancouver and lie stat­
ed that it would be possible to go u- 
heud immediately with the construc­
tion provided the vote on the by­
law is favorable. Bond houses were 
also visited and there appeared to 
be no difficulty in selling the bonds 
as soon as they are available.
Geoff Sarsons spent the Easter 






Miss Pamela Marshall returned to 
Okanagan Mission last week and is 
staying in Miss Joyce Ford’s shack 
for a few weeks.
“Do a Good Turn Daily”
Awarded two First Prizes 
at British Empire Brewers* 
Exposition . . .  London, 
England, 1936.
Mrs. Stallard returned to her 
home in Okanagan Mission last 
week. Mrs. Stallard has been spend­
ing the winter in Vancouver and at 
Harrison Hot Springs with Miss 
Owen.
18:
Orders for the week ending April
Salvage Committee Loads Car 
for Shipment Monday After­
noon From, Winfield and 
Okanagan Centre
The troop will parade in the Com­
munity Hall on Monday at 7.30 p.m., 
in full uniform.
Duty Patrol: Foxes.
The Salvage committee of the 
Winfield Farmers’ Institute con­
cluded its first drive for salvage 
with the loading of a car on Mon­
day afternoon. The salvage was col­
lected on Good Friday and stored-vYc.*  A  softball game will be played in *v^v.vy.y. -------—— -------- --
• • * the field near the hall' prior to the in the Winfield Co-operative pack-
With the shortage of rubber and indoor meeting, the long evenings ing house car
gas rationing here for the duration, lending themselves to outdoor acti- ‘ ’ '*
people will no doubt be taking to vities-rather than indoor drills and 
horseback riding, and i>eople with exercises.
horses for hire should do well. Many balance of the meeting per-
people rode in the hills during the will be devoted to rehearsingu m . — lod D o n
Easter holiday week-end and enjoy- annual entertainment,
ed the lovely weather. a —i------- -i — -------1A rehearsal of songs and choruses
‘Vancouver Greuieries ‘iim iteb
wa . . — —----- ^ xtriitraia i ux utA woco
■ . ... t, i was held at last Monday’s meeting,
Miss Nan Collett left for a visi o rehearsal of the play was held 
Vancouver last Monday. - - - ................up by absence of several of the old' 
er Scouts. The date of the concert— ' ------- :------- --------  Cl J.11C UOVC.V-L vvfxxww.*. w
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor A real way to face a problem is has been tentatively set for Friday, 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia. to put your back into i . May 22.
Are YO U  Willing
Betray Them?
A r e  Y O U  p r e p a r e d  to  t e l l .
. . .  the men of the three fighting 
services that you are so soaked in prejudice that you do not care 
whether or not they receive all the support Canada G A N  giye 
them? ■ .
Are you willing to tell them that you are unwilling to give 
your consent to Canada doing everything possible to help them 
bring this war to a victorious end?
Are you willing to tell them that you do not appreciate their 
sacrifices ? That you are cold to the necessity of seeing this thing 
through?
Are you willing to tell them that your loyalty is so shallow 
that you are prepared to give Canada— 'their country and your 
country, for which they are willing to make the supreme sacrifice 
— a black eye in the eyes of the freedom-loving peoples of the 
world? That you are not willing for Canada to engage in Total 
War?
Are you willing to tell them that you are prepared to bring 
joy to the U-boat commanders torpedoing our sailors on the seas, 
to the Hun soldiers being harassed by the daring Canadian Com­
mandos, to the men of the Luftwaffe, fighting to retain control 
of the skies of half the ’world from pur Canadian airmen?
But if you refrain from voting “yes” on April 27th, you are 
saying all these things.'
W hat will you' be able to tell them when they return and ask 
how Y O U  voted oi> the plebiscite?
W ill you have to say, “I shirked my duty and betrayed you.”
Or will you say:
‘As a loyal and patriotic Canadian there was only one thing 
I could do. I voted ‘Y E S ’.”
(This advertisement is one of a series of four sponsored by a public-spirited cj,tizen 
who believes At is imperative for every person to vote on the plebiscite).
A  meeting of the Court-of-Honor 
was held at the home of the Scout­
master on Thursday evening last, 
at which final arrangements for the 
Easter camp and the annual enter­
tainment were made. It was also 
decided to drop to four patrols, 
breaking up the Kangaroo patrol 
and arhalgamating with the others. 
P.L. John Ansell hds been trans­
ferred to the Eagles as Leader of 
that patrol. The strength of the 
troop will now be four patrols of 
eight, and a Troop Leader. A  guest 
at the Court-of-Horior was Bill 
Wilson, of Kelowna, a former mem­
ber of the troop, and now on leave
from Vernon Military Camp.
i g o se until the. car was spotted.
A large number of volunteer help­
ers, including several Jay bees from 
Kelowna, turned out to load the 
car, which contained about twenty 
tons of cast-steel, brass, copper, al­
uminum, rags, bones and bottles.
The rubber which was collected 
is being held for the present until 
instructions are received from the 
Federal Government as to its dis­
posal.
Three truck-loads of salvage were 
sent from Okanagan Centre, and the 
balance of the car was made up 
from Winfield.
The regular monthly meeting of 
the Winfield Women’s Institute was 
held at the home of Mrs. Frieseri 
on Wednesday, April 1. Arrange­
ments were made to hold a mili­
tary whist drive, other games and 
a display of war work done by the 
local ladies, in the Commyunity Hall,- 
oii Friday evening, April 24. Plans 
were also made to organize first aid 
classes, to be held shortly in the 
Community Hall. It . is hoped to have, 
a class of no less than twenty mem­
bers; Anyone interested in attend­
ing these classes will please give 
her name either to Mrs. Cliff Fallow
Three hundred and fifty-two art­
icles were shipped by the local Red 
Cross Committee on March 20, for 
the last month, according to Mrs. A. 
Smalls, Convenor of the Work Room 
Committee. This included 101 pairs 
of socks which was a noteworthy re­
cord. There was also 27 sweaters, 
18 scarves, 7 girls’ sweaters, 5 boys’ 
sweaters, 2 boys’ knitted suits, 1 bab­
y’s knitted panties, 1 baby’s sweater, 
1 baby’s bonnet, 4 pairs babies’ boot­
ees, 1 pair bed socks, (donated), 9 
girls’ dresses, 22. women’s slips, 25 
babies’ gowns, 17 babies’ slips, 3 
girls’ petticoats, 4 girls’ bloomers, 30 
cheesecloth handkerchiefs, 48 khaki 
handkerchiefs, 5 wash cloths, 5 large 
quilts, 2 crib quilts. A. new ship­
ment of wool and material has been 
received so-that the Work Room is 
now a very busy place, getting mat­
erial cut up for workers to take 
home, and sewing and finishing gar­
ments and putting labels on finish­
ed articles.
Special Easter services were held 
in local churches, with the church- 
bs decorated for the occasion with 
daffodils and spring flowers. A  
special Easter sermon was preached 
by the Rev. A. D. MacKinnon in the 
United Church while special Easter 
music was sung by, the choir. In the 
Anglican Church, the Rev. Tatham, 
of Summerland, was in charge of a 
special Easter service Sunday after­
noon, while the Rev. Frank Haskins, 
of Summerland, took the , Baptist 
Church Lenten service in the local 
church on Sunday at three o’clock.
The Women’s Institute are plan­
ning for a special. eyening meeting 
April 22, when W. A. C. Bennett, 
M.L.A., for South Okanagan, will be 
the speaker. The meeting is being 
arranged by Mrs. W. H. Sutherland, 
convenor of the Citizenship Com­
mittee.
Mr. and Mrs. P. N. Borland re­
turned to their home here Tuesday, 
March 31, after several months spent 
at Chilliwack with their son Hugh.
or Mrs. George Elliott.
^ The Easter Camp this year wiU 
be held Saturday and Sunday, April 
11 and 12, at Cedar Creek., The 
most of the boys wiU go on their 
bikes, but those requiring transpor­
tation can go by car either at 9.30 
a m. or at 1.30 p.m., as there wilLbe 
*a car or light delivery truck leaving 
at those hours from the Rutland 
School. The baggage will be taken
Miss Sadie Draper has returned 
home, after spending the week-end 
with Mr. and Mrs. ;R. B. Pothecary, 
of Oyama.... • • • .
Jimmy and Teddy Coe, of Pentic­
ton, are spending the Easter holidays 
with their uncle and aimt, Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank WiUiams.
Mr; and*Mrs C; Cx. Fallow moved
.Mr. and Mrs. A. Pentland left on 
TTiursday, April 2, for a trip to Van­
couver.
by car or truck, The return trip . q^ Thursday last to Okanagan Cen- 
will be made Sunday afternoon, tre, where they are erecting a new 
• • • ^ home, fortunately not too far away
Patrol Competition Standing to be completely lost to our com-
T h e  Beavers nosed out the Eagl®® rhimity.
from first'place position to win the " j
competition that has been ninning Miss
since January 1, while the Foxes on Saturday, a«er spen*nga^^  
edged the Seals out of third place with Mr. and Mrs. G, M. Gib
by a scant four points. The Kan- Okanagan Centoe  ^ ^
garoo patrol, hampered by small ^  j^ j^ g Dana Miller have
numbers, trailed in last place. A  ^g^yriied from a visit to the. Coast, 
new competition starts ' with the , ' • • • ,
Camp at the end of this week, and chas; Draper was recovered en- 
the patrol that turns out strongest ough from his attack, of the f^lu to 
and passes tests on the Vhike” will, be able to. attend the Vernon F ^ R  
get away to a good start in this ' Union’s annual bur he M a
The announcement of awards at 
the U.B.C, for outstanding service 
during the year gives Miss Sheila 
McKay, of Peachland; who gradu­
ates this year, the honors for the In­
ternational Relations Club. , Miss 
McKay is heard often over CKWX, 
Vancouver, on the University. Club 
program.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Maddock left 
Thursday, April 2, to take up their 
residence at Westbank.
M i^  Edith Duquemin returned 
home Saturday after several weeks 
ispent at the home of Mr. and .Mrs. 
W. Borton, at Summerland.
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Eddy and 
children arrived home Monday, 
March 31 after spending the winter 
at Vancouver.
competition,
The final standing for 







a relapse and was in bed all of last
the com- week • • •
J. H. Aberdeen has had a severe 
dose of influenza since March 31. Jle 
is gradually reco'vering, but is still 
confined to bed ■ most of the time.
Mr. and Mrs. D. K. Penfold re­
turned to their home at Kelowna, 
Tuesday, April 7, after spending the 









Dissolve camphor gum in olive oil 
^ d  rub the stiffened joints with
Mr. Draschenburg, who has been 
employed in the shipyards at Van­
couver, has retiumed with his fam­
ily, and they are once more occu­
pying their own hom|B.
C. Fulton is spending the Easter 
holidays at his home in Vernon.
• • ' .
After spending the- week-end at 
his home here, Ronald Follett left 
Sunday night, April 5, for Vancou­
ver, where he is taking a course.at 
the Technical School in ■ aircraft 
work. ■
this preparation three or four times Mr. and Mrs. Arclue Snptn, nas a 
daily. The rubbiiig, as well as the severe case of measles and is a very 
oil, will help to soften the bony sick young lady. ^  
formation around the joints. * * ^
——— .. ' . I . ^  Mrs. R. P. White, Mary and Nancy
■ r are spending the Easter holidays  ^at
Layington, guests of Mrs. White s 
parents. * ' •  -
who
- - Miss N. Ramsay is spending the
Miss Margaret Smithy da^htor holidays at her home in West Van-YY_j4.u o couver.
NO BETTER BUY Leo Doucet,  is employed at 
Lumby, had a three days’ visit wito 
his family. ’They are domiciled in 
one of V. R. McDonagh’s houses.
liijjre. H. Carter returned home Fri­
day, April 4, after a few days spent 
at Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Kyser and 
daughter, of Vernon, were week-end 
visitors at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
E. A. Baptist.
The ladies who were sewing at 
Mrs. Walmsley’s last Thursday were 
'Mesdames V; R; McDonagtu 
McDonagli, Brddie, Pollard, Fred 
Duggan and Friesen. ’Those at Mrs. 
Phillips’ were Mesdames Afrante, 
Sr., Moody, Powley, Gill and Spal-
■
’The Spallin family are moving 
this week to Kelowna, where Mr. 
Spallin is employed. .
LA..C. Mel Berwick with his wife 
and mother motored in from Mer­
ritt Simday afternoon, and are 
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
E. M. Hunt. Mr. Barwick, who re­
cently went to Patricia Bay from 
Ontario, is, training as an Armourer 
with the R.AP.
Miss Dora Mattice left to spend 
the Easter holidays at her home in 
Keremeos. —
Mr. and Mrs..T Aberdeen had a 
short visit from a nephew, Culbert 
Aberdeen, who is with the Defence 
Industries, Ltd., at Winnipeg.
Pte. Leslie Goodison, of the Rocky 
Mountain Rangers, was a visitor in 
town recently.• • •
Mrs, M. Macintosh returned to 
her home here Wednesday, April 1; 
after several months spent at Van-
PA G E  T H R E E
mm
Deposit
Provi(Jc a safe, firqproof depository for 
valuable papers. Their annual rental 
charge is reasonable. They arc access­
ible at any time during office hours. 
Keep your Victory Bonds in a Safety 
Deposit Box.
-W e shall be pleased to discuss the matter with you-
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS C0„ LTD.




Crockery Mc&Mc Phone 44 Hardware andAppliances
Mc l e n n a n , McFEELY & p r io r  (Kclowna) Ltd.
The Store with the Large Stock of
SPORTING GOODS
Fishing Season is here ! 
Me & Me
have a first-class display of
^ FISHING TACKLE
-r t  Everything you could possibly need 
for fishing is right here In our store, 
priced at a saving.
GOLFERS!
Me & Me offer you the finest 
equipment available.
D A V E  M aeLEO D  PR O  d *7  9 C
C L U B S  .....................
G O L F  B A L L S , from ........ . 45e
G O L F  BAGS, ete., from ..... $4.25
SPECIAL KELOWNA BULLETIN
Arrived and unloaded, Tuesday, April 7, a
Carload of Hardware
W E S T IN G H O U S E  W A S H E R S , R A D IO S
G E N U IN E  F R IG ID A IR E S , B IC Y C L E S , 
F R U IT  C A N S
A ll sizes, laequered and plain ones. Also extra lids. 
Barb W ire, Garden Tools, Paint, Feneing, Alabastine, 
Wall-Tone W all Finish, Lawn Mowers, Ranges, 
Rubber Garden Hose, W ire, Poultry Nettipg.
B U Y  A N D  S A V E  A T  Me & Me’s
The Store With the Large Stock
What Y O U  Want 
is the Right to H A V E  
and to H O LD
9  ' 0
Y ou ’ve always wanted it. W e  all have. 
First it was rharbles, then a bike, then a car, 
then a house. Now  it’s more than that; Now  
we all want to have and to hold our way of 
life, our .form of government, our country. 
Fortunately, we H A V E  that right. A ll we 
need to do is protect and preserve it. That 
is the reason we are working night and day 
to fill war orders, and find it difficult to ren­
der our local customers the prompt service ' 
we are known for. W e  appreciate your 
understanding Ihd be assuried we will en­
deavor to serve you to the best of our ability.
S. M. Simp§®fli, LtiS
Phone 312 Mill Phone 313
The girls’ choir, -under the direc­
tion of Mr. Jones, will render spec­
ial music on Sunday, April 12, at 
the Winfield United Church, during 
the special Easter service.
couver.
Mr; and Mrs. Reg. Fulks and Miss 





PLEASE SAVE 'THE BOTTLE! Help 
Canada' win the War! Glass is sorely 
needed. Save all' bottles and glass­
ware and have your Salvage Com­
mittee collect. Thank you.
!rhis advertisement la not published
or displayed by the Uquor Control 
Board or by the Government o< 
Brl^h  ColumbiiL
Mrs. Thomas Brinkman, Sr., who 
had been spending the winter at 
Fort Saskatchewan, haa... returned 
home. - s
and Mrs. James Shanks arriv- 
Winfield a couple of weeks 
Mr. Shanks returned to Van­
couver -^ter a week’s stay, and his 
wife left for home on Saturday.
Qrland Duquemin left ’Thursday 
to spend a few days at Summerland.m 0 m
Col. and Mrs. F. O. St. John re­
turned home Monday, March 30, 
after a motor trip to Vancouver.,
Receipts For Fiscal Period 
1941-42 Almost Double Pre­
vious/ Record— Increase in 
Excise Taxes Responsible
amount far exceeds the coUections 
for any previous year eind is almost, 
double the 1940-41 figure of $48,- 
614.10. \
Collections for 1937-38 had s'et the 
reco'rd previously with ^9,734.38.
Although the large increase in 
collections is due in part to a gen- 
eraLincrease in business .transacted, 
the bulk of the excess over previous 
totals is due to imposition and coll­





* W. Oakley is’ a patient at the Kel­
owna Hospital.
Cpl. T. A. Roberts was a week-end 
visitor at his home here.
Customs and excise collections . “Hfs the new novel a happy end-
at the outport of Kelowna for the , x,.
fiscal year-1941-42 total $93,450.50, . judge awards the hwo-
according to figures released by $50,000 a year alimony in the 









EAST KROW NA BRITISH SUB RETURNS FROM PROWL IN “MARE NOSTRUMf f
Si. Mitry's Guild hfM a Jumble fcfcle 
la tht Cwmimraly Hall Wednesday 
aflemooii. 'I'here was a very in>or
turn o^ jt af)d ,<->»ily about lour dol­
lars was realized.
Seamen Receiving S p e c i a l  
Training W ith Army and 
Air Force
A special force of Canadian sea­
men manning spedalJy constructed 
boats is being trained in Britain to 
take part in combined operations, 
Capt. R.' I. Agnew, officer command­
ing Canadian naval establishments 
In Great Britain, stated recently.
‘"file Royal Canadian Navy has 
added another form of activity to 
the many ways in which it Is co­
operating with the Royal Navy in 
the prosecution of the war,” Cap­
tain Agnew said at the presentation 
of a mobile kitchen'donated by the 
Atlantic War Fund of Halifax to 
Greenock Borough.
“Units of the R.C.N. composed of 
lieutenants, sub-lieutenants, stokers 
and seamen now arc being given In­
tensive training at Royal Navy 
training establishments in combin­
ed ’ operations—that Is, operations 
carried out Jointly by the Navy, 
Army and Air Force.” Captain Ag­
new told his audience.
“The personnel of these units had 
been specially selected from lists 
of volunteers for this service on the 
basis of their trade and service
Miss Marcella Moodie. of the Van­
couver teaching staff, returned from 
the Coast Saturday to si>end the 
Easter holidays at the home of her 
parents. Col. and Mrs, W. Moodie.
Mi-s. H. R. Perry and Miss Kora 
Perry left for tlie Coast on Friday.
Ed. Neid and Joe Neid left by car 
for Vancouver Friday.
School broke up for the Easter 
holidays llmrsday. Tiie pupils of 
Mr, Wilson's room enjoyed a hike 
up the creek Thursday afternoon. 
I^'onard Perry, Kauuu Uyeyama, 
Dennis Tasker and Sachiko Uyey­
ama received the awards of merit 
in their respective classes in the 
Junior room.
John FitzGerald entertained a 
number of the local High School 
children at a party at his home 
Thursday evening.
Mrs. Strang and Mrs. Ferguson 
gave local High School students 
a very nice treat Saturday afternoon 
when they took them to the movie 
"Look Who's Laughing.” After the 
picture the children were taken to 
Chapin’s for tea and Ice cream.
I.
Buy NOW !
Q u A icU n l
BORDERED CURTAIN NETS
■'V'W
IJordered and plain elTecl in a wide selection of patterns. 
Choice of ivory and ecru. 3t>-inchcs wide. $1.00
3 yards for
The Easter service at St. Mary’s____  II Duce's “Mare Nostrum” was a happy hunting ground for the British submarine Utmost, which retum-
quallflcations. Additlonal units will Church conducted by toeJRcv. Britain recently. The crew of the Utmost Is shown on her deck with their own ^kull and bones flag
on which varied designs record their exploits during a year-long tour of too Mediterranean. During that time 
she torpedoed and almost certainly sank an Italian cruiser; torpedoed seven enemy supply ships, and a deeply 
laden Italian transport which blew up; carried out successful gun action against a damaged enemy supply 
ships laden with motor transport; rescued a Blenheim bomber crew of four and carried out other successful 
exploits.
arrive from Canada to take the derson was well attended. The 
place of those who have compleTed church was decorated for the oc 
training and have Joined the active casion by Mrs. Porter, Mrs. Pater- 
combined operations ’ command of son, Mrs. Thomeloe sr., and Mrs 
the Royal Navy,” FitzGerald.
It Is understood that none have
yet seen action though some have 
been working with Canadian Army 
units In their commando training 
along the coast, manning the as­
sault boats from which soldiers 
storm beaches in mock attacks.
Mrs. Allan had the m'lsfortune to 
fall and break her wrist Sunday 
afternoon.
Mrs. W. Wilcox and baby are vis­
iting at Princeton.
BIRTHS
The Women's Institute of East 
Kelowna have decided to hold their 
annual sale of seedling plants next 




1st Kelowna Girl Guide Company
GIRL GUIDE NOTES BRITAIN AND
ITALY START 
PRISONER SWAP
MINCHEN—At the Kelowna Gen -----------   ^ j
eral Hospital, on Friday, April 3, ward the funds of the local Red 
1942, to Mr. and Mrs. Lester Min- Cross.
Chen, of R.R. 3, Kelowna, a son. ^  Barwick spent
FABBI—At the Kelowna General part-of their furlough renewing ac- 
Hospital, on Friday, April 3, 1942, quaintances on the bench, 
to Mr. and Mrs. Simeon Fabbi, ______________________
P.O. A . C. MacDonald Crashed 
into Lake Ontario Last De­
cember— Lived Here Several 
Years
of R.R.2,’ Kelowna, a son.
REID— A^t the Kelowna General 
Hospital, on Friday, April 3, 1942, 
to Mr, and Mrs. Wilbur Reid, of 
Okanagan Mission, a son.
A p p l e t o n —A t the Kelowna Gen­
eral Hospital, on Friday, April 3, 
1942, to Tpr. and Mrs. John R. 
Appleton, of Okanagan Mission, 
a son.
Orders for week:
Next Rally, Monday, April 13, in 
the Scout Hall, at 7.00 p.m.
We are very glad that the Rutland 
Ranger and Guide Companies, with 
their Leaders, will be able to be Sick 
with us at our next Rally. Last 
Monday, the following duties were 
assigned to the, Patrols: Canaries 
and Orioles to attend to the ne­
cessary preparations and to be on
and Wounded Prisoners 
of W a r  Exchanged Through 




Britain and Italy started exchang-
N ew  Set-up Completed by Lo ­
cal Company Which is Now  
Laurel Co-operative Union
OHLHAUSEN—At the Kelowna A  letter from the Laurel Co-op- 
General Hospital, on Sunday,- erative Union advising that that 
April 5, 1942, to Mr. and Mrs. concern had taken over the business 
William Ohlhausen, of Kelowna, of the Crown Fruit Company LW., 
a son.. was read at the Kelowna City
Word has been received in Kelow- duty not later than 6.30 p.m. Larks  ^  ^  ^ .
na that the body of Arthur Mac- and Hummingbirds to be hostesses mg their sick and wounded prison- 
Donald was washed up on the shore and to serve, and Nightingales and ers of war this week when ships 
of Lake Ontario, near Oakville, be- Bluebirds to clean up. We hope to carrying the men met at the western 
tween Toronto and Hamilton, on have a full attendance, with all on Turkish port of Smyrna.
March 20th time, and give our visitors a good Negotiations conducted through a
Tt will hP rpmpmbpred toat Mac- time. Each Guide is asked to attach third country—identified only as “a 
ipft Harart^dllp O n S  her nhme to her tunic over the left protecting power”-have set in mo- 
flioht nf thlrtvrfinp R C A f ’ POckct. Review Morse code for sig- tion the machinery for the ex- 
D la L  o n ^  r o u ^  change, the foreign office said.
Rpi-riPn nn Dpppmbpr 18th last In Considering that last Monday was “In view of the nature of the op- 
fsnowstorm hl^ecai^e^^ ^ pleased that so eration, further details cannot L
fro m ^ L ^ th e r  m ete rs  of the many turned up. Instruction was given at this stage but a full state- 
fliffht and was renorted missing Siven in test work, and we had ment including the names of those 
np<5nitp an ^ntonfwe sear^ ^  some ball games and folk dancing, repatriated will be issued when it 




Assorted new spring colors and 
patterns. Priced, per yard ....
36-lNCH CRETONNES
Inexpensive, in cheery floral designs for
side drapes, couch covers, 39c
SHADOW CLOTH
laundry bag.s, etc, 'Yard
New patterns in 46-inch width. 
Priced at, y a rd ..................... 69c
1 Dress Sale each % 2.A9
\ On Sale Friday
' W O M E N ’S and M ISSE S ’ S P R IN G  S T Y L E  F L O W E R E D  J: R A Y O N  FRO CK S. Special....................... .......................  $2.49; L O N G  and S H O R T  S L E E V E  B L O U S E S  in assorted striped I
1 designs. Special, each .................................. .......................$1.95 :
SUMMER CUSHIONS
Assorted colors and designs.
Priced at, each .........................O J / V
PATCHWORK QUILTS
. ...$4.45In sizes 72x72. Each ........... .
ECONOMY PILLOWS
Purified filling, size 17x24. $1.00
CHENILLE BED SPREADS
In new spring shades. Priced from, each:
$3.95 $14.95
FUMERTON*S
‘Where Cash Beats Credit”
f f
WO«;t r a d o w s KI At the Kelow- Council meeting fast Tuesday. "They... the plane, but it was reported by ^ d e c l a r e d .
April 6, 1942, to Mr. was now operating under the titleHenry Wostradowski, of Rutland, as o  o eiaims ^  
a daughter of Laurel Co-operative Union.
a few miles to the Company.
The Humrmngbirds
More Italians




and Orioles be repatriated “will be far more
M O D E R N  F IV E  R O O M
io, near Port Credit,
west of Toronto. than British prisoners
While this was. considerably off C a S s  were s e S  inevitable fact that the
MacDonald’s course, the time was .^jth 39 imints. British Empire holds more prison-
approximately correct, and, as no Brownies will meet again next t+ t + u
other plane was missing at the time,: .^pril 7, at 3.45 p.m. Prac- 1 he ratio of Itahan to British
Somewhere in Southern Eng­
land First Canadian Army is 
Getting Organization Ready 
for Attack
Stucco Bungalow
1, 2 0 0 . 0 0
it was presumed that he had crash- has commenced for our annual prisoners, is believed to be. ^ t  less Army were opened in South­
ed into the lake. entertainment. We expect that every than five to one, R was smd. ern England Monday with the major
The body was interred at Mount Brownie will want to take part, so . The eximange will be nmde from ajjjj of preparing blueprints for an 
Pleasant Cemetery, in Toronto, be- they must “do their best” to be Hospital ships and it has been sug- on the enemy-held continent
side the. grave of his father, who present regularly to leam the songs gested each side send one ship tp of Europe; 
passed away several years ago. and dances. tr, Tnniro ciiran
T A X E S  P A ID  F O R  1942
This lovely bungalow has fireplace and concrete 
basement.. Unfinished attic with stairs. Lovely 
garden bordering on Mill Creek.
I * I
This is an excellent buy and shonld be seen immediately.
Pilot Officer. A. C. MacDonald, . ■ ■
who was twenty-three years of age,
was the only son of Mrs. MacDon- C I C U  R O A T Q  
aid and the late Robert MacDon- A  l i J f l  D v r  A  A iJ 
aid, who purchased from the late 
Geo. S. McKenzie toe ^ocery busi­
ness of the McKenzie Company,
Ltd., and operated it for several
ON SERVICE CALL
years until he left for Ontario some Instructions Issued by Fisher-
six years ago.
EJI._CARRUTHERS_&^SON Ltd.
M O R TG A G E S. - R E A L  E S T A T E  - IN S U R A N C E
CHANGE IN STANDS 
SUGGESTED
ies Department Cover Oper­
ations of Coast Boats
Izmir o make the sw p.
He said the British side of the 
negotiations are being conducted on 
the lines of the Geneva and Inter­
national Red Cross Conventions on 
prisoners of war that the “obliga­
tion to repatriate is absolute and 
takes no account of the relative 
numbers on either side.”
Independent medical commissions 




APPUCATIONS FOR THE POSITION QF
W a t e r  B a i l i l f
-for
W E S T B A N K  IR R IG A T IO N  D IS T R IC T
for the irrigation season of 1942, w ill be received by the 
Secretary of the Trustees, Westbank Irrigation District, 
Westbank, B.C., up and until 8 p.m., A P R IL  13, 1942.
For particulars apply to the Secretary.
Applications to be marked “Tender for W ater Bailiff.”
W E S T B A N K  IR R IG A T IO N  D ISTR IC T , 
Westbank, B.C.
Instructions issued to tthe British 
Columbia fishing fleet by the coiri- 
manding officer. Pacific Command, 
indicated that boats in the fleet may 
be called into active service in ev­
ent of an invasion threat.
The instructions, issued through 
Major J. A. Motherwell, chief super­
visor of fisheries in Vancouver, state 
that “should an' emergency arise
—-----  which might require use of the fish- . . .. ..
A suggestion from the Occidental ing fleet for moyement of troops or wood asking for directions m re- 
Fruit Company that the city consider stores, the boats will be contacted gard to . a dog o^ned by R.^Rattan 
changing the style of the new bicy- by seaplane and given necessary in- was read at w e City Gouncil meet- 
cle stands was read at the council structions.” night. i
meeting last Tuesday night. Fishing vessels at sea will be The poundkeeper reported that
Council Asked to . Consider 
Different Type of Bicycle 
Stand —  Jaybees T h a n k  
Council
City Council Asked to Solve 
Problem of Destructive Dog attack. He repeated his'belief that
Co-operating with British organ­
izations established for the same 
purpose, the new Canadian headr 
quarters will help work out strategy 
for an offensive in which Canadian 
forces based in the United Kingdom 
are certain to take a practical part.
It was generally considered that 
with the Canadian Army now fuUy 
formed imder the command of 
Lieutenant-General A, G. L  Mc- 
Naughton there is assurance greater 
than ever that the weight of opinion 
of the Canadian leader will be of 
importance in big decisions on offen­
sive operations and plans for fut­
ure campaigns. ^
In an interview. General Mc- 
Naughton emphasized that the new 
headquarters were headquarters for
4'Rooin Bungalow
FOR SALE
This modern house on a good lot and on 
a good street is offered for $2,250.00
Concrete basement and nice garden.
McTAVlSH, WHILUS & GADDES LTD.
R E A L  E S T A T E  —  IN S U R A N C E
C' ? Ii I
-Referred to Police
A letter from Poundkeeper Black-
the war can only be won by smash­
ing the Germans on the Continent 
and made it clear the First Cana­
dian Army was being trained to 
strike offensively.
The new Canadian headquarters 
already have started to take shape. 
Major-General ^ G. R. Turner and
T H E  C O R P O R A T IO N  O F  T H E  
C IT Y  O F  K E L O W N A
c, , . ... w Several complaints had been made Major-General C. S. L. Hertsberg,
. ^ Stands ^built by. the company are who’ alleged that the both just promoted from the rank
gineer BtokebOTOUgh was ‘a?’’,hVlsh“ M  cSft been laten ogt af- The .complete staff.
fd a 'S j S J t o i  S o r t  m7aS,nl‘a'slSa£SB t o ?  “  ter payment o« tte pound tee on wUl ^ » g e  graduaUy.
ed_and bring in a report. Fishboats are warned to scatter two occasoms, and removed by the the Second Canadian
The council also received a letter if an alarm is sounded to avoid pre- pwner on the other, occasion, the
from toe Junior Board of Trade ^ compact target to the'en- poundkeeper stated,
thanking tne city for jts action in instructions declare it is .The dog was licensed and .the
establishing the bicycle stands, important that main navigation poundkeeper requested that the
which were sponsored by the Jay- channels be kept clear. council tell ;him what further action
bees. . . ' ' ■ ■ ■ he should take to control the dog.
Construction of further stands was 
left in the hands of Alderman
being formed in 
organized soon.
it was said, 




„„ . .. i , • j  On motion, the matter was re-




1 9 4 2
filled his last cavity. per action.
You’ll be serving the best interests of your country— and 
yourself— ^when you triake improvements around your 
house. You’ll be lengthening its life, and adding to its 
capacity for providing comforts, health and conveniences 
for you and your family.
Many improvements such as New  Roof, 
New  Sidewalls, Insulation, Spare Room 
added, will make your home a healthier one 
to live in, ;
— E S T IM A T E S  G L A D L Y  G IV E N —
Kelowna Saw^Mili
Co., Ltd.
K^owna’s Oldest Established Lumber Company 
Phone 221  ^Kelowna, B.C.
ALONG THE ALASKA ROAD SHE GOT THE CAR. 
TO NANAIMO
• Officials of B.C. Tree Fruits and 
the Tree Fruit Board will go to 
Vancouver this week-end for an in­
terview with Col. "Wheeler of the 
Dominion Department of Agricult­
ure, regarding the proposed agree­
ment this year between the Gov­
ernment arid the apple industry.
The sales force of B.C, Tree FruitsBut Imagine Her Embarrass _______ _____________ __________
ment W hen the Colonel Ltii, attend *the "an  ^ pre 
W asn’t There season conference between the
______ growers’ selling agency and the
Although “Quacks,” the women of managers of the various branches
the Canadian Women’s Air Corps 
are doing notable work assisting the 
army and air force, they sometimes 
have their embarrassing moments. 
One of them, a chauffeur, was driv­
ing a reticent colonel from Victoria 
to Nanaimo 
and remote. So his chauffeur re­
flected his attitude.
When she found reason to stop the 
car midway between Victoria and 
Nanaimo, she stepped out for a mo-
of the Canadian Fruit Distributors 
Ltd., in Vancouver this week-end.
RECORD FISH !
Easter Monday was a red letter 
 ^ day for Jack Gripman, who tied 
o ® into and landed a 20 pound rmnbow
c- -1 M Okanagan Lake. In addition to
the big one, Gripman. also landed 
a twelve and a six poiinder during 
the day.
ment without consulting her pas- Miss Muriel Marshall, daughter of 
senger. Not a word was exchanged Mrs. W. J. Marshall, is now
when she returned. „ , j home from toe hospital after a longCame Nanaimo. The young lady ^
stepped out smartly and opened toe • ____________________
rear door for l^er passenger to alight.' - cleaning Enamelware
The Municipal .Council having accepted 
the offer of the Kelowna Junior Board of 
Trade to organize and carry out the “Clean- 
U p  Week,” I  hereby urge all citizens of Ke­
lowna to observe the week April 20-25, 1942, 
as a period of special effort to. improve the 
appearance of the City by painting, cleaning 
or otherwise improving the appearahee of 
their premises, also by collecting all non- 
infiammable refuse on their property and 
placing same where it can be easily removed 
by vehicles to be supplied by the City. Such 
. collections will be made by the City during 
the week commencing April 27. A s the City 
will not remove inflzmimable refuse, citizens 
are urged to burn same on their respective 
properties.
The assistance of all citizens in this 
effort is earnest^ solicited.
G. A . M cK A Y , Mayor.
Kelowna, B.C., . . •> ' •
April 8th, 1942. • 37-2c
Nothing happened. The colonel had Enamelware containers in Y^hich
od has been burned can be cleaned _____
by filling with cold water, adding g'^alk. They kept them be
A  doting aimt and ' uncle were which was found to have three re-
QhP rpaiiypfi hp had taken taking V'very OTall but very lively verse speeds and one forward; loo late she realized ne naa iaxen -ndriinw , mi,..,. +Ko  V.o. The British captor thought he
aimo.
. This young man of toe U.S. army engineers couldn’t have picked 
bleaker spot if he tried. He is one of the men who are building a'
1,200-mile road across the wild, rocky terrain of British Columbia.-Heavy Council meeting on Tuesday night, week’s salary in advance?” 
tractors and giant bulldozers have already been put to work as Col. Hoge It will come up for reconsideration Boss: ^ o .  My wife made me
and his men tackle the big job that means £io much to the U.S. and Can- and final reading at the next coun- promise not to make any advances
ndirintacrp nf thp atnh fnr a <?troll liiiiiiB. iiu luiu uu.i , uuuiiib boy for a w iK. Xn  Kc i lu iix uc- uivugiM, iic
 ^'T^pVninnPl hitch W to Nan- tablespoonful of washing soda tween them in order to protect him .would have some fun with the Ital- 
The colonel hitch-hiked to Nan quart of water, heating against any danger. ian in charge. ’’Why,” he inquired,
slowly, and then letting it boil for Bobby,” an acquaintance“ do_you have that forward speed:on
about tenminutes. The burnt food bailed the little fellow. “Are they, there? " 
can then be removed without diffi- your daddy and mamma?” ' v 
culty. “No," retorted Bobby, "they’re my
convoys!”
Steno: "May I have my next
LOT SALE
Bylaw 852, approving the sale of
a city lot to James Appleton for $75, 
was read three times at the City
“Well,” replied the Italian,“ we 
might be attacked from the rear.”
adian war effort.
Ready for Emergency
The story is being told
cil meeting. to you.” Italian tank captured in
Mrs. Asker: “Is the doctor treating 
her for. nervousness?”
Nfrs* Teller: “ Oh, .dear no! She is 




THURSDAY, APRIL 9, 1942 TH E ICIEI-OWNA COUKIEE PAGE FIVE
Classified Advertisements
PACIFIC NAVAL CHIEFS CONFER
t 'to t  iwtuljr-fiTc woid*. hft f  ceuUi •<ldl- 
tioniil wurd* oite vcut ctti'ti.
I f  it Oy catli vr uxuual
it within tvm wetkt from dtU  of
iituc, • <li»c«unl <4 twcuiy-five ccnu 
wiH he made. Tbue «  word
tdvertiicineui tcceinimiiicd hjr c«»bi or 
(mxl within two wcekt cuilt Iweniy-five 
cent*.
Mticimiuai e l.a 'tt, 29 cent*.
When it it detired lliai icptiet be tddretted 
to •  box at Tbe Cunricr Uiricc, an vldi-
COMING EVENTS
U y E Olde Fashlooed Concert,” 
auspices A.O.T.S. Mcn'a Club. 
United Church Hall, Thursday. Ap­
ril 16, at 8.00 p.m. Tickets, 3Sc. 20c.
37-lc
tioual cUatgc of ten cent* it made, 
litial (Kacb in and grouit of not more than 
five figutci couiilt at one word.
AdvcMiteineiiU for thii column abould be 
ie Tbe Courier Office not later than (our 




IN lovinir memory of aband and dad, John T. Appleton,
W ANTED To Buy—Odd lota oflumber or cedar shingles. Let 
us know what you liavo to olTer. 
Hoyal Lumber Yards, Calgary, A l­
berta. 34-4c
who passed away April 9tli, 1041. 
Sad and sudden was the call,
So dearly loved by one and all; 
His memory is as sweet today,




Fo e  Bale—House, three bedrooms, furniture. Chrysler sedan. . Must
bo sold immediately. Apply, Mrs. 
Ron Foulds, Vernon Road. 37-lp
C H R IS T IA N  SCIENCE  
S O C IE T Y
Corner Bernard Ave. and DertraiU St.
Fo b  Sale—10 acre farm, Vernon Christ, £Road, Vt acre in trees, fl acres chusem. Services: Sunday, 11 ojn.:
ety 1
Mother Churdi, The First Chufeh of 




Vernon Man Here to Urge B.C. 
Products be Supported
“The future for many living here 
Is definitely very bright because 
British Columbia will show u tre­
mendous development In the next 
ten years,” said Evernrd Clarke, 
Vice-Chairman, B. C. Products Bur­
eau, of Vernon, B.C.
Mr. Clarke visited this city In con­
nection with furthering the develop­
ment of manufacturing in British 
Columbia. His mission was to win 
the active supiport of retail mer­
chants and their store clerks In ag-
truck land, 3% acres pasture land 
Good home and outbuildings. Philip 
MoSs, Phone 395-R5. 37-lp
Sunday Sohool, 9.45 aun.; first and 
avs,
i.m. Heading Room open
Testimony Wec4-
jpOB Sale or Bent—Good 7-roomed
house, fully modem, redecorated, 
close in. Phone 453-L. Call in eve­
nings at 121 Glenn Ave. 34-4c
H
third Wednesday 
ln$, 8 p.r 
Wednesday afternoon, 3 to 6 pjn.
« ,--------------------------------------------- «
A recent photo just received, showing Paclflc naval chiefs of the United Nations in conference. Left to 
right are Vice-Admiral Leary, in command of Allied naval forces in the Anzac area; Vice-Admiral Sir Guy 
Royle, chief of the naval staff, and Commodore Parry, chief of the New Zealand naval staff.
T H E  U N IT E D  CHURCH  
O F  C A N A D A
-More About-
jpOB Sale or Bent—17 acres of
good farm land ready for crop­
ping. Good irrigation system. School 
across the road. British subject 
preferred. Apply, A. Hardy, Sr., 322 
Pendozi St, Kelowna. 35-3c
First United, corner Richter St. ind 
Bernard Avenue




Organitt and Choir Leader: 
Cynl S. Mosaop, A.T.C.M., L.T.C.L.
11.00 a.m. Holy Commimion,
7.30 p.m. Men whom Jesus made.
From Page 1, Column 4 
road will be closed. Posts are being
•MAYOR McKAY 
! B.C. RED CROSS 
;  DRIVE MEMBER
HOUSEWIVES TO 






W e  Sell Groceries
and serve you
P R O M P T L Y ...........
E F F IC IE N T L Y  and 
E C O N O M IC A L L Y ..
Satisfied Customers
are our best advertisement




G O R D O N ’S





New  Regulations Covering Ad- EVERARD CLARKE
Used Cars
Fo b  Sale—Shoe repairing businessestablished since 1911. Machinery 
(including Skate Sharpener), tools Thomas, the Man of Doubts.
and complete stock of leather and —................
findings. Fine opportunity. Apply,
Box 43, Kelowna Courier. ' 36-2c
FOR RENT
Fo b  Bent—Comfortable furnished2 room suite on ground floor. 
Borden Apts., Phone 624-Rl. 37-tfc
N O T I C E
PEST CONTROL
“DEBPO” Bug Killer, 85c. Com­
pletely exterminates Bedbugs, Moths, 
Cockroaches, Silverflsh, Ants, Cric­
kets, Lice, Fleas, Ticks.
,“DEBAT” Rat and Mouse Killer, 50c. 
Harmless to Hinnans, Animals, 
Fowl. At Eaton’s, Woodward’s, 
Spencer’s, Leading Drug, Feed, 






The Gospel in Full.
“Where Religion is Enjoyed.”
37-lc
erected' across these entrances to W ill .Represent Okanagan on 
prevent motorists using them. The Provincial Campaign > Com­
posts will be painted white so they mittee —  Local Plans For- 
may be easily seen at night warded
Users of the picnic grounds have
ditional Ration For Home gressively “selling” British C'olum-
Canning Announced by Ot- j n u® Why should even one dollar be
sent out of this community for 
printing that can be done here at
tawa
The finest selection in the Interior o£ B.C.
complained of recent years that the
table and bench accommodation namerf the Okanagan renresentative when the rationing order was ments in favor of support for the 
has not been adequate. This will be .  Okanagan^ Valiev branches home community and “our own”
corrected this year, it is hoped by j  Cross on the nrovincial announced in Ottawa by S. R. I^ble, province were strong.
so™. ..V  .
j-xi — i H      -i 4 4U
___ Special provisions for use of sugar home?” he pointedly asked when
A McKav has been preserving of fruits, fore- vjgiting i„ this office. His argu-/V. ivicjvay nas oefsii . tho ra flnn ino nrrfAr w a s ____ jr_____________ .... _____
L A T E  M O D E L S
several new tables and benches.
Present plans call for the picnic 
grounds to be seeded in grass next 
year.
While work on the bowling green
S me day the war is going to be 
over and thousands of soldiers are
Dodge - Plymouths - Fords - Chevrolets 
all equipped with excellent tires.
drive will commence on May' 11th, au^wed^uide^^^^ to return from the victory to their
and on Wednesday Mayor McKay, :  own province. Are we going to All our cars arc backed by a WRITTEN GUARANTEE
X o  was thTSmot.^^^^^^ have employment for them,/here?
will be completed this year, it is the Kelowna Vernon and Penticton sugar as necessary for the school boys and girls soon.,1_____ _— X..J xu„x XU.. ine xv-eiowna, vemon ana ireiiiu-lull uo,,<5ehold nreserving. canning or i----x.. xuoi.. or.
r US Spring . . .  let experts cleanvoy ur rugs, downs, blankets, car­
pets and curtains. . Kelowna Steam 
Laundry Limited. Phone 123. 35-tfc




Job on Fruit Farm
Home environment and milk 
and fruit diiet strictly jessen- 
tial. Wages until picking time 
immateriaL Widow preferred. 
Apply immediately, Box 45, 
Courier. 36-2p
also expected that the children’s 
playground will receive some at­
tention this year, some new swings 
being built.
In the grove of trees across the 
roadway from the bowling green, 
a rustic bandsheU will be built this 
year. This has been one of the cry­
ing needs of this city for some time,
branches, left for Vancouver 
this and other matters,
household preserving, canning or have to leave their homes and go 
tnaking into jams and jellies of any thousands of miles away to earn'MV'nVf 1 ClrtMO* ' * « * *. . * am a___ __ _ _____sn
named local campaign manager, has 
announced that E. W. Barton has 
accepted the position of secretary- 
treasurer of the district campai^. 
The district will comprise the area 
from Westbank to Oikanagan Cen- 
The shell to be built this year is not tre and Winfield, inclusive, 
a permanent one but it is anticipat- Capt. Bull has already done con­
ed it will be replaced by a perman- siderable groundwork and is invit- 
ent structure at a later date. ing all organizations in the district
C a p T a  R. S  who has been fruits, subject to these provisions:
Purchases of sugar for pre­
serving or canning shall be on 
the basis one-half pound of 
sugar for every pound of fruit 
weight. A l l . home canning or 
preserving by . syrup methods 
must be done in a light igump, 
defined as a syrup made of 
one part sugar to two parts of 
water.
their living in future years or will 
we have jobs and work here at home 
where childhood friendships and 
father and mother are?
The way to create jobs for return­
ed soldiers and for growing youth, 
and at the same time, to rapidly de­
velop this province is to buy B. C. 
Products, declared the Vice- Chair­
man of the Bureau,
Everard Clarke is widely known
BERNARD^ AVE. Of ELLIS I T D
□  M O T O R I 0 J I - 1 / '
[5  C  U J J _ J J L !=  KELOWNA . B.C.
Purchases of sugar for jam or jelly among dairy farmers as the Manager
tion. Phone Scott Plumbing Works, 
164 or 559-L. Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal work. 36-tfc
25c 25cBBSELDTS MAIL ORDER FINISHING 
DEPAR’TMENT
Any roll of 6 or 8 exposures printed 
and a free enlargement for 25c, and 
return postage 3c.
12 reprints and enlargement, 35c. 
MAIL ORDER ONLY 
Reprints, 3c each. P.O. Box 1556
36-tfc
Yo u r  local greenhouse, comer of Harvey and Richter, can supply 
you with all varieties of bedefing 
plants, geraniiuns and pot plants. 
Our greenhouse is always open for 
your inspection. Call and see us to­
day for your spring requirements. 
Night and day Phone 88, Richter 
Street Greenhouse, W. Anderson, 
manager. Bonded member of the 
F.GU. and agents for Vigor, “'The 




Retiring, ill health, would ex­
change 6-room house, value 
$3,200.00, two lots, fruit trees, 
new garage, close to car aad 
shopping district, in Vancouver, 
for similar house and acreage in 
Kelowna district, close to lake 
and school. Write, giving details, 
to owner, 785 E; 50 Ave., Vancou­
ver,.B.C. 35-3c
The area in front of the Aquatic to give their support, to the drive,. ----------------------. ------------------. . n x-.
Club has also seen some improve- both morally and by assisting in the are to be on the basis of three-quar- of the Okanagan VaUey C ^ p e r -
ment this year. It will be recalled actual canvass. On Tuesday night, ters of a poimd of sugar for every tive Creamery Association. This is
that a rockery was erected at the the Gyro Club, in response, to the pound of fruit weight, and all home-
eastern end of the paved area two appeal, agreed to assist the drive made jams and jellies are to be pre­
years ago. in evep^ way possible, including served with three parts of sugar to
This year rockeries have been canvassing. four of fruit or juice,
built at the comers where the road Chairmen will be appointed in the The normal sugar ration is three- 
which runs past the bowling green various districts, Capt. Bull an- quarters of a pound a week per 
joins the fountain area in front of hO'mces, and these chairmen in turn person.
the Aquatic. These will be planted will ^ an ge  for the necessary assist-
one of the best known dairy farm­
ers’ co-operative' butter manufact­
uring concerns in Canada.
M e n  W a n t e d
and landscaped and in a couple of ^nce in their districts, 
years will add to the general ap- Present p l^ ^ c a ll for a general 
pearance of that section of the park.' ^
The rock waU in front of the the 
Aquatic will be extended this year
past the grandstand almost to the expected that all organizations wiR 
Looh Thfc ruiU and have^reprcsentativcs at this, meeting
and that all rural districts will bebeach. 'This area will be seeded and landscaped and complete the work 
to be done on the Aquatic grounds.
Tbe Queen Elizabeth rose garden 
proved beyond a shadow of a doubt 
last year that it was a distinct asset 






$ 2 9 .5 1  a  W e e k  to  S ta rt
adequately represented. All final Capt. Horn, adjutant of the
difficulties will be ironed out and ist Battalion, Rocky Mountain Ran- 
various tasks allocated to volun-ggrs, who had been for the past 
teers, three months at IGngston, Ont., is
The quota for Kelowna and dis- spending his leave in Kelowna with
-•-A. .S_ _ j. 1-..A : a. LxJjt
Commission Chairman A. C. 
Taylor Announces Plan to 
Move Aliens to Alberta and 
Manitoba— 3,000 go - to On­
tario
Labourers and Mill hands wanted for Paper M ill at 
Ocean Falls. Applicants must be medically fit. 
W ages 56 cents per hoiu:, plus living bonus of $2.63 
weekly. Steady work all year, 8 hours per day, 6 
days per week. Apply, P A C IF IC  M IL L S  LT D ., 
Employment Office, Foot of Campbell Ave., Van­
couver, B.C. .
36-2C
Austin C. Taylor, chairman of the
it wm h ^ c o n sM ^ b fv \ u *^ 1 ff^  trict islioV yeY kiiown. but it prob- his family, prior to leaving for Van- British Columbia Security (^minis- It., Will De consiaerauiy auglllUllteu Tolon/I . Vine nnnnnnf*<»f1' fhnt W. An-k
as the city has come into possession 
of some 200 different varieties of
ably will be set at the meeting to couver Island. sion,\ has announced that W. An-i
be held in Vancouver shortly and ^  ,._:j____ drews, of Lethbridge, and C. E.
wiU be announced at the first poss- . G r a h ^ ,. of Winnipeg, have b e p
roses, which will be added^to ible moment. istered at the Mayfair Hotel. appointed to represent the commis-
TENDERS WANTED
-Tenders are invited for the paint­
ing of the exterior and staining ^ of 
the roof of the Manager’s house at 
Bankhead. For particulars and 
specifications, refer to H. B. Burtch, 
Esq., Director of'the Company. The 
lowest or any tender not necessarily 
accepted.
Tenders to be mailed to P.O. Box 
545, Kelowna, B.C., before April 15, 
1942.




Excellent meals, clean, comfort­
able rooms, loimge and screened 
porches, continuous hot water, 
ample bath facilities, and all the 
little comforts to give our guests 
the feeling that Holmwood is 
really their
Home away from home
Please call to inspect what we 
can offer you at most moderate 
rates, or phone 631.- 35-tfc
garden and promise a 
blQoin in years to come,
wealth of ible moment. . * , • -x-xr--------- — - -x----------oom in years lo uume. Whatever quota we are a6ked to Pilot Officer Fred Waterman, B. sion in Alberta and Mamtol^^
Alderman R. F. Parkinson, chair- raise,’’ Capt. Hull states / ‘we wm CA F., is stationed in Egypt at pre- ^ oime^ion wi^^^
man of the parks department, who do our utmost to attain. We should sent. of l.OTO Japanese famih^^
maHo thoco nnnr>iinr*(»mpntq al<?o oot Only attain it but we should • • • provmces.
Satad t?at it w J f th^ta^^ surpass it by a very comfortable Llent. Howard Williaifts, B.C.D., Mr. Taylor said that Mr. Andrews’
♦ht a ilnia work on true ill Canadian Army (Reserve), left on responsibilities in Alberta “ cover
O n w  nf view of the fact that this district Tuesday for Vancouver to take his mainly the sugar-beet interests and
Bernard. any other matters pertaining to the interests of Alberta and this com-
has not been asked to contribute to medical examination before report 
'TV,,, ..oil a driva war charities,for almost eighteen ing for active service in the east.
x“ ^ ^  months. The last time was the sec- „  . „  ApHart has re
ond War Charities drive which took Caid. Guy DeHart, vvho pas re commission).” 
place in October, 1940. That is a ^uimed_ from overseas to taKe^p jyjj.^  saj^e
long time ago, and at this time we instructional duties, arnyea R®* responsibilities with respect to Man- 
should be more than anxious to lowna this week_ from Vancouver.
contribute something to help th® A  commission spokesman said
just at the entrance to the park.
This w ill involve blacktbpping the 
dirt strip now' used as a “lookout 
point” over the lake by motorists. 
The last lamp standard on the
west side of Bernard will be moved victims of war.”
in
by Mrs. DeHart, and will spend-his two men would be in corn-




M E A T  M A R K E T  
Phone 320 Free Del,
'The Annual General meeting will 
be held on "WEDNESDAY, APRIL 
15th, at 8 pjn. in the Glenmore 
School House.
ANNUAL ELECTION
Nominations for two Trustees for 
a term of three years will be receiv­
ed by the Returning. Of fleer on Ap­
ril 16th, between the hours of 9 am. 
and noon, in the Board Room of the. 
District. -
W. R. REED,
Secretary to the Trustees. 37-lc
E A T  
M O R E
A & B  
ivMEAT
for Health!
W e carry only the best 
meats available.
Try a Roast, Steak or 
Chops today !
back a fe\v feeV and _ the street Contrary to a report carried — _ . _ .
straightened a little at that point. Tuesday’s Vancouver Province, Ev- Lieut Arthur V. French and Mrs. arrival-in Alberta and Manitoba to
The sidewalk will swmg from that erard Clarke, of Vernon, is' not prench arrived in Kelowna on Mon- work in the sugar-beet growing
point m a circle toward the lake t^e local drive. The report ^ ay from Vancouver. Lieut. French, areas,
and then back again to join with me obviously was a mistake,, as . ap- ^bo is with the Seaforth Highland- Provides For 5,000
promenade at the entrance to the parently Mr. Clarke is head of the gj-s; has just returned from England.' 
park. Thus the sidewalk will run Vernon drive, and the report orig- • • •
continuously from Bernard, around jnated from that city. ' Flight Lieut. A. • S. __________  . .
the circle to the promenade. .t - ■'• ■....  ■ R.C.A.F., Calgary, spent the Easter
weSc-end in Kelowna.
Removal of 1,000 Japanese fami- 
Underbill, i^®^  to lands in the sugar-beet disr
MEN and W O M EN  
W A N T E D !
Men and women mrgently needed in essential industries. 
Immediate employment. . .  good pay . .  . rapid promotion.
Our training in aircraft construction, arc welding or diesel engin­
eering qualifies you for immediate employment in the shortest 
possible time. Men trained for welding and diesel engineering, 
women for aircraft construction.
Our representative will be in Kelowna during me next few days' 
and will gladly give you full details of labor conditions mrough- 
out the province. Drop a card to—
B Y R O N  YO R K , care of Kelowna Courier
and he will call on you in regard to these matters. -
M E C H A N IC A L  IN D U S T R IE S  T E C H N IC A L  
IN S T IT U T E
B.C. W E L D IN G  SC H O O L  LT D . 
H E M P IL L -D IE S E L  E N G IN E E R IN G  S C H O O L  Ltd.
Vancouver, B.C.
BYLAW BEADING
of Southern. Alberta and 
Southern Manitoba were annoimced; 
earlier by Mr. Taylor. He estimated 
Squadron Leader W. J. - Butler, the average family would be of five 
R.C.A.F., Dunnville, Ontario, re- persons, making a total , of 5,000 to 
turned to his station on Saturday be settled in these areas. ’The Japr
Alderman Parkinson could not 
resist a word of praise for me city
nursery, started about three years A  bylaw, approving the sale of a 
ago at the foot of Harvey Avenue, city lot to Mary Weintz for $215,
spending h ix leaveM K elow ™ . f n ^ »  wiU b e ^ ^ l ^ d  ^ o n ^ ,
"but we heve over two tbou^nd Tueedey nishl op^eAref Cleire DOworth "“S  “ d S f S , "  S i
trees of twelve different v®n®ti®s : -  ^  ^ —— ■ and"Mrs. Dilworth arrived in Ke- ment would begin
For three years now mis finite_ asset to me city and, while it lowna on Monday from Rivers, me same time me commission
’SC O T T S s c i^ p  B O O K __ _ B y R .J .S C O n
mere.
nursery has supplied all the trees has already proved its worm, it will Man., andvare spending a week with phoirman announced that towns in 
used in the city park and boule- become increasingly valuable in the former’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. interior of British c S ^ l ^ w i l l
vards about me city. R is a de- future years.” Leslie Dilworth.
ENGLISH GIRLS REPORT FOR DUTY AFTER DRAFT
KELOWNA CITY POUND
Notice is hereby given mat me 
following animal has been impound­
ed and if same is not claimed by 8 
am. Saturday morning, me 11th 
instant, same will be destroyed. :










M A K E S
Contracts awarded and commit- 
37-lp ments made by the Department of 
Munitions and Supply last year to­
talled $2,100,000,000, or the equivalent 
of a four thousand dollar contract 
every minute of me day.
Lady: “ Have you ever been offer­
ed work?”
Tramp: “Only once, madam. Aside 
from that, I’ve met with nothing 
but kindness.”
Eight million people were killed
Bluing Stains
Bluing'stains can be removed
accommodate 7,500 women, child­
ren and aged dependents of me Jap­
anese, and mat some 3,000 Canad- 
ian-bom and naturalized Japanese 
will be sent to road camps, pulp 
mills and 'lumber centres in On­
tario. A  number of these already 
have left for Ontario. ,
Anomer 5,000 Japanese, maiifiy 
Japanese nationals, will go to Brit­
ish Columbia road camps. ,
RESIDENT’S CAR
OVERTURNS
Week-end Trip to Kamloops 
Provides Thrill for Mr. and 
Mrs. Blakeborough When  
Car Overturns
Ik
‘ *13> CARRY OUf*





A. WIRE LOCK 
'tlAlcA 4>I£RC£S 








'iK z.iR  Bo d ie s
-l(ow MAMY 
ToRli-f F 1R.es AWt
<11111.1 IN •I'HE.UMrfib
5iX<is. EAcil Year ?
l7 Z ,C O O
3-11
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Blakeborough 
had a narrow escape over the week­
end when meir car overturned on
in the four years of me First Great usually from fabrics by soaking in 
War, but three influenza epidemics strong ammonia water. Or soak in 
which lasted six months lyiped out kerosene and wash with naphtha in south-east England. It was the first day that draftee and volunteer “ Terries' 
more man 21,000,000 lives. soap in tepid water. ’ The photo shows them in uniform'carrying duffle bags to their bunks.
Care of Shoes
X.XXXX ..xx^ x ____  X.X.X ___________ __ Rub the leather of me shoes with A: remedy for chapped ,hands can
the road near Kamloops. The back the inside of a freshly-cut orange be made by mixing ten drops ^of. 
■wheels slipped over the road edge in peel, then polish^ with a soft cloth, carbolic add in one ounce of gly- 
the soft dirt and the car slipped arid see how it improves me appear- cerin. Rub a sntialL quantity into m® 
slowly down' the bank arid rolled arice. ' v . ;v; ^
over as it went, ending up on its _ —------ -----r— —----— _ ' “ T /
top. Fortunately the drop was hot Hot Water Sets Egg Stains - Mother:“ If the baby wont go to 
great and the occupants escaped Be sure to remove the egig stains sleep, bring hear to me and. I’ll ising 
with a shaldng up. Only slight from table linen by soaking toe lin- to her.”
Two hundred and fifty girls reported for work at an auxiliary territorial service (A.T.S.) training centre damage was done to the car fenders ens in cold water before sending Nurse: *^That' won’t, do no, good,
had joined a unit together, and the party was able to proceed mem to the laundryi as hot water ma’am. I’ve already mreatened her










T H E  i m r O W H A  c o i i m m
To KeooTKte B»ttn 
Satin articles can be renovated 
by rubbing tine soiled parts with a 
cake composed ol magnesia and 
prepared chalk. Folhrw the grain of 
tire goods. I.^ >t the application re­
main for several hours, tlien rub 
it off with a soft clotli.
Ciawtin* Cleaning Kmmmf 
When gasoline that has been used 
for cleaning purposes does not scetn 
to be very dirty alter it hag been 
used filter it tlirough a chamals 
skin The dirt will stay on tlie 





f o r  y o u r
FISHING TRIPS AND HIKES
Make the trip enjoyable by taking along Sandwiches
made from
SUTHERLAND’S IDEAL BREAD
The health loaf that is chock full of energy.
PHONE 121 FOIt DELIVERY'
SUTHERLAND BAKERY LTD.\1LT^
Phone 121 W e deliveriOi,,wii dfc iEa tM
George Gibson is Club Prexy 
With Miss Glced Secretary 
— Club is in Good Financial 
Shape to Start Season
E V E R Y  D A Y  M O R E  
P E O P L E  D R IN K  
M O R E . . .
At your grocer’s 
in 7- and 12*oz. 
packages — also 
In im proved  
F IL T E R  tea  
balls.
The 1942 season of Uie Okanagan 
Centre Lawn Tennis Club opened 
on Saturday last with the first 
week-end social afternoon.
The courts, In splendid shape, 
were filled with players, largely 
feminine. Mrs. Choesman was tea 
hostess. , ,
On tho Saturday In mid-March 
previous to the “working bee,’’ the 
club held Its annual meeting at the 
Community Hall, when Geo, Gib­
son and Miss Gleed, President and 
Secretary-fTreasurer respectively, 
were returned to office unanimous­
ly. and a committee, consisting of 
Mrs. Chccsm.'in, S. Land and R. 
Choesman, was appointed.
The club is in excellent shape 
financially, starting tho season with 
a credit balance Of $50.00. Seasonal 
fees remain the same as for lust 
year, and a monthly fee of $2.00 was 
approved.  ^  ^ ^
Pte. Garth Snyder is spending a 
furlough at the home of his sisters 
in the Centre, where his bride of 
three months is now making her 
home. • • •
Centre pupils who are studying 
in outside • schols, viz., Patricia 
Chcesman, at St. Ann’s, in Kam- 
■loops, and Ruth Nuyens, at the Ver­
non High School, are spending toe 
Easter holidays at their respective 
honies. « « •
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Fallows have 
moved to Okanagan Centre while 
their residence on Lakevlew Aven­
ue is being built. The basement has 
been completed and carpenters are 
now at work on toe superstmicture.
• . • •




Rubber Situation is Desperate, 
Valley Meeting of C.M.A. at 
Penticton is Told
O R G A N IZ E  B U S IN E S S
Prices Board Representative 
Urges Business Men to E li­
minate Competitive Frills
ARMY FIREFIGHTERS
To meet the threat of Axis flame-throwers the Canadian Army trains 
crews of fire fighters who will play an important role when Canada B Mldicra 
come to grips with the enemy. Here two fire fighters tram a stream of water 
on a roaring bush fire.
GLENMORE WOMEH JAYBEES LOAD 
DO W M  WORK SALVAGE CAR
Blended and packed 
. in Canada i
_______ Cll XWJt OVIAXW
years without hotel or boarding Large Number of Garments
house accommodation, but this week 'Tp„rn(»H Out hv W orkers  sees the opening of a guest house lu rned  UUt Dy worKers
by Miss Jessie Maclennan. The old Since First of Year
F. C. Copeland residence, in a --------
charming setting of huge cherry regular monthly meeting of
trees and horse-chestnuts, has been north and central groups of
AT. WINFIELD
Only if industry backs tl»e armed 
forces to tho limit will the democ­
racies substantiate ChurchlU’s chal­
lenge to the Axis powers; “Tliey 
have asked for total war—let us see 
that they get It," G. T. Williams, of 
the Wartime Prices and Trade 
Board, Ottawa, told the Interior 
members of the Canadian Manu­
facturers’ Association at a special 
meeting in Penticton on Friday.
Tho question of supplies, Mr. Will­
iams said, Is of paramount import­
ance. Many supplies have been cut 
off at their source, and more and 
more of the goods available have 
been diverted to war purposes.
“As supplies shorten, and less be­
come available for civilian use, 
unit costs go up. For toe manufact­
urer this is serious, and it means 
that It is difficult for goods to move 
under the price celling.
“Out of the realization of these 
facts has been born a program of 
rationalization, standardization and 
simplification on a scale never 
before dreamed of. The manufact­
urer, the wholesaler, toe retailer 
and the consuming public must co­
operate.”
Mr. Williams said that, in addition 
to its other divisions, too Wartime 
Prices and Trade Board also had 
an active consumer division, which 
was engaged Iri keeping consumer 
groups advised af the Board’s poll- 
cics*
The speaker reminded his audi­
ence that the rubber situation was 
extremely serious; in fact, “deaer­
ate," in the words of Hon. C. D. 




ANOTHER 3  
POUNDS/
i a n rs> i;iicBi, u> tne m a i
remodelled, the rooms decorated in denmore women war workers met 
a cheery, home-like fashion, and all Thursday last at Mrs. Comer’s 
modern conveniences installed. home. Twelve were in attendance,
nn 3ud a good deal of work was turn-
Miss Elko where more material was handedSaturday from Vancouver, where _ -----  j -----  tv,..
_   ^ In 1941, toe world’s output of rub-
Easter Monday is Busy Day totalled 1,500,000 tons; today, 
for Salvage Committee^—Sec- the output available to all non-Axis 
ond Car is Shipped to Coast peoples is 150,000 tons—a 90 per cent 
W ith Ifwo More Shipmente of
Planned the antl-Axis powers are five times
--------  the present production. Synthetic
Kelowna Junior Boarders and plants are complicated. Mr. Howem r-ixu jv.uuujc.otir ed in and ore aterial as handed Kelowna Junior Boaraers ana plants are co plicated. r. How(
Saturday fro  vancemyer, g^t. It was decided to draw toe volunteer workers spent a busy day jjgg gaid that they will not he pro
she has been  ^ . . winning tickets for the baby’s set at Winfield last Monday. Assisted ducing until next year, and then ev
making shop. She wui maxe ner r»n T^ hiirsHnv An- VevfVwa Wi'nflplH Ralvap’ft or*" :eit 511 moVo m iii  lu  lut; u<xu^ a cU .wiiLu iu l &t j.vxuii\ ajr. v*v*x-***& ____ ____ , — — -----  -i  . n  i  afghan o  hur day, p- by the i field s l ge ganization, gry ^g^ of synthetic rubber will be
home with her parents for t e “ ril 23, at the meeting to be held the Jaybees completed the loading earmarked for
at thp home nf Mrs. S Pearson The rvf a full ear of .salvace which is nOW WilUatnc remarmer.
Mother, here’al a tip for you! Serv.e the whole 
family big stew ing bowls o f Quaker Oats 
for breakfast every morning! Watch Quaker 
Oats help put weight on growing children. See, 
too, how it helps give new energy to adults^
QUAKER is an excellent soune
o/" VITAMIN B|. Contains an wera^
 war purposes,” Mr. 
,  , , e o . . of c salv g ow w li ms ked.
Miss Barbara Snvder left on Sat- drawing for the sewing screen wiU on its way to toe Coast. “The main base of synthetic rub-
nrdav for a short visit at her take place later. That these twelve The Jaybees salvage committee is crude oil, but this supply,
mrvfhpr’s home near Edmonton. workers, with one or two others, reports that excellent facilities for ironically enough, is beset with
_________ have been busy will readily be seen ..loading had been set up by the local transportation difficulties. Only lim-
E<AC!¥n/voi7n reading the following list of Winfield committee and toe result ited rolling stock is available to
OLD FA»H lO JNtu__ rnivrPRT articles which have been finished was that the car was loaded in re- haul it, and we have had to disperse
during the months of January, .Feb- cord time., _ many units of our tanker fleet to
' j  ann+hor loiaTy and , Marcji: Six quilts, 17 Reports from Westbank indicate help the Allies. Steel to constnlct
Songs and cosrimes boys’ sweaters, 5 girls’ sweaters, that the organization there has pipelines is not available because of
^ y  will be tne moiu ^  2 women’s service sweaters, three rnore than a car of salvage ready for priority demands
Fashion^_ Vvaii sleeveless sweaters, 5 amputation shipment and this is next on the list tions.”
presented in the United Church hall _ _ ,4 tgg, h e lir-"----- = '  ------ -
in other direc-
So/* 70 International itnitsper ounce.
TRY DELICIOUSlT 
•..FOR '3 0  ■ DAYS -  1
i ASTING QUAKER OATS
A F O R '3 0  A Y S - W A T C H  R E SU LT S-G E T  A 
PACKAGE FROM YO U R  GROCER RIGHTiAWAY.
-  ---- 7 , . iol! S i i o ui ubai-iLjxi n i a iii ucao
presen^ eioht covers, 14 steel helmet caps, 5 pairs for Coast billing. In addition to this Advance Many Plans
next Thursday evening at eight ’go socks, 14 girls’ skirts, car there will be another car loaded .
°  Muskal entertainment will be un- ^0 same' t ran ^ rtaL n  p ro b l^  affects
der the direction of 1 a?g“ ^
lane with Mrs. L. Dilworth as a three babies’ vests, one .dressing will bring the total of cars shipped facilities fuch
companist. gown. 7 pairs panties, one pair to four within a period of one ,jran^ojto^^^^^
..vr. you gotog VO .he Midge
Club this afternoon?” ;  . twi ^ r o  kel- French' Prisons FUled fprward-zomng, .pooled and ^ spreadi. .ei,- socks, two babies’+/1 Qtav a wav scamen’s stockings,. two aero hel 
^ mets, 13 boys’ shirts, 5 girls’ cottoiand be talked about
■
n ______ _ ^_____ ____
dresses, two jumper dresses, two {  there Tk no more room. Justice 
pairs sleepers, and two dozen hand- - - • — -  ’ u- .j
kerchiefs.
French-Prisons l-uien deliveries, and the elimination of
French prisons are so crammed dupHcate routes, Mr. Williams said, 
mat t ere is o ore roo . stice Businessmen must clear out their 
Minister Joseph Barthelemy told the pj-gjudicds. Preferences and choices 
nAwsnaner. Baris«-Soir' Barthelemy onri inHncfri^Q
“  ivnm x jose n p aieie jr Luxu ulc rej e
e p p r, P ri - pir. rt l  j^ust be swept aside, a d i dustries 
The following, whiclr is included stated that efforts to repress “black must act as units in threshing out 
in toe above, was accomplished market” operations are largely re- problems, the speaker said.XX J. . ■MM.rwvwy •» ------- X------- ******.*».wv
from the workers’ own fimds: four sponsible 
quilts, 15 boys’ sweaters, five girk’ -
sweaters, seven” pairs girls’ pyja­
mas, 16 pairs boys’ pyjamas, five 
girls’ cotton dresses, two jumper
their l ,   i .
“We have got to get down to brass 
tacks right away. Business with most 
of us Tias been very good, but the
'T” ',— Unheces^ry friUs iri toe packag 
and the leaf can ^  re in e d  as soon j ^ wrapping of goods must be 
as It Has served its purpose. eliminated; varieties, styles and siz- 
rwM. »js es of articles must be reduced, and
Threading Curtain^ Kods ^ prograiri of standardization car-
To Remove Fat From Soup ui b uti uccu d.j “““
f -----—„ - JT- ----------v; What little fat remains on top of ‘wait and see’, attitude is out,” Mr.
i l ’  ,  j  ^up  can be removed by Williams told his audience,
dresses, seyeri pairs panties, two pigging g leaf of lettuce in: the pot. \ pruis Must Go
pairs sleepers, four pairs sockk four .^iji tlie ,grease, -------  . .
pairs mitts, 14 girls’ skirts and one ^ g  jg^j jjg j.gngoved as soon ' 
scarf.
The used clothing which has been
donated consists of six dresses two in u.^ r
skirts.^two coats and five flannel- .when running rods through the ^ied o ^  FurthermoTe, high-priced 
ette sheets.  ^ curtains, put a thimble on the end , drouned in favor of
Besides the^^ , ^rimmore^toave t^ wiU run through more .^j^ g^g suited to mass production,
group, toe south t^leimore, have easily. “ Few  of us know what total war
s i ‘‘^ o i ; i % . r 's . e '“r o o f ' h S g
t e S d ’ °ant‘  Mrs. .Hapy 'H V a r d .  .had b «  a » a „ U » t t W  w »  at
chased * ^S*'^moljfy''°do^^ S T O ^ ll, ” £or “ vSta. ■week's, left
“ ■ « ' U . , S  week heth. a ee ..-  1 e e M |
EXPERT C M E  SAVES CAR WEAR
Um on O il Minute M en can give you many suggestions on h o »  to get greater
mileage, longer and better service from  your automobile.
Here are a few timely hints that will save you money. Ask your Union O il 
dealer to explain other ways where ’*Expert Care Saves Car W ear."
6. See that your wheels are in line.
7. Keep a record of your driving.
8. Change your oil every 1000 miles.
9. .Renew spark plugs at regular intervals. 
10. Have your coobng system flushed to
ovoid oyer heating .
I Switch tires every 5000 miles.
* . Check your igniiion regularly
3. Warm up for.cold startis.
4. Keep carburetor properly adjusted.
5. Polish and wax your car at least four 
times a year
S E E  YOUR UNION OIL O EA LER  TODAY!
At the Sign of the Orange and Blue^‘76
With all this or b ing ccom- in V a n c o u v e r ,  wnexe xiei uuouexaavj 
plished by the ladies and nver thir- is e^aged in the Boeing Aircraft sphere
ty of bur young men with-the for- plant. .■ Aoiai war lyeeuea
ces, Glenmore is’not lagging in its * * . ,. “The Axis banks on the fact that
(July, f Miss Myrtle Harvey is spending vve cannot organize ourselves quick-
• • * the Easter holidays with her grand- jy enough for total war. We must
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Robertson, parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Harvey, total war in business. The
, of Seattle, arrived on Saturday, and in Vernon. Wartime . Prices and Trade Board is
are spending their second wedding * * * , , i confidentyou'willacceptthe chall-
anniversary at the home of .the lat- Mrs. J. E. Britton and daughter, eiige,” Mr. Williams coricluded.
ter’s parents, Mr. arid Mrs. G. C.' Dorothy, of Summerland, spent .. ------------------
Huirie ■» Tuesday of last week at the home
• * • , of Mr. and Mrk E. W. Ferguson.-
H. Kleinwort has been appointed
to make daily observations, lor toe IMrs. “Buster” Maten is ^am  a 
next.six weeks, of the temperatures patient .in the Kelowna General 
in this district. Frost warnings wUl Hospital, having re-entered on Fn- 
be given over C K O  V  every even- day last, after being_ home for ab- 
ing at 9.00 o’clock; out two weeks. She is now making
‘ • a good recovery. -------—
Gordon Kerr, who had been stay-_ . „ Kelowna Man Ghbsen as Mem-
ing with his uncle and aunt, Mr. . *016 South Glenmore group of ^ ____r H  T?
and Mrs. Isaac Kerr, for the past war workers are now meeting at 
few weeks since receiving his hon- the home of Mrs. E. W. Ferguson 
orable discharge from toe Army, on Tuesdays, instead of Mondays, as 
left on Thursday last for Vancou- formerly.
TROOPER ORSl IN 
GUARD OF HONOR 
FOR DUCHESS
9?
■ • t ■
The method of handling the gasoline ration 
is laid down byMaw The Union Oil Com*.
pany’s Minute Men are therefore under 
instructions from the Dominion Govern­
ment. Please do not ask them to make 
concessions that they are not allowed to 
make—because they are obliging fellows, 
and would like to do anything that you ask.
I P  ■
C K P C R T  C A M  - T O  S A V E  C A R  W E A R
BC44?-2
Special Demiinstration for the Harit of Hearing
■you are cordially invited to attend a special showing of the 
Acousticon in your community. Mr. John S. MacLeod is a 
registered Acousticon consultant; with many years' experience 
in the East, and himself hard of hearing and therefore sympa­
thetic towards those handicapped by deafness. Your hearing 
problems will be discussed in private, and you can see and 
try the new inconspicuous devices, for the. hard of hearing.. 
Bring alorig a friend or hard of hearing acquaintance. There 
is'no obligation; Low payments available.
Thursday, April 16, 3 p!m. to 9 p.m. 
Friday, April 17, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
T H E  R O Y A L  . A N N E  H O T E L , K E L O W N A .
Ask at desk for Mr. John S. MaciLeod.
Don’t confuse Acousticon with any other device. 
Acousticon is the original electrical heating aid,
40 years experience,behind it. More s®ifi 
.'other hearing aids combined. You can really hear , . 
again. Friendly, understanding service. COME IN !
ACOUSTICON—World’s foremost manufacturer of hearing 
■ aids since 1902. ,
Approved by American Medical Association. ,
ACOUSTICON BETTER HEARING INSTITUTE 
227 Vancouver Block, Granville St., Vancouver, B.C*
37-lc
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Seeds, Bulbs, Trees, Plants, Fertilizers, Insecticides, etc. 
■niESE DEPENDABLE MJERCUAN’TS WILL HELP YOU
P O IT E D  P L A N T S
and
C U T  F L O W E R S
Rose Buslies, limited number.
Spring Bedding Plants, 
Wedding and Funeral orders
S. J. W E E K S
Phono 511-R
E V E R Y B O D Y  N E E D S  
T O O L S
. . of some kind or other.




ST E E LE , BR IGGS  
SEED S
Vegetable and Flower 
LAWN GRASS
G O R D O N ’S G R O C E R Y
SEED S of the F IN E S T  
Q U A L IT Y
Flowers and Vegetable 
CROSLAND’S and RENNIE’S
CO.,T H E  M eK E N Z lE
LTD.
Phone 214 — Master Grocers 
Special Seeds Gladly Ordered
P L A N T  for V IC T O R Y  1 
We have a good supply of 
G A R D E N  T O O L S  
and House Cleaning Supplies.
IN D E P E N D E N T  
H A R D W A R E  Co. Ltd.
B U L K  SEED S
Field and Garden Fertilizero 
and Sprays—Secij Potatoes— 
Lawn and Garden Seeds— 
Garden Tools.
G R O W E R S ’ S U P P L Y
Co, Ltd.
L A W N  M O W E R S  
S H A R P E N E D  and 
R E P A IR E D
Expert workmanship. Satis­
faction guaranteed. Our low 
price includes a thorough 
check-up.
L A D D  G A R A G E  LTD .
S P R IN G  B U L B S  
G L A D IO L I  
Blackmoro and Langdon’s 
. strain.
TUBEROUS BEGONIAS
T H E  G A R D E N  G A T E  
Pendozl St. Phone 198
" " ■ ■ ——
• / r  W a n t  to Keep it Flying
No matter what con- 
mower is in, we can 
dition your lawn- 
make it work as 
good as the day you 
bought it.
J. R. CAMPBELL
“Your Lawn Mower Specialist”
iiitMMUMhmimiimmtiMiMinHimiiMimmmnMiMiM
W E  C A L L  
I FOR A N D  
I D E L IV E R
I in City'Limits.
I —and pay one- 
I half of the de- 
I livery for out- 
I of-town mach- 
I ines.e
S C U T A N
Building Paper
T E S T E D  S U P E R IO R IT Y
®  Heat and Waterproof 
®  Flexible and Strong 
®  W ill N ot Crack
Get the BEST-^SCUTAN ALL-PURPOSE BUILDING PAPER at
W m . H A U G  S O N
Established 1892
Try these grand ECONOMY muffins
teaspoons®^ *






t  tablespoon SUB- shorteoing
about 20
for Free cook Book Send To:
Magic Baking FPwdor,
Fraser Ave.,Toronlo MADE IN 
CANADA
l^  per Ayerage Baking
her of Guard Honoring H.R. 
H  i Duchess of Kent, at B.C. 
House J
News has just reached Kelowna 
from Great Britain that Trooper Ar­
thur Orsi, wireless operator attach­
ed to toe 9th Armored, was a mem­
ber of an informal guard of honor 
for H.R.H. the Duchess of . Kent.
The Duchess was inspecting B.C. 
House in London, and revievved the 
guard and talked with each member 
during inspection. : ^
Trooper Orsi is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Orsi, of Glenwood Avenue, and" 
he writes- that he was offered a 
pound by several servicemen to sell 
I his place in the guard of. honor. He 
refused all offers and states that toe 
Duchess is beautiful beyond words 
and that his interview with her will 
always be. remembered.
To Keep Egg Yolks
When the yolks of eggs are not 
wanted for use at the same time as 
the whites, place t^m  in cold wa­
ter and keep in a cool, dark place. 




To soften and remove old paint 
or varnish, try two parts of spirits 
of amriionia to one of turpentine; 
apply with a rag. Old paint may 
also be removed with sandpaper,
dampened with benzine.
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
Title Misleading the Sea” implies that depth. The
From its title,-many people er- book’s title and story really deal 
roneously believe that Jules Verne’s with a trip 20,000 leagues in distance 
'Twenty Thousand Leagues Under through toe sea. .
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tasty b re a d
MARCH WAS
DRY MONTH
Warmest Day Last Month Re- 
gbtered 56, Coldest W as 19 
— No Snow Recorded
royal
yeast
c a k e s
Bf<EAD
Wcatljcr statistics tor March, re- 
teased by Government Weather Ob­
server Dave Cltapman, show that 
the average maximum temperature 
during March was 48.4 degrees and 
the average minimum 28.8.
The warmest day in March regist­
ered 56 degrees on Friday, March 
27, and Tuesday, March 24, was ti«o 
coldest day in the month, the mer­
cury registering 19 degrees above 
zero.
March was one of the driest on 
record, with only two-tcntlis of one 
inch of rain and no snowfall.
Detailed figures, os recorded by 
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Gospels Written In Aramaic
Dr. Albert T. Olmstead, a Univer­
sity of Chicago professor, says that 
the gospels were not written origin­
ally in Greek, as assumed by New 
Testament scholars, but in Aram­
aic, die Npar Eastern language spok­
en by Jesus.
Biscnlts
A  secret for making light biscuits 
is to add just enough liquid to make 
a soft dough. Then mix it lightly 
and just, enough to combine the 
flour and liquid. Any handling after 
that has a tendency to toughen the 
dough.
O " O p
PUNESo^O RCAF
to  spot
.APWWVet) XSf THE ROYM. CArtADtAN AIR
. ' / j <*4.'^  j y ■'fV
1 .. -“rjiji"'!' ’
p vB F lN IT E L Y  in the class of the "heavies" is the 
^  Armstrong-Whitworth Whitley and despite Its 
unorthodox appearance Is for its purpose a most efficient 
and successful aircraft.
It has taken a large and important part tn the raiding 
into enemy territory ever since the war started. 
Primarily it is; used for night operations owing to its 
relatively low speed, and its high load capacity of almost 
two tons.
Whitley's wing span is almost 85 feet, with an overall 
length of 70 feet. It is of all-metal construction,_with
retractable landing giear, and powered with two Rolls- 
Royce Merlin liquid-cooled engines of 1,030-h.p. each, 
giving a top speed of 245 m.p.h.. with a range of 1,250 
miles at cruising speed of 180 miles per hour. It is 
easily distinguished by the long box-like shape of the 
fuselage and the twin fins and rudders. Machine-guns 
are mounted in power-operated turreta in both the noss 
and tail. The normal crew consists of five— two pilots, 
navigator and bomb-aimer, a rear gunner and radio 
operator.
W estbank School Holds M o st
Successful O pen  Day Program
Parents Taken on Tour of A ll 
Grades and Enjoy Displays 
Put on by Students
P E R S O N A L  
B E N E F IT . . .
A Paitiotlc S E R V I C E
Saving money at this time becomes a patriotic service, as well as a per* 
sonal benefit to the saver. In order to meet the national needs, eveiyone 
will have to make sacrifices, and systematic saving makes these objectives 
possible.
You wiU have larger taxes than evet before. Save regularly in a savings 
•ocount to be able to pay those taxes when they &U due.
You will want to. buy war securities to help our forces: Save regularly 
to build up a fund for future buying.
You will want to provide against possible personal and fiuniiy adveisi^  
In the futuie, to be self-suppotting and financially independent: Save 
xegularlyia a savings account.
BANK OF MONTREAlr
**A BANK WHERE SHALL ACCOUNTS ABE WELCOHE** 
lfo<iCRi,r«p*r<«>^ BjoUaf Smiw. . . . . .  ih« OucooM of 124 Ycta: Sooctofiil Qpcttlioa
Kel(i,;wna Branch:
D. C. PA T E R S O N , Manager
L o o k  O u t !  A  S ic k
Do you have persistent head_aches_and 
backaches? Are y»“  
matic pains In muscles and Joints? A  
faulty liver is clogging your whole sys­
tem. &rlous III health may result
D Your liver 
and most ii
euerey to muscies, u;»uc» g,.-..—  --
unhealthy, your body. lacks this Mergy and 
becomes enfeebled—yodthtel vim disappears. 
Again your liver pours out bile to digest tooa. 
Ret rid o f waste and allow proper nourishment 
to reach your blood. When your liver gets 
/out o f order proper digestion and nourishmpt 
stop—you’re poisoned with me wMte. mat 
decomposes in • your intestines. Nervous 
troubles and rheumatic pains arise froin this 
poison. You become constipated,«romach and 
kidneys can’t work properly. The ^  whole 
system is affected and you feel rotten, head­
achy, backachy, dizzy  ^tired out—a ready prey 
for sickness and disease
D a n g e
'Always In Pain, No' 
Grand Rallof"
I  su ffe red so
badly from rheu- 
tfsrma um and neu- 
ritlslcould hardly 
walk upstairs' or 
close my hands. 
A f t e r  t a k i n g  
Frult-a-tivea for 
f o u r  d a y s  th e  
swelling left my
------------------- hands and I was
able to climb a ladder. I  have no
mbre bothe^^th rheumatism orur  uui...;. w . —-





Thousands of people arc never sick, and have 
won prompt relief/rom^ thes^miseries withu un/i .C , V. w .---..-.-— --
"Improved Fruit-a-tives Liver Tablets. Thea. . ___..J *Ua APfirGnG . fiinrfiFkn .liver is toned up, the other^organs function 
normally and fasting._ „ „ „  _____ _ good health results.
Today ’’ Improved Fruit-a-tives" are Canada’s 
lafcest selling liver tablets. Tliey must be good! 
Try them yourself N o 4 ^  Let Fruit-a-twes .
"Sick For Years. In Hospital— 
Now Fine"
1 had a bad case 
of biliousness and 
constant head­
aches and back­
aches. 1 became 
so 111 I had to go to 
a hospital. Nothr 
Ing I tried would 
help until I started 
taking Frult-n- 
In a very'tives.
short time my troubles dIsap----- - --------------
put you back on the road to lasting health— 
feel like a new person.
peared. Now Y  have no mote 
headache
25c. 50c.
u.^i.u..~i s or backachca and can 
do my housework without help. 
3frs. E. Dadoon, London, Ont.
Open day at the Westbank school 
was, as usual, a gala event. The 
teachers had planned a timed pro­
gram which took the visitors from 
the primary room right through the 
High School, and many mothers 
availed themselves of this opport­
unity to see just how well behaved 
“Johnny and Betty” were in school, 
or if, after all, they had been badly 
m lsl^ by their saintly offspring. 
However, on this occasion, with so 
• many grown ups to keep an eye on 
. them, there wasn’t much chance for 
any. but “Simday-best” behavior.
Miss I. Smith’s room had made a 
very clever puppet show which was 
operated by three of the boys, while 
a little girl told the story of Little 
Red Riding Hood. The wolf having 
been properly disposed of, Miss 
Tuhningley’s room was. their next 
stop, where the pupils of Grades V, 
VI, and VII presented a, pageant 
of medieval history. The costumes, 
which had been made by the pupils 
.themselves, were very effective and 
the acting very good indeed. 1
In Miss Ralph’s room, the chemis­
try class was very busy with _ ex­
periments These were explained 
by the pupils, but there was no 
doubt the class knew more about 
it than their; visitors.
Miss E. A. Coles, who has given 
many hours of added up recesses to 
teaching the piano to all the pupils 
who have had ho previous instruc-, 
tion, presented them in a half hour 
recital in which they showed what 
wonderful strides had been hiade in 
the year.
Following the school entertain­
ment, three judges dressed in wigs 
and gowns proceeded to judge the 
entries in the baking powder bis­
cuit contest, which had been spon­
sored by the Women’s Institute. The 
judges, Mrs. I. A. Howlett, Mrs. T. 
B. Reece and Mrs. W. Ingram, final­
ly brought forth their verdict, which 
gave first prize in the ladies’ en­
tries to Mrs. J; Borrel; second, Mrs. 
A. Parker; third, Mrs. A. Shettler; 
fourth, Mrs. S. MacKay. ..
In .the Class B, children 11 to 16, 
first went to Betty Stubbs; second 
to Merle Barker; third to Anice In­
gram. -
In Class C, children tinder 10, 
first went to Sylvia.Duzick and sec­
ond to Elizabeth Reece.
. After prizes had been given out, 
tea was served by the ladies of the 
Institute and some real sampling of 
biscuits began.
The school grounds have been 
greatly improved by pupils in the 
last two weeks. Many stones have 
been removed and the land levelled. 
All work was done by the pupils 
with shovels and wheelbarrows. Mr. 
Palmer, of the Summerland Experi­
mental Farm, was good enough to 
come up and give advice on the 
planning of the grounds and trees 
have been donated by Mr. J. U. 
Gellatly. After Easter, the children 
expect to complete the work and 
plant the gardens.
Mrs. H. Thacker returned last 
week from the Kelowna Hospital, 
where she had been confined for al­
most three weeks, following a ’flu 
relapse. ,
Mrs. McQueen, pf Bear Creek, is 
keeping house for Mr. and Mrs. 
Thacker.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoskins have re­
ceived word of the safe arrival in 
Engand of their son. Pilot Officer 
Leonard Hoskins.
Miss May Tunningley is visiting 
friends in Rutland.
Miss Jacqueline Paynter, who re-
J. Maddock has accepted a posi­
tion as manager of the T. B. Reece 





Queen Norabelle Strikes Pat­
riotic Note in Royal Proc­
lamation
‘Wenatclice’s famous Armual Apple 
Blossom FcsUval will be staged tills 
year April 24th and 23tb, as a gigan­
tic patrlolic rally. ’Tticre will be 
millions of pink apple blossoms, but 
hiding these in spirit and activities, 
will bo the Red, White and Blue of 
the United States flag.
Beginning with 1919 and in every 
succoeeding year, good and bud, 
prosperous and hcart-breuking, 
Wenatchee at Apple Blossom Time 
has presented a smiling face and 
Invited Uio world to share in her 
Applo Blossom Festival, This year, 
with the clash of arms heard arolmd 
the world, Wenatchee feels it is time 
to stand erect and rededlcate lives 
and strength to holding high the 
banners of liberty and justice.
Queen Norabelle I has issued the 
following proclamation:
"Applo Blossom time Is hero a- 
galn. Our trees will bring forth 
fruit in due season. Is this not suf­
ficient cause for joy? Let us gather 
together and rejoice that nature car­
ries bn the eternal program of life.
“But, my people, as we celebrate 
the return of our blossoms with 
their deep significance, we must not 
forget that upon us lies the responsi­
bility of maintaining in this land our 
right to rejoice,
“I therefore proclaim that we 
must center our attention during 
this period of the Festival upon the 
activities which shall keep our land 
and our people free. Let us rededi- 
cate ourselves to an ever-increasing 
effort to buy bonds, keep fit, keep, 
democracy from dying. With Gen­
eral MacArthur, we shall ‘Keep the 
Flag Flying*.”
Director-General E. E. Reed an­
nounces an attractive two-day pro­
gram; which includes the Queen’s 
Ball on Friday night, planned to be 
an elaborate and beautiful afl i^ir. 
Friday afternoon, pioneers’ pro-
I'
IF MERCURY COULD TALK—  
"Juif going for tome Sweet Copt*
SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES
"Th* pureil form in tdtidt (ohacto can it
MOHAMMED ALI JINNAH 
Mohammed Ali Jinnah, leader of
gram; Saturday morning, elaborate minority of 77,000,000 Mos-
Victory p i^rade; Saturday noon, ^ I^d his followers that they
Grange picnie; Satur(tey afternoon, reserve judgment on, the pro-
coronaUon of Queeri Norabelle the p^ggjg qj sij. Stafford Cripps for 
1st, and the High School _ pageant future of India. The president
of the All-India Moslem League in- 
Youth strives for Victory^ Moslems are a nation and
that he would reject any solution
Lumps of flour in mixing batter that did not provide for separate 
can be, prevented by adding the salt a^d autonomous Moslem and Hindu 
to the flour before wetti^. By pour- states. Jinnah accepted an invita- 
ing flour into the hquid, instead of tion to confer with Cripps. 
liquid into the flour, and beating it
with a fork, lumps will not form. ----- r —  ~
Lemon Juice
Instead of squeezing the juice ofThe owner of a midget car drove 
to a filling station and asked for a lemons every time a recipe calls for 
pint of gasoline and two ounces it, why not extract the juice of a 
of oil dozen lemons at a time and keep in
“Right,” said the attendant. “And a tightly covered glass jar in the 
Would you like me to sneeze in the refrigerator?. It will prove a great 
tires?” convenience.
THE HOME OF SUPPLY
. WE SERVICE ALL OUTDOOR NEEDS
•  Canv2s knapiacks, pickers’ bags, water bags.
0 Tents, awnings, camp furniture and equipment.
•  Clothing: “Excelsior’’ pintail waterproof or oilskin.
•  Coleman famous lamps and stoves.
O  Lauson air-coolcd engines, boats and industrial.
O  Midco farm lighting plants.
See Your Local Dealer 
Handling These Brands.
L23
Manufacturers and Distributors 
PR IN CE RUPERT VAN CO UVER
Castor Oil Substitute which they have been soaked, and
Prune juice is a good substitute when they are tender pierce them 
for castor oil. Soak the prunes over with a fork to let out the juice, 
night. Stew them in the water in Do not sweeten.
cently joined the Womsu’s Auxili­
ary to the Air Force" and who has 
been stationed at Brandon, was 
: home on her first furlough. Un- 
fortimately, when travelling was 
taken into account, she only had 
Good Friday at home. All too brief 
a stay to peOTit her seeing all her 
friends.
Miss Joan Mtchard is in the hos­
pital suffering from infection in the 
face from a spider bite.
' , . ' • • • •
Andy Duzick returned last Fri­
day from Los Angeles, where he 
expects to get a very good position 
as a radio technician in the near 
future.
Harvey Whyte spent the week­
end in Mara. .
Mrs. Cecil Keddy and Harold An- 
seth were visitors at the home of 
their mother, Mrs. S. A, Anseth, of 
Mara, over the week-end.
Miss E. A. Coles left on Thursday 
last for her home in Victoria.
Miss Irene Smith is spending the 
Eastqr holiday in Kelowna.
Miss Joyce Ralph left for Van­
couver for the holiday.
Merle and Malcolm Runacres are 
spending their holidays at the Coast.
Evangelistic services are being 
conducted all this week jn the Comr 
munity Hall. ' • o
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Parker and 
small daughter; of Kamloops, were 
holiday visitors at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. T. B. Reece. .
Mr. and Mrs. W. Maurice were 
visitors over Easter at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. W. Brown.
Special Easter services were held 
in both the St. George’s Church and 
Westb^k United Church on Easter 
Sunday. Miss. Gwenith Reece was 
the soloist at the United Church.
On Wiednesday of this week the 
board of the Victorian Order of 
Nurses met at the home of C. Hack­
er in Peachland. Routine business 
was transacted and plans were pre­
sented for the raising of necessary 
fimdSi
• • .*
Miss Dorothy Paulin, R.N., V.O.N., 
left for Vancouver on Friday of 
last, week to attend the .Public 
Health Nurses’ refresher courses. In 
her absence, Miss Twiddy, R.N., of 
Peachland, is on call.
Pilot Officer Vernon Yeulett is 
expected home on furlough this 
week.
Further extensive plantings of 
vegetables are under way on the 
lower flats. 'These plantings run 
heavily to onions on .fhe Boucherie 
flats and on the Clarke and Brown 
properties both tomatoes and on­
ions. There are also much greater 
plantings of potatoes than in other 
years. ' On the benches, there are_ 
distinctly more acres given over to ‘ 
vegetables, besides the usual plant­
ings of young orchard. A survey of 
orchard and vegetable acreage in 
Westbank will clearly show the 
need of cold storage in this locality. 
T. B. Reece, is to be congratulated 
in the foresight he showed in the 
erection of his fine 40,000 box plant.
YOU BOYS MB  GIRLS
What if  you can't fly a bomber, or xirive a 
tank, or help make guns and ammunition? 
You can do your part in winning the war.
When you boys go out and Ait lawns or 
collect paper and scrap, you are doing a 
man’s work. That releases one more man 
for the armed forces or to work in a muni­
tions plant. When you go to the store and 
carry parcels home you relieve a man; you 
also relieve a truck and make more tires and 
gasoline available for carrying on the war.
When you girls wash the dishes and help
with the housework, your mother doesn't 
need to get hSlp. That means more hands 
to work in munitions plants. When you 
bring dad’s slippers, do little chores for him 
when he is tired, .he will be able to do better 
work and more work next day— perform a 
bigger part in winning the war.
So, boys and girls, do all the odd jobs you 
can find to do. Make yourselves useful around 
your home and in your community. Every 
single job you do willingly brings victory 
one step nearer..
T his message is issued by the D epartm ept of M unitions an d  Supply fo r  Canada.
BRAVE H EN  SHALL  NOT BIE BECAVSE I FALTEBEO
'..t ‘ H i.'s M














BRITISH COLUMBIA BLACK BEAR
AUTOMOBILES CONTRACTORS
L A D D  G A R A G E  L T D .
Dealer tor
BTUDEBAKER imd AUSTIN 
CABS and TKUCKS 
Maosey Harrla Farm Iinplemciit* 
lAwrenoe Ave. Phono 262
JO SE PH  R O SSI
CONTBACTOB
Plastering and Masonry 
OIAco - - D. Chapman Bam 
P. O. Box 12
HOME GAS 
SERVICE STATION 
Bert Dickens, Prop. 
Prompt, Friendly Service. 
Call in TODAP—<TBT US. 
(Next to Kel. Steam Laundry)
INSURANCE AGENTS
BARBERS
S. R. D A V IS  
J. C. K E N N E D Y , C.L U.
Maclarcn BIk. - Phone 410
SUN ITFE OF CANADA
m BARBER-SHOR
A  Clean, Friendly Sh<qp 
Expert Work
R O Y A L  A N N E
DABBEB BBOF
C. M. Horner, C .L.U .
District Representative, Northern 
Okanagan
MUTUAL LIFE OF CANADA  




Possibility of Use of Russia for 
Bombing Bases Discussed-— 
Risk Involved May be Justi­
fied by Result
Bear and cubs playing on golf course, Jasper National Park, Alberta, Canada.
The Black Bear is more widely and pigs, so that when one kind of Eiland*^^\es^othM basM relatively
BICYCLE SHOPS MONUMENTS Risk Would Be Great
R ID E  A  B IK E
F O R  H E A L T H  !
M O N U M E N T S
Sand Blast Lettering
We carry C.C.M. and English 1 VERNON GRANITE
makes. Am 6c MARBLE CO.
Expert Repair Work. Established 1910
CAMPBELL’S BICYCLE SHOP Agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
distributed throughout tte whole of food Is scarce It thrives on some enough to >n<ilm it the object of In- target likewise were
North America than any other spec- other kind that Imppens to be plen- tensive nunung. __ ^ available, and this would preclude
les of indigenous fauna. In Canada, tiful. Bears eat fiesh, insects, v ^e - Black bear are much snialler than entrance of Russia into the Far 
it was found everywhere except in tables, fruits, eggs and honey. They grlMly or polar beam; a fml-growra jjastem conflict
the far northern barrens, and, ex- are particularly fond of Jam, ham bear may weigh anything from 200
centlng only the pralrierf of the west and sugar, as many a camper has to 500 pounds.
and the more densely settled dis- found to his cost Black bear are rarely dangerous,
trlcts the black bear Is still the Another reason is that it is im- except when wounded or, some-
most ’widely distributed species. mune from attacks by other ani- times when an old bear with cubs _______ ________________ ____________
There are several reasons why the mals. Still another, that it hiber- Is suddenly surprised. Many people answered, with another
black bear has been able to main- nates during intensely cold weather, are afraid of bears, but there are interrogation. In this case it would 
tain itself so successfully in spite of although in the mild climate of the extraordinarily few, if any, authen- seem to be: Would the United Na-
changing conditions. For one thing, Pacific Coast it frequently stays out tic records of a black bear having
it is omnivorous, like human beings aH winter. . And finally, its meat made an unprovoked attack on man.
The second question, in addition 
to being entirely dependent u,pon 
the first, is one of those queries that
CARTAGE OPTOMETRISTS
D. C H A P M A N , & .CO
PHONE 298 LTD.
Haulage Contractors. Warehous­
ing and Distributing. We special­
ize in Furniture Moving. Con­
tract or Emergent Fruit Hauling.
'FREDERICK JOUDRY 
Optometrist
Phone 373, Royal Anne Building
Problem of Supplies Influences 




nnirvia W hilo H e vast reaches of Siberia, or else they lana s suit!
Stahn M arfe Time While He taken either to Local Junior Board Prepares operations.
W^atches Events in Far East- the Nazi-threatened ports of- Mur- 
ern Conflict— Events in W est mansk and Archangel, in the Bar- 
W ill Influence Strategy Sea. or the small and unde-
tions feel that the island was im­
portant enough to Justify the tre­
mendous risks that would have to 
be taken? The word tremendous is 
used advisedly, for nothing less than 
the whole American fleet might have 
to be risked.
Another point of importance in 
any speculation on the use of Mar­
cus as an Allied aviation base also 
must be considered, namely, the is­
d’ ability for large-scale air
DAIRIES PHOTOGRAPHY
veloped port of Igarka, on the Yen­
isei River in Central Siberia, 500 
miles south of the Arctic Ocean.
Resolution for Presentation Very little is known about the
Provincial Convention at but from what is known itW  provincial i-,onvenuon at
End oi April - thing but minor raids and as a base





A R T S  P H O T O  
S T U D IO
Portraiture— P^hoto Finishings 
Films and Cameras
FHJWIS DEVELOPED, 25c up.
DENTISTS
DR. G. D. C A M P B E L L
DENTIST
W illits Block Phone 171
D R . M A T H IS O N
DENTIST
Willits Block Phone 89
DR.
J. W . N . S H E P H E R D
Dental Surgeon
Shepherd Block - Phone 223
Pendozi and Lawrence Ave.
Infni^atinn rnnee^rS^^  A  resolution that advocates the in- miralty pilot book describes it as 
^   ^ Igarka can be reached by large ternment of all members of the Jap- about miles long and two-thirds
time vessels only during the summer anese race was passed and approved a mile wide—about equal in size
in J a in ’s o f lS v e  oc^ eration^  by the Junior Board of-^ade execu- to the average big-city airport in
the^recSitlv^a^oiLcId mission to ■ Supplies ti/e at its m eet^  in Kelowna on the United States. How much of theme recently annoimcea mi^ on i Monday night. This resolution will island’s surface is suitable for the
Moscow of former Forei^ No matter how well equipped presented President Harry landing and takiiig-off of airplanes
Naot^e Sato, one of N ipp^s  Vladivostok may be mitiaUy to pro- vTitt to the B.C, Junior Board con- jg not kwwn
^oothest diplomats, mean ^ t  j ^  ject an offensive against Japan, the vention which meets at the Coast at jt thas b e ^  suggested that, if
kyo fears Russia will , soon feel f r ^  demands of modern war caU for an end of ApriL entGr<a the war aaainst Jao-
Far fa®st’ effort S av  resS^^^ ^  addition to recommending in- qn. the United Nations itoght ppssi
The tide of Japanese aggression ® may resu . ternment, the resolution also urges bly ferry planes back and forth be-
in <5nitG of its momentarv nause’ Bombing planes can be flown that all Japanese in Canada be sent tween Marcus and Vladivostok, a
^ w T  i^ ever W etong'*wave to Japan after the termination of distance of 1,500 miles, with the
bombers dropping their loads ofthrnngh Australasia and now men- hostilUies,  i  i  l
^  - - chatka Peninsula, but fighting number of other resolutions for explosives as they passed over Jap-
fa m w t ^ M S ’ buftoe^to^^^ W  indispensable prgsJXtion to the convention were In
Vulnerable From Japan
Of overcoming the evil at its ^ ^  , . PentK^on next Monday, and if a ^  cus would have to limit the extent
CKOV
rise
?omce^ — 6 x**- V .-  ... —  Some strategists have envisaged proved will also be pit before the gf^he o'rcratton. Pl^eTfiytog from
At the moment, an invasion of the Petropavlovsk, the only ^ r t  of any Coast convention.  ^ ,^^ 0 Allied base to another also
heart of the Japanese E n tire  is consequence on the I^inchatka One resolution mges that action entire width
hardly to be cpnsidered, but the Peiunsula, as a base to rc h e d  op- taken by the Proi^cial execu- j  and run through a wither- 
question of carrying the war to erations against ^pan. T^ere is ^ tive within a six n^,^ths pepod on ^
Japan with bombing planes, and in ?izable harbor at Petropaylovsk, but aU xesolutions passed by the Proyin- thi bases themselves would have to 
particular with planes based at it is frozen over from November to cial convention and suggests that protected.
Vladivostok, is something else again May. the individual Boar<E be advEed as Another factor that murt not be
as the fundamental issues between Russia also has to give considera- to what progress is t^ing made. overlooked is that, while Marcus 
Nippon and Russia move towards tion to the fact that, if Japan can The Kelowna Junior Board also less than 1,000 miles from Japan, 
a possible climax, be bombed from Vladivostok, the recommends that all resolutions jg p ^  by the same token, is less
'  Bombing converse holds true, and in addition ^^onsored by the various Boar^ be than 1,000 miles, from Marcus. In
Tf Vmc ViGGn nomtGd nut rpneated there probably are numerous air put before each member Board be- other words, if Japan could be raid- 





•  ABC and CONNOR 
WASHING MACHINES
•  FHILCO. MARCONI and 
N.E. RADIOS
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Electrical Appliances and L^oops 
Phone 93 Kelowna, B.C.
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IKELOWNA FURNITURE CO.| 
L-TD.
Funeral Directors
iDay Phone, 33; Night, 502 & 79| 
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T U E S D A Y S  and 
T H U R S D A Y S
ly thai yiadivostqk i^  strategical Korea,, from which Japanese planes es will be familiar with the subject j-aijjed from Japii, Of course, there
S S e r  to s“  far S S g  Is no comparison in the firepower. ^   ^ My^ r a ^  assaults by land or sea be- behind the retolutions.
bombingj range^of mort of the in- the realm of probability. Interior delegates are often im-
dustrial areas of Japan is concerned. . ^
of the planes that could take off 
that could-------------- -^----- ----------- - . 1.1 „ from Japan and those
Prapticallv all of the vast manu- Russia was, and is, faced with ^o aloft from Marcus,
faptiirins establishments On whosc ‘''^ “ Shing the advantages and dis- If, as these admittedly inexpert
nn W  a war which, under oPPO^timity to study aUresoto^^^  ^ seem to suggest,
output the Japanese ; ^ r  eaort^ae wm.iH before the convention meets should of relatively unimportant
Shu and Northern Kyushu. Should have met with an enthusiastic re 
the manifold industrial plants at sP°ase.
Tokyo, Yokohama, Nagoya, Osaka, The course of ovents in the Far Patient: “How much will
Kobe ’and Yamata be bitted with East must surely make Stalin feel bridge for my teeth cost 
bombs, the Japanese military estab- that his decision to hold aloof from Dentist: “Oh, about $175 ’’ 
lishment would soon cease to func- the Japanese confiict as long --
strategic value, another question 
presents itself:
the . Why did the American forces at­
tack it?
For one thing, it did show that
as Patient: “Couldn’t you just put the long arm of the United States
Drive ouB* A C H E S
PLUMBERS
J. G A L B R A IT H
Ltd.
PLUMBING and HEATING
.Sheet Metal Work 
Estimates Gladly Given 
PHONE 100
FLOUR AND FEED
O W E N ’S F E E D  








House Windows, etc.—iPhone 312 
S. M, SIMPSON, L’TD.
Many a man owes his success in 
life to the advice he didn’t take 
from others.




Russia has more or less given the 
impression that it is so deeply in­
volved with the . Axis in the West 
that it would not be good tactics to 
take on further complications else­
where. ,
Without question, Russia’s prob­
lems in the West had and must con­
tinue to be given serious considera­
tion, but, had they not existed, what, 
would have been Russia’s reaction?
All military supplies for Vladivos­
tok must arrive by rail or by ship.
As all who are familiar with East­
ern Asia know, Vladivortok is at 
the far end of the long Trans-Siber­
ian Railway, which provides its sole 
link with distant Russia, and this 
railroad closely , skirts the border of 
Japanese-controlled Manchukuo for 
several hundred miles.
Also, the sea approaches to Vladi­
vostok, with , a possible single ex­
ception, pass through narow ap- 
proaches easily irtined and otherwise 
dominated by Japanese sea power.
Another Possibility Discussed
The exception' is the little-known 
shallow passage between Sakhalin 
Island, which Japan and Russia 
jointly control, and the mainland.
possible was a wise one. in a culvert?”
RED ARMY MOVES INTO STARAYA
Mobile Recruiting Officer W i l l would be plugged
Be at Armories A ll Day to the Japanese?
Tni-PrviVw Rprrnitc; Current, dispatches from the Farinterview Kecruits reference to the
™ L-i ".f .. possibility of utilizing Nikolaevsk,
The R.C.A.F. recruiting mouth of the Amur, as a
party will arrive m Kelo^a^ on port of ®ntry from which material 
Thursday-evening and will in t^  go by rail to Vladivostok,
view applicants for se^ice in the kittle is known of the facilities 
Air Force all day, Friday, April 17, at Nikolaevsk for handing
i? A 4. * u i cargo, the river is closed to naviga-R.C.A.F. Headquarters wish to ° ^ n a i n x ^ months of the
impress upon prospective applicants y and the approaches to the 
the importance of having all nec- ’ ..  ^ ------- -—  =_poriance oi n a v in g  aii through narrow passages in
essary documents with them when chain of
they appear for examination 
These documents are birth certifi islands;, , J .■ • .. If Japan successfully closes the
cate, proof of education, ^m^rriage narrow sea approaches to Vladivos- 
certiflcate (If applicable), birt^ tok and to Nicolaevsk, the United 
tiflcate of children Uf .apphcable), would have to go .almost
;n^ discharge (if applicable).  ^ three-fourths of the ivay around the
may soon be capable of reaching to 
the Japanese I. ainland. ..
For another, it stopped, or at 
least retarded, the use of the island 
as an air or sea bate from which 
Japan could raid Allied bases and 
naval units. Moreover, the offensive 
strategy of the United Nations in the 
Pacific, at the moment, is known 
to focus on the embarrassment of 
Japanese supply lines, and in _these 
operations such raids inevitably 
play a part.
The successful American raid on 
Marcus Island, within 1,000 miles of 
Tokyo, justiflea some speculations 
on strategy which are perhaps ele­
mentary to tile expert, but, never- 
tlieless, intriguing to the layman.
Now that it has been established 
that warships and airplanes can 
reach this mid-Paclflc dot, there 
naturally arise two questions:
First, can the United Nations oc­
cupy it as a base for operations 
against Tokyo, Yokohama and other 
Japanese cities, perhaps In conjunc­
tion with simultaneous operations 
from Russian-owned Kamchatka 
Peninsula and Russlan-Kwncd Vladi­
vostok?
Second, will they?
The answer to the first query 
would appear to be yes—but a yes 
dependent upon Innumerable ifs. 
Doubtless the island could be oc­
cupied If sufficient naval and air 
strength could be mustered for a 
possible showdown engagement 
with the Japanese fleet.
1^0 raid of March 4 obviously 
was a surprise blow. The next time 
the Japanese might be waiting at 
the island with their full power. 
And, of course, it would hardly be
C O A L
T H E  K IN G  O F  F U E L S  I
Fill up your bin
NOW!
W c carry the best in coals, 
featuring “Glo-Coal,” the deep 
seam Drumheller coal, and 
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THE Christian SciENia: monitor
An Intrmatlonal Daily Newspaper
rmNhk$a » *  'HIE aiRISTIAN SCIENCE PUBLISIIINO SOCIETY 
One, Norwar SUect, Botloo, MuudiiuctU
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Featumtv Togethar with tba Wocldy Magazine Section, Male* 
tbe Monitor an Ideal Newspaper for tba Home.
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Nabisco Shredded Wheat plays its part in the 
National Fitness program because it is 100% whole 
wheat, recognized by all food authorities as one of 
the “protective” foods. In Nabisco Shredded Wheat 
the wheat getm is retained in its entirety with all 
the bran and minerals in the unmilled wheat.
Serve two Nabisco Shredded Wheat, with milk, at 
breakfast—or any other meal! Make sure you get 
all the protective elements of whole wheat in this 
tasty, appetizing form.




The consistent quality and 
superb flavor Of this inter­
national favorite has won an 
en'viable reputation on this 
continent. Ask for Lucky 
Lager, the -wartime beverage 
of thousands.
P H O N E  224 
For Free Home Delivery
COAST BREWERIES L.TD. 
VANCOUVER - V ICTO RIA : 
NEW W ESTM INSTER
42-3
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 






, — ■’V .
ar Dressed in suitable climatic uniforms, these Russian troops are pic- 
dobe T n  tiie o p p o s ite  direction to tured on the march near Staraya-Russa. Despite desperate German at-
5th Canadian Armored Division, 
Canadian Army Overseas,
England, March 8, 1942. 
To the Editor, Kelowna Courier:
I received your letter’ and three 
editions of The Courier today. Al­
though the last took over a month 
to arrive, still the news was as fresh 
as if it were printed the day before 
it reached me. News of Kelowna and 
of old B. C. has for some time been 
scarce over here, and there are 
many of ns who came originally 
from around Kelowna and the Vall­
ey. I am passing the paper on to 
them, so that they may read the 
news of home. Afterwards I gueg  ^
it may end up as salvage for the 
combined war. effort.
I would like to take this oppor­
tunity to expr'ess my sincere thanks 
to all my friends who have donated 
gifts of tobacco and other things. 
They are all Very gratefully receiv­
ed, especially' the tobacco.
■There is little, action in this area 
at present. Occasionally we see large 
squadrons of bombers going out to 
do their damage and clearing the 
way for us when the time is ripe.
Keep up the good work, citizens 
of Kelowna! Wo are ready for them, 
so thumbs up and keep-a smile on
WHAT IS OUT OF SIGHT 
IS OUT OF MIND!
D O N ’T  L E T  P E O P L E  




Which has the largest circulation of any newspaper 
covering Kelowna and District.
Sambo- “ Marcellus dey’s a ma- reach the Siberian ports. Sea-borne tempts to relieve their trapped 16th army, the Russian advance continued.
chine out now dat teils when you’s supplies would have to be landed According to/Russian sources, a ski unit broke into Staraya where they „„ _________  ^ _....... ..
lyih.’ Ebber see one?” either at one of the Iranian ports on made a rapid 30-mile trek across the ice of Lake Ilmen north of the city your faces, and for heaven’s sake
Marcellus: “See one?-"Why, man, the Persian Gulf and then moved to free several hundred Russian prisoners from a camp in the city’s en- keep those slimy little yellow rats, heels. ’
ah’s married to one!” ’ overland to Russia and across the virons. ' the Japs, down and under your Au revoir, blue hills ol home!
(K74202) JOHN E. DENDY,
Machine Gunner.
*■ J T*.
E jU F i
t *M iM r lt  W
If
K'-'I
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P. B. W illits & Co.  ^ Limited
YOUR PHARMACISTS knowledKe was gained by speciiilizcd 
college training, tested by rigid exainliiutlons, strengthened by long 
experience to the end that he might serve you well in time of sick­
ness. Millions of dollars have been spent In medical research to 
Improve old products and develop new ones. And aU tliese benefits 
are brought to you by P. B. Willits & Co. Ltd.
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Spring Cleaning. Pr. . 35c
J \f£ W / a iiE m .  
ONE-PIECE TECH RAZOR
MILADY
LATEST razor development — adds 
amazing convenience to the vast shaving 
advances of Gillette’s modem Tech. No 
loose parts to drop or fumble—utmost 
performance guaranteed
A1ILORD—'Gold-plated One-Piece 
Tech Razor and 5 Blue Gillette Blades 
in rich Texol-covered, $1.50
lifetime cate . . . .  " I
MILADY— Dainty, luxuriously fin­
ished companion set to ‘‘AUlord" 
includes lady’s One-Piece Tech 
Razor and S Gillette $1 ,50
Blades in compact cose
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— All parcels prepaid—
V  Non-PoUonout!
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REXALL Noso and Throat 
Relief with Ephcdiino .... 50c
BUILD 
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1. Does not rot dressos 
oi; men's shirts. Does 
not Irritate skin.
Z. Noiwaltlngtodry—, 
con be used right 
after shaving.
1. Stops perspiration 
for 1 to 3 days.
I. White greaseless, vanishing cream 
5. Arrld hos the American Institute oi 
Laundering Approval Seal for being 
HARMLESS TO FABRICS.
H i t h e r  and Y o n
Mrs. Jack Boweririg, of Williams 
Lake, foniiciiy of Kelowna, is 
spending several weeks in Kelowna, 
visiting friends.
Miss Beth Ferguson, of Vernon, 
was the guest of her sisltr, Mrs. W.
OIL'!, over tile week-end.♦ • •
Mr. and Mrs. William Spurling, of 
Victoria, were week-end visitors 
in Kelowna.
• • a
Mrs. W. Olts entertained friends j^j-ter Mrs H H Whiteat bridge ori Friday evening at her ''‘Siting her sister,^  Mrs. R. B. White
home on Bertram Street, honoring
\
Mrs. L. Parkinson returned on 
Wednesday from Penticton, where 
she had spent the past ten days
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Maxson an-
Mra Win. Green on the occasion of nounce the engagement of Uieir 
her birthday. Mrs. R. P. Walrod and elder daughter, Alois Irene, to Al- 
,Mrs. Carl Dunaway were the prize wyn Beverley Postle, youngest son 
winners. of Mr. H. W. PosUe and the late
r T i*i* .,*  » o 1____Mrs. Postle; of Nortli Vancouver.Mias J. B. Livlngstoim, of Salmon marriage will take place quietly 
Arm, was a visili^ in Kelowna dur- month at St. Michael and All 
Ing the past week. Angela’ Church, In Kelowna.
GROUHOsroRi.
New Cabbage Firm and Green
Mrs. A. D. Peterson and son, of Dr, and Mrs. Thomas Gaddes have 
Malakwa, are guests of the Royal arrived from Victoria and have 
Anne Hotel.  ^  ^ taken up residence In the Belvedere
Miss Norma Etches, of Keremcos, 
spent the week-end in Kelowna, 




Mrs. J. Murray and her daugh­
ter, Miss Molly Murray, of SouUi 
Slocan, were visitors in Kelowna 
during the week-end.
Mrs. W. Hull, of Calgary, Is 
guest of the Royal Anne Hotel.
LOCAL COUPLE 
WED AT FIRST 
UNITED CHURCH
Miss Doris Ball, of Victoria, spent Frances Joan Keevil and -Dcn- 
the week-end m Kelowna ^  Webster Principals in
A  WHITE flon 
rolalnlng most of 
tht WhoatGonn 
with lit natural 
. V I T A M I N  
I conttnl . . .  and 
;oocl-«nrlchlng 
FLAVOR
ARRID 39  ^and 59< a |ar
MOTH PROOF BAGS for
garment storage .......... 75c
GASOLINE RATION 
COUPON COVERS ..... 75c
REGULAR SIZl
Helps Prevent Bad Breath • Gives 
Brighter Teeth • Sparkling Smiles
Phone 19 W e  deliver
guest of Rev, 
McPherson. Easter Monday Wedding
Mrs. K. Maclaren returned last DafTodils, forsythia and pussy 
week from the Coast and is a guest willows formed tho floral setting 
of the Royal Anne Hotel. for the wedding ceremony, on Mon-
T-. ^ 1.*  " »  A - day afternoon, April 6th, at 3.30Miss B. Buhar, of Armstrong,- was jjj tj^ e First United Church,
a visitor In Kelowna over the week- Frances Joan, younger daughter
K ifc h e n  [ r a f f
V i t a m i n  B
W HITE Flour





















Mrs. G. F. Hilliard,
Alberta, is a visitor in town this 
week, a guest of the Royal Anne 
Hotel.
of Mr. and Mrs, F. M, Keevil, and 
of Monard Dennis Webster, younger son of Mr.
’ and Mrs. George Webster. Rev. Dr. 
W. W. -McPherson ofCiciatcd, and the 
choir, of which the bride and 
groom are both members, rendered 
several selections.
Given in marriage by her father, 
the bride chose an attractive after­
noon frock of powder blue silk crepe, 
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Hughes-Games featuring bracelet . length sleeves, 
have as their guests this week, Peter Her large olT-the-face felt hat and
Mr. and Mrs. Del Hawkshaw (nee 
Barbara Fry), of Revelstoke, spent 
the week-end in Kelowna.
F IN E S T  G R A D E
7-lb. paper sack ......... 25c
24-lb. sack ..................  79c
49-lb. sack ...........  $1.49
98-lb. sack .......... L . $2.85
Chutter and 
Vancouver.
Donald McKinnon,, of further accessories were of navy
blue, and her corsage was of white 
carnations and pink rosebuds;
Miss Lilias Keevil, the bride’s 
sister, was her only attendant and 
Miss Patricia Chutter, of Vancou- wore a dull gold frock with wMte
Miss Monica Frith is holidaying at 
her home in Vancouver this week.
ver, was the house guest of Mrs. S. 
Rowling over the week-end.
• *  •
Mr. and Mrs. W. Maurice, of Pion­
eer Mine, B.C., are holidaying in 
Kelowna, guests of the Mayfair 
Hotel. • • •
lace trim offset by a black hat. Her 
corsage was of blue iris.
During the signing of the register, 
E. X Burnett sang . “Through the 
Years,’’ with organ accompani­
ment by Cyril Mossop.
George McKay was the grooms­
man, and the ushers were Carl
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Hughes-Games Dunaway and W. Purvis-Smith. 
had as their house guests over the Following the ceremony, a recep- 
week-end, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon tion was held at the home of the 
Chutter, of Vancouver, and Miss bride’s parents on Marshall Street, 
Barbara Bird, of Nelson. IV&s. Chut- where the ,r rooms w;ere tastefully 







Missf Mary, Royle spent the Easter 
week-end in Penticton.
Letter Tells of Appreciation of 
Seamen for Garments
G. A. “Jerry” Elliott left on Sat­
urday for Edmonton, where his 
marriage to Miss A. L. McAllister, 
V.O.N., of Peachland and Westbank, 
takes place today, 'Thursday, April 
9th.
Chester Owen, of Vancouver, is week, 
a visitor in Kelowna this week.
Mrs. Keevil chose a ^een printed 
silk afternoon dress, with navy blue 
hat and a corsage of white carna­
tions, for the occasion, while Mrs. 
Webster,, wore a man-tailored blue 
suit with a beige hat. Her corsage 
was also of white carnations. 
Presiding at the tea table, which 
Mr. and Mrs; J. H. Garfield, of was centred with a floral arrange- 
Kamiooiis, were week-end visitors ment of mauve and white sweet 
in Kelowna. peas, flanked by tall white tapers
* * * in .silver holders, were , Mrs. G. A.
Mrs. A. Sagar, of, Vancouver, is a McKay and Mrs. R. B. Staples. The 
guest of the Royal Anne Hotel this serviteurs included Mrs. ■ George.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Schwass, of Sum- 
merland, were-visitors, in Kelowna 
during the week.
e h p r ^ s
Empress
M a r m a la d e
tin 47c
S A F E W A Y
G U A R A N T E E D  M EA TS
PORTER’HSE RST BEEFis 32c



















MILK 3 ' “ 29c
GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE 48-oz tin 23c
Gardenside, sieve 5
PEAS 3  ‘“ 29c
Tissue
PUREX3 ‘’“^ 2 1 c
S E T  N O  'C E I L I N G  
O N  Y O U R  S E R V IC E
Jack Witt spent the Easter week­
end at the Coast on business.
“Your Key to 
H E A R IN G  
H A P P IN E S S ”
This is the title of a new illus­
trated booklet by the technician 
of the Bell Telephone Labora­
tories. It describes the new 
Western Electric vaemun tube 
hearing aid. This is the world’s 
fastest selling instrument and has 
restored hearing to thousands of 
men and women young and old, 
taking them again into the glor­
ious world of sound. Approved 
by the American Medical Asso­
ciation Council and Physical 
Therapy and Vancouver and Vic­
toria Clubs for the Hard of 
Hearing.
Mr. J. G. yZallace, with 23 
years experience with the deaf­
ened, will visit Veriion, Kelowna, 
Penticton, 'Trail, Nelson and 
Cranbrook to demonstrate this 
wonderful instruinenL Mean­
time ^  in coupon below for 
preview literature.
Dr. AUan McKenzie, of Edmonton, 
is holidaying in Kelowna.
. • • • ■
John Krassman, of Vancouver, 
^pent the Easter week-end in Kie- 
lowna, returning to his home on 
Monday.
Clark, of Penticton, spentS.
of the Willow Inn.
Roy Tompkins, of Edmonton, was 
a visitor in town this week, a guest
CLIP HERE
•1/ \(m  ivisii Uy y
HEAR!
Please send “Key to Hear­
ing Happiness” to ' 
Name ............................ .
In an effort to raise additional 
funds with which to further its 
magnificent work on behalf of the 
men who ply the dangerous sea- 
lanes, the Kelowna Branch of the 
Okanagan Minesweepers’ iSmd will 
open a raffle this week-end, the 
prize being an Egyptian brass tea 
table.
The tea table has been donated by 
an anonymous friend of the organi­
zation and may be seen in the win­
dow of the English Woollen Shop. -ir«i___ „
It is valu^  at thirty-five doUars ^ guest
and consists of a large brass tray 
and wooden stand.
The work of the local Minesweep­
ers branch has _^b^n oute^ding. of'thrRoyal'':^nrH^^^
It IS a speciahzed type of knitting • , •
which many women find most diffi- Tim TTiU. of Copper Mountain, 
cult. Many of the garments are very B. C., is visiting his parents, Mr. 
large and all are made of a special and Mrs. C. Hill, 
waterproof wool. To date, the • • •
branch has shipped more than nine 
hundred garments.
The date of thei maw has not been 
set definitely as yet arid it will . be 
announced later. In the meantime, 
tickets will be on sale this week berta, was a visitor in Kelowna this 
through any member of the branch week, 
or a* the English Woollen Shop,
Chapin’s Cafe, Haworth’s, and the C. M. Levertz, of Montreal, was a 
Garden Gate. _ visitor in Kelowna during the past
The secretary of the branch, Idrs. week. ,
Gertrude McNair; has received a „  _  'j, * .
letter which_.gives some idea of the Russm, of Wmnipeg, spent sev-
manner in which the work of the days in town l^t-weelc
branch is appreciated overseas.The o M Armstrong of Victoria wa<?
The Flying Angel Mission, Seamen’s . • * •
Insjmute, Swansea, Wales: Jack Legardson, of Surrey Centre,
The consignment of comforts so paid a visit to Kelowna last week, 
kuidly sent by your Association ar- • • • •
rived safely yesterday. It is ever Han^ Andison, of Vernon, was a 
so kind of you to think of our nieeds week-end visitor in town, the guest 
and enabling iis to carry on. We are of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry 
very grateful. Your large gift will Andison, Pendozi Street.
^  far and make possible a greater •
generosity. Would you kindly let tte , Wm. Sonne, of Seattle, was a vis- 
members know how much their rior in Kelowim during the week, 
work is appreciated and what it paul stoffel of Cashmere wa.s a
week.
McKay, Mrs. Carl Dunaway, Miss 
Joan Matthews and Miss Evelyn 
Henderson.
Mayor G. A. McKay proposed 
the toast to the bride, to which the 
groom responded.
For travelling, the bride chose a 
light blue tailored suit with a 
on brown felt hat, and she carried a 
topcoat of beige tweed.
J -,,r * After & honcymoon spent in the
Mr. Md Mre. J. P. Forde, of Kel- gouth, Mr. and Mrs. Webster wiU 
ow ^ , formerly of Victona, aimoim- residence on Lawson Av-
ce the engagement of their oifiy dau-
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Harding an- 
noimce the engagement of their sec­
ond daughter, Frances Gwendolynn, 
to Frederick Johri Gregory, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Gregory, of Ver­
non. The wedding will take place 
at the First Baptist Church 
Thursday, May 21st.
ghter, Elizabeth Elvyne, to Edward 
RusseU Vipond, of Trail. ’The wed­
ding will take place in St, Michael 
and All Angels’ Church, on Sunday, 
April 19th, at 2.(X) o’clock.■. • * m *
Mrs. C, Borland, of Victoria, is 
holidaying in Kelowna, a guest of 
the Willow Irin.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Parkhurrt, of 
Jack Brews, of Revelstoke, form- Vancouver, are guests of the Royal 
erly of the staff of C K O V, spent Anne Hotel this week, 
the week-end in Kelowna. : • • •
• • • .Miss Gwladys Jenkins, of Calgary,
Harry Brown, of Cairuthers, Al- is holidaying .in Kelowna, and is en
pension in one of the Willow Inn 
cottages.
Mrs. Neville Gumming arid tw;o
OUR FOOD 
SUPPLY
Written Specially for C.WJTAh: 
New^apers by JOHN ATKINS, 
Farmer-Journalist
No. 11— Farm  
Gustomers
1,'SS
m S I  m a p l e  l e a f
C L I P  T  H I S C O U P O N
Take this coupon to your Dealer. He will 
give you a standard size package of “Maple 
Leaf” Pure Soap Flakes for 5c less than 
the regular price.
To Dealer 1 This coupon trill be redeemed for full 
tsalue, 5c> when the terms o f the offer have been 
complied tvUhe
The Makers of Maple Leaf Soap Flakes 
Vancouver, B.C.
This offer expires June 30th« 1942
S O A P
F la k e s
I Large package 
I regular ........ 19c
I Coupon value 5c
i P R IC E  ... 14c









PRICES EFFECTIVE, APRIL 9, 10, 11, 13, 14 and 15
MRS. FRASER OPENS F 
SEASON WITH 
im  POUNDEREvery farmer thinks of other children arrived last week from Canadians as his customers. In
Vancouver to take up residence in towns and cities only those Canad- -----—^
Kelowna. Whig Commander Cum- ians who deal directly with farmers Large Trout Landed on Light 
ming is with the R.A.F. in England, seem to realize that a great part of 
• • • their earnings comes directly fro®
Mrs. Cabelder and her daughter, sales made to farmers, directly and 
the Annette, and: Mrs. J; H. Hannan and indirectly,
son, Bobby, have arrived from Vic- Whether a farm makes money or — .—.
toria to spend several months in loses money, the purchases which Several parties of local erithusi-
Kelowna; They are guests of the must bemade to keep it operating gg^ g
Mayfair HoteL  ^ _ are important to ah who. make ror ^eek-end to open the fishing season.
Mrs. A. S. UnderhiU and Doreen - At Mara Lake, Mrs. Ronnie Fraser
returned on Friday hrom the Coast, fa j^  js a business as (veil as a home.
Tackle After Long Fight by 
Local Sportswoman at Mara 
Lake . '
Address
days make their task heavier. God 
knows it is grim enough, but, with 





C  R. C. C.
Members of the Corps will work 
at the Bombed Britons depot on 
Lawrence Avenue, on Friday eve­
ning, April 10th, at 19.00 hours.
Members of the Corps will work 
at the Toe H rooms on Saturday and 
Sunday.
The Corps will attend A.E.P. First 
Aid Class at the Elementary School, 
opposite the Arinory, on Tuesday 
evening, at 19.30 hours.
T h e  Corps will parade on Wed­
nesday evening, April 15thi at 19.30 
hours.
Members of the Emergency Nur­
sing Reserve will take their St. 
John’s Ambulance examination at
demonrtrated that the female of the 
A -J AT. Ai-i -  V.- 1. A species is more deadly than the
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. L. Roadhouse As^e^om ^toelhii^^wtoch^^ male by landing a 10 pound rainbow 
have returned from Vancouver. Vamr ^fter a battle lasting an hour and a
• • • ■ to haW. This record trout
Mrs. H. B. Fry entertained at the hes, famers must buy aU that is landed with light fly rod tackle,
dinner hour ori Sunday evening, at the fatro as there was no landing net or
sail available, it was a battle to theand l\to. DeL Hawkshaw (nee Bar- mu^t have a M r .  and Mrs. Fraser accom- 
bara Fry), of Revelstoke. pu^ose. L ^ d  is ori^ me beginnmg. jjanig,* jli-  and Mrs J N  Cushing• • • A  house is required in town or Pameaa^.OTa^mra^^
. . . . . .  . , ,  -------------- -----------------------:— Mrs, Cfiiarles Gaddes has returned country, but a modem farm hom e^  ~ara Lakeland toe pa i^  cau^t
aeroplan^ theirs is ^  unenviable real, has returned from the Coast, from a holiday spent at toe Coa^. needs more equipment than-a town 12, Ash tor a total of over 50 ppimds
M ^ce. O w ^ o rk  IS to make toem where he spent the Easter week-end. • • • home. If a water system is installed, of Rainbow toout,
„  V T nr*Au* * » TIT ~A e The choir of toe First Un it^  motors, pumps, pressure tanks and , other parties of locm resi-
Gotham, of West Sum-_0^yj,gjj pj.gggjj^ gjj jjiss Joan Keevil septic tanks are all extras. dents silent _the week-end at Mara
merl^d, was ague3t ^  the Wfflow De^^^ - -  ' '
Inn during the^  past week. cream and sugar 'set prior to their
R. A. Prase^of V ^ c o ^  wedding on April Oto. ^
Mr. and Mrs. H. Blanche, of Van­
couver, were visitors in Kelowna 
this week.
Mrs. David Blackburn spent toe 
Easter week-end in Penticton.
feel that soriiebody cares, and our 
Institute, at every port throughout 
the world gives them a place where 
they can at least feel welcome. A  
home from home is the ideal.
successful in
“We in Swansea have had a most 
trying year, but have been able to erly of Kelowna, who spent several 
continue the work for the men. Our days in town, a ^efst of toe Mayfair
Hotel, left last week for his home.
. Munro Fraser, of Vanderhoof, is 
spending his holidays with bis 
mother, Mrs. D. G. M. Fraser.
friends are legion, but we take this 
as a measure of the nation’s appre­
ciation tor what they have done and 
are doing for civilization. The paths 
of the sea mean so much to all, but 
our island home depends on freborn 
of transit. Our men have not failed, 
nor will they, until the liberty we 
cherish is once more won for all 
freedom loving peoples.
“We get many demands for com- ™
forts, but it is our boast that there on the Vernon road
is no need for any seamari to leave 
this port short of necessary wooll- A,
Modern barns need ventilating J‘^ ®  .®nd aU wore 
systems, jvater systems, steel stalls bringing back fish.
and rtanchions, steel-lined granar- — ------ . ""— -------—-r— — ---- -
ies, with bins and chutes, chopping flocks and herds; special ^uipment 
and grinding machines, milking for grain growing (combines, etc.), 
machines, cream separators and for corn planting and harvesting; for 
coolers, feed and litter carriets, hay potato planting and digging,




W e will gladly help you to make your home 
look fresh and clean with new
Qu^daini AND
— Come in T O D A Y  while the selection is complete.—
RITCHIE’S DRY GOODS
-Bernard Avenue Kelowna, B.C.
37-lc
T. M. Henderson, of Vancouver, 
and his. daughters, Mrs. E. G. Mc­
Laren and Mrs. D. G- M. Fraser and Kelowna, 
daughter. Miss Joan Fraser, have 
taken up residence in the Brown




^ e y  overlook the value of the To Deodorize Cleaning Gasoline 
farms which day by day contribute - a >
much more substsntiaily, to their quart of gasolina used to
_______ _____ ________ _ __  ^ ______ ________ ^ ___  __ for incomes, ^ e y  fail to see that farm cleaning clothes add a few drops'of
and grmn t^oading equipment, and fruit spiking, picking and cuRivat- prosperity, b^ed on a fair relation oil of sassafras. The gasoline will be 
many things required tor any spec- ing, for vegetable and beet growing, farm earmpgs to toeur earnings, deodorized, and there will be no 
i^ized production. Barns riv^ small and so ori ad infinitum. could do more for theiircommimities disagreeable smell emanating from
factories in the cost and variety of In addition to aU toe needs of the any other th i^  that to likely the garment after the cleaning.
of equipment and in size.in  —  - - -
Mr. and Mrs. W, E. Toney, of 
Armstrong, spent the week-end at 
the Willow Inn.
Less Silver-Plate
en things. Many thanks for your production limit has already 
coptributiori. It is encouragirig and. placed on copper base silver- 
its largeness to a measure of your Plste, and .now the cheaper silver- 
enthusiasm to give, not counting articles are going off toe
the cost. market owing to restrictions on tin.
“I have the note of Constance  -------r—------— — ------------------- ^
fami^, including insurance and 
The house and bams are only medical services, the farmer in- 
part of farm requirements. The pro- sures his buildings, livestock and 
duction of a modem farm requires equipment (crops in some parts), 
all that can be used of the follow- The total of farm business and farm 
ing equipment, materials and ser- living makes a volume of invest- 
vices: tractor, plows, various har- ment and purchasing that rivals 
rows, cultivators, seed driU, binder, that of an average town business 
mower, hay loader, rakes, packer, plus an average town home. Farm 
manure spreader, wagons, sleighs, expenses are not nearly so much
to come their way. Farm production 
goes on and farm buying keeps on 
to the benefit of every other Can­
adian. Permanept prosperity will be 
assured when farming goes on to the 
benefit of every good farmer.
To Waterproof Shoes
MRS. S. WALKER 
WINS GOLF PRIZE
toe Women’s Institute at 19.30 hoiurs, Marshall. Please let her know that, •victory. A  year "ago it wps some- day from the Coast.
spite of all Swansea’s troubles what dismayed, but undaunted ever! * * •«Wednesday, April 15th.Those taking the Red Cross ex­
amination will meet at the Armory 
at 20.00 hours, Wednesday, April 15.
from enemy action, it is as strong -"Convey to all our most sincere
Miss Alice Anderson, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. (Seorge Anderson, has
^ a!^  passed j-ggi^ g' automobile, critter, harness, reduced by home-grown products 
ex^inatiops . she fence posts; tools for garden- as townspeople imagine; Farm food
took in Vancouver. ing, wood-cutting, rimple plumbing, has to be considerably sup^ement-
* * * carpentry, ditching, concrete and ed by purchased food. Farm friel,
MiSs Mary Day returned op Mon- stone work, and equipment repair; where it is*available, costs time and
gasoline and oil, electricity, motors, energy that could be spent in other to®°al. contest, which was 
telephone; feed for balanced rations, production if prices were profitable. Mrs. Stewart Walker,
Here is one way of making shoes 
waterproof: Melt two parts of tallow 
with one part of resin. Warm toe 
soles of the shoes and, while the 
mixture is also warm, apply it to 
the soles as long as toe leather will 
absorb it.
On Saturday, April 4th, eight lady 
golfers took part in the mopthly
won by
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Pettypiece are seed of all kinds, fertilizers, insecti-
When a preacher said to Brother 
Jones that he should give a small 
donation fon a fence around the 
cemetery, Jones said: “Ah don’t see 
no use in a fence around a ceme­
tery. Dem’s what’s in dere can’t getJ ♦ -u A • •  ^ " • ---------  A,AA. diixi AiAAij A. A A X.XXJX.X. uAX. occxi uA fcUAixiiiuo AV.A AAXAA.X.Ao, AAia «;u  Many townspcbple slt _up mghts Tlus Saturday, April.llth, a quali- „. . -----  ------ — ____—  .
rontpbutes its lion thanks and best wishes for all your spending several weeks in Vancou- cides, disinfectants and stock medl- scheming to bring smalf industries fying round for the Spring Flights out, and dem’s what’s out sho’ don’t snare towards the task leading to future activities.” - ..........------------- ^— j , .■ . _a._, a , _____ " a- a at._;_ a,;------ u., «a,aver on business!) and holidays. cines; breeding stock to build up of doubtful prospects tO'their towns, will be held. wanna get in."
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From Page 1, Column fl 
"YES” would be an act ol coward­
ice In the face of danger. We do 
not want to be ashamed of our 
country at thia time. Wake upl
Vote "YES.” *
B. F. G U M M O W ,
Beeve «f PeacldaJttd.
Thl« Is the first time In the hist 
tory of Canada ttiat any govern­
ment, to my knowedge, has thought 
anytliing of a promise made prior 
to an election. They are asking to 
be freed from an election promise 
at a time when the country Is in 
mortal danger. Apparently, ttie gov­
ernment is away behind tiio people. 
Even H»e school child lolly realizes 
the necessity of keeping our armies 
supplied witli reinforcements. The 
only sane way to insure reinforce­
ments is by conscription. Every 
other country Uiat 1s making a 
wortliwhilo war cfTort has conscrip­
tion. nils being a total war. we 
must go on the same basis. Tlierc- 
forc, there is only one way. in my 
opinion, to vote on the plebiscite. 
Vote "YES."




.............  $4.79 IPer
ROBIN HOOD QUICK VITAMIN “B” FLOUR
OATS with Chlnawaro JUST IN 1
Lee. pkg, (reg. 35o) VITA-M AID------
by ROBIN HOOD
W O O D B U R Y ’S F A C IA L  S O A P
Special 4 for .. .......... . 26c
R E V . w . w . M cP h e r s o n ,
Minister. First United Church, 
Kelowna.
The Issues at stake and tlie enem­
ies against whom we are arrayed 
make it imperative that wo win. It 
Is quite evident that the foe is wag­
ing an out-and-out total warfare 
against us in a desperate and shrewd 
manner. Only a similar effort on 
our part can ever hope to bring 
success in sight. The Government 
evidently feel that their pre-war 
pledges arc a hindrance in this ef­
fort. They simply ask that we 
grant their release from their prom­
ises in order to give them greater 
freedom to prosecute the war more 
vigorously. It is really a mandate 
from us to go ahead with the busi­
ness in a more thorough-going 
manner.
If our loyalty to Britain and our 
Allies means anything, there will 
be no doubt about our answer.
If the spirit oj our brave self- 
sacrificing soldiers moves us, we 
cannot say nay.
RUTLAND PUPILS OKAN. MISSION
GO ON HIKES COUPLE WED




Hiking has been tlie order of the 
day for many grouins of young 
people of the Ilutland district dur­
ing the past week-end- The High
Married to LlcwcUen Charles 
Blacke at United Church 
Manse
at
A quiet ceremony was solemnized 
Um  Kelowna United Church
School puplis started It off with*a Cilenn Avenue, l^ursday,
trip to U»e m w B.M.I.D. irrigaUon
> s t .
at 3.00 pjn., when Rev. Dr.
canal and Oie tunnels, on Thmsday ^ f lo r ie ^ ^ t ir * * *  y o u ^ s t
afternoon of last week, the students a
spending a very interesting after- f
noon exploring the tunnels and hik- J?’
ing over the new system. The Girl Llewellm Charto Blacke, tldest
Guides went for a hike to Dan Har- ® ^
rison's cabin, up on the mountain Okano^n Mission,
east of Rutland, on Good Friday, un- The bride’s dress of diplomat blue 
der the leadership of the Guide Cap- chiffon crepe was a two-piece bolero 
tain Miss Doris Schell, and her c«cct with rose accessories, and she 
assistant, Mrs. G. Campbell. Mr. V. carried a ,f^autiful l iq u e t  of 
Montaldl’s pupils of Grade 8 went white calla lilies and red toscs. Slie 
on bikes to the Kelowna city res- was attended by her sister, Mrs. 
ervolr and Knox Mountain, on D ck Hartwick, who wore a dress of 
Thursday afternoon, for Uicir class Air Force triple sheer with match­
outing. Grade 0 pupils hiked to ing accessories and carried a bou- 
Dilworth Mtn. Thursday aftenioon Quet of mixed cut fiowers.
visited the Cemetery in the The groom was supported by his 
course of thqir hike. The agricul- brother, Edward Blacke. 
ture pupils, under Mr. H. Hobbs, jn the late afternoon, a reception 
went on Wednesday of this week to was held at the homo of the bride’s 
the Hui'hes chicken ranch, nearg  mother.
Cedar Creek, piis week-end, the Biacke expects to be trans-
________  __________  Scouts are hold^g Ibclr annual tbe duration to guard du-
......  ^^j^^site^tR Ccdw Cr^li ty Qt thc CoBst, whcro Mts. Blacko
i rm m  1..V/VV- Meeting with members of the new Pacific War Council,, Lord Halifax, British Ambassador, is shovm ® “ . . .  " will Join him shortly.
i , talking to President Roosevelt just before the Council went into session in the cabinet room ot the White Theodore Gerein and his son. Jack,
If the concern for our own safety B .....................*
and liberty has any weight with us, ’
we would surely answer "yes 
If we really mean business we 
will see that our ballot paper is 
marked with an emphatic “YES."
 i   i  , , '■ ------------- .— — ■—
and daughter. Isabel moored up t^i^uted to making this Easter a 
from Vancouver fo^the Easter holi- pleasant one.
The MCKENZIE CO., Ltd.
Phone 214 The Master Grocers
DELIVERIES—Harvey and North, 10.30; South of Harvey, 3.30
H. S. A T K IN S O N ,
President, Canadian Legion.
The Canadian Legion of the Brit­
ish Empire Service League is one 
of the very few, and certainly the 
largest national organization which 
for many years has consistently 




* MANY CASES IN 
POUCE COURT AS 
POUCE CHECK
BUSY MONTH AT 
UNION LIBRARY
day, returning on Tuesday.• • «
Mrs. George Campbell moved on 
Monday to Vernon to reside.
Leonard Brown, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. R. Craig and her nephew, 
Graham White, went to Vancouver 
on Wednesday for a short visit
of
From Page 1, Column 8 
lighting, $4,250.00; construction 
underground oil tank, $720.00; 
bridge construction, $3,750.00.
i u ui imu ic vi. The estimated revenue of the de-
our manpower, our wealth and our partment is up from last year’s to- 
resources in time of war, tal of $7,670 to $9,200.
It is indeed regrettable that the 
Government and Parliament would
, , Mrs, Floyd Brown, recently Joined
Total of 3,788 Books Circulated the active forces, and is now taking 
During Month— N ew  Vol- a course of Instruction at an Army 
umes Added to Shelves «=hool in Vancouver.
F r l » p ' K g ° v t ‘u;: « .a l  o, .,IS?7on-»c..o„
Motorists Warned to Have Car
_  Sapper John Schneider, of the
F t o «  For Stop Sign Viola- tom ^ S „ ° " , “a f r E a tS
t.o„s Jumped «  Ten Dollars LU,r.^ la S ^ !,rH e^ e ,p ee .^ ^  leave tar
--------  Kelowna during tne month or Canada shortly
Eight auto and truck drivers ap- March, according to figures released “ * « *
u oi mui. m Parks peared before ^gistrate T. F. Me- recently, y Mrs. Tom Judge and daughter, of
 .pwe, 'Rniidinf' femeterv and Parks Williams in City police courj l^ t  Volumes of fiction circulated by t island have been visiting 
not tackle the question on its Department has a total estimated Tuesday, April 7, and pleaded ^ l  y the library totaled L942, and 750 f|.|ends in the'Rutland district dur-
responsibility without resorting to “ ^ ^ S u r e  of $7,383.50, from which to one or books in the children’s de^rtment .
n niPhiscite. HoH.irHon of tion With the negligent operation were borrowed by the teen age ® ,
HOW TO MAKE GOOD MOVIES 
HOW TO MAKE GOOD PICTURES 
KODAK DATA BOOKS
a plebiscite. ,
Now, however, that a plebiscite 
is to be held, I urge every Canadian
to vote “YES.” In fact, a vote to remais, leaving $o,.
the contrary stamps any person so pgjj(jituj»0 over revenue.
voting as a fifth columnist, even ii ^ .................. ... ,
he does not look upon himself as
Easter week,• * «
Miss Rose Cummings was home 
from Vancouver for a few days 
visit, during the Easter week-end.
O We feature the latest in authotv 
itative photographic publications 
covering all phases of still and 
movie photography. Come in and 
browse around. You’U find many 
a book that will help you to gel 
better pictures more easily;
thpre is a ^eeneral dedu?tira * w ^ge
SIS  from cen^etery fees and sale and faulty equipment of their veh- group.
# °  *i>;n rpvpnue from c^les. . The total number of volumes cir-
of Leslie G. Clement headed the list culated during March was 3,788.
park rentalS’ leaving $6,383.50 as ex three charges. The first was , The library has added a number . , ,
enaiture over revenue. . i n  reference to parking his truck, of volumes of new fiction, among The Women’s Association of the
Chief item in this departmnet is .^hich is over 17 feet in length, in these being “Arrow Points to Mur- Rutland United Church met at the • 
Kelowna City Park expense of angle parking strip. In addition der,” “Strangers in the Valley,” “The home of Mrs. F. L. Fitzpatrick, on
their
___  _______  ^ ________  A.
equipped-with a rear view mirror March in the various classes: Gen- Eutin took the devotional period and
_________ ________ and was fined $5 and costs on both eral works 19, philosophy 59, relig- chose a topic appropriate to Easter.
Fire nrotection is one of the main charges, A  further charge of having ion 23, sociology 39, language 4, There was a short business ses^on, 
hi VAfai though yhave no Uems of the Civic Affairs, Fire no tail light also brought a plea of natural science 37, useful arts 100, followed by a social half-houn dur-
oTb^ttling^na^ p l^ c t io n ^ d  Health Department, guilty and the defendant was given fine arts 78, literature 77, travel 211, mg which the hostess served re-
^ffortwa W  h^^^^  ^ S c h  r s  ftotKto^^^^^^ f e n d e d  sente^e on this x o ^  biography 325, history 124. freshments to the members present.
•° anT®i^^oSe^ £ r t m e n ^ i? 3 e ® u ? T  $l^ ^^ ^^  ^ part in a universal effort to make Special Easter services were held
is not done, Govern- law. He pleaded .guilty to having sure that all men and women who in, the churches m the commun^
quence, we are not yet winning.^__ ^ayen^ng lees ana w rear view mirror and no,tail light have the franchise shaU get out and on Sunday and were well attended.
LAiab VAAW W* ---- ---- - --
contributes its. maximum capacity 
in men and materials. This would
N ew  honors will go to the 
camera enthusiasts if he or 
she uses a new Jiffy Kodak 
Series 11. It’s the simplest 
folding c a m e r a  known. 
Smartly styled, and gets 
good pictures too. Has etch­
ed metal front; black moroc­
co-grain covering. W e ’re 
featuring Jiffys for
2J4 X 3% pictures $10.75
25/4 X 4^  pictures $11.75
For THRIFTY Shoppers!
The New Miracle MODESSwifh 
moisture-zoning— in a bIS eco­
nomical package.
uuu r - - ------- -- -- ^  ^ n b m en en in m uny
na . m V mi^^^  v f   ^  ^
I hope and expect every memner ment grants lor xne law  a y and was fined $5 and costs on each vote at the plebiscite on Monday. The very fine weather experienced
o r '?2  was ,Jso ch .r8^ April 27th,~ &r. Stirling atatad. during thc Eaatcr weeh-end con-
vote it is possible to ol^ Of the $10;565.20 for  ^fire protec-
Current Best Sellers and 
Renters
R E A D  2 0 c  
T H E M  for
"CUP OF GOLD,”
John Steinbeck 







“POISON IS A  BITTER 
BREW,” ■ Anne Hocking
Magazine Subscriptions and 
New Books at Standard Pub­
lishers' Prices.
MORRISON’S
Agents for .Vancouver Sun 
UBBARY & NEWS STAND
gest “Yes” d- . 8, a. (> t r n i  _ licence before appear'
tein. Every one should vote and tion, salaries make up $4,620 and wa- h^d ^ .^ gg^  ^ed
everyone should vote “Yes for a ter rates and water service charge Magistrate McWilliams, 
balanced war effort, for total war costs $2;824. Only Andrew Schleppe pleaded guilty
and victory, for a fair distribution ^ught this year is 1,000 feet of 2/$- iuegal parking and was fined 
of manpower. inch hose, costing $1,274. $2.50 and costs, and William Oylov
To vote “YES” means unity and Garbage collection will cost $3,- •^ ras fined a similar amount for rid- 
strength. , 127.20, while scavenging expenses a bicycle at night without a
To vote “NO” means division and gj-e $i,760 with a revenue of $1,554. j- 
weakness. Health service maintenance runs John Ivanschitz pleaded guilty to
----- ------ — ■■ • ' to $3,753.29, and hospitalization ex- parking his truck in an angle, zone
REES GOLF CUP penses are $'7,300. Revenue is $1,500 the said truck being over 17 feet in
The Rees Cud •will be played for from Government grants. _ length and paid a fine of $5, and
at the Kelowna Golf Club course Better Housing, Relief costs, and Stwart Gregory rereiy^
next Sunday. Direct relief will cost the City of the ^m e treatment when he pleaded
The competition will take the Kelowna $11,950. it is estimated by gudtyto^^^^^
form of a medal round, with the the Better Housing, Relief and See- ^rnes _  .P
Com.e in today and see them. W e  prepay postage on all mail orders.
W. R. TRENCH LTD.
Drugs and Stationery
Phone 73 Kelowna, B.C.
f  f  l , i n me the Bet er Housing, Reliel ana &oc- Paul Tvans and Edward T
ten lowest gross scores entermg for iai Serwee Dep^tment. Food, cloth- 1011^ ^ this^  out when, they
the Rees Cup playoff. mg and medical services wiU total
T he remaining players will go $2,550, and salaries agoeegart $10 by Magistrate McWil-
into the spring flight competitions, under the Provincial Infimanes Act, »  y
Players will start teeing off at t u i  wfth reference to car and truckInstitutions Act will amount to pgjjgg
$l,8uu.uu. . stresses that owners should make
Total expenditures amount to $18,- that their vehicles are properly 
138, and revenue from Provincial g_gippe<j gs a close check-up of all 
n«,ro..Tirr.on+ trranf *9 18R-09- gnd cars is being made.
9.00 a.m.
Dip the broom into a bucket of 
boiling water at least once a week..r V Governme t relief g a t $ , 5. 0,
This will not only keep the broom makes an excess of expenditure over
clean, but will prolong its life.
FRI., SAT., 7 and 9.03 
M A T . SAT. at 2.30
Children’s Quiz, Sat. 2 pan.
M O N ., TU BS ., 7 and 8.29
Here is a show as good as a tonic 
in these war torn ‘ days.
SIGHTS TO SEEI "
SONGS TO HEAR I
THEBIGMUSICALFUN-SHOW
THAT HnS THE JACK- 
POTFORJOYl
ttamng
N E iSO N  EDDY ,
R I S E  S T E V E N S  j
at 7.21 and 9.37 
—^Also—
CANADA CABBIES ON 
"Forward - Commandos”
At this time everybody is interest­
ed in seeing this section of our 
fighting forces in action. .




4 CO M IN G  D A Y S
WED., THURS., 
FRI., SAT.
15th, 16th, 17th, 18th
GREEN
was my
Hit No. 1 starts 7.03 and 9.39 
—Also on this program—/
,A powerful manhunt story
This is another program I take 
pleasure in recommendiiig. 
Make Up Theatre Parties . . . 
become more friendly with 
your neighbors-r-invite them to 
occupy the vacant seat or seats 











In the face of these expenditures, 
there comes the brighter side of the 
picture, revenue over expenditures 
in the Public Utilities Department.
Revenue from this department is 
estimated at $116,000 from electric 
lighting service while total expendi­
tures are $89,185.98, leaving a sur­
plus of $26,814.02;
This revenue is made up as fol-
-More About-
BOARD
From Page I, Column 4
one or two speakers, and should any
rural area desire a general meeting,
the committee, would eirrange speak- zn b Jiiuu y a iu-i  “ ^ *u...
On ?r,SsaaTHon Grots Stirling, 
* ^ o S r S  m^totSMnes wOl cost M.P. tor urged a s t o - Y s s ^
$14,539 and operating expenses are a letter to The Cou ,
^59,930, with a proportion of admin- stated:
i f S S a f S  " S l n S r S n l f :  past‘ K J . ?  h a l f  written to msK  torIrS'SmSf Sd “ ?pUss
is $3,260 and reconditioning will
total $1,455 for a total of $83,434; ^  a ^
Debenture expense for interest and ernment from a pledge
sinking fund amounts to $5',751.98.
Water Utility
The water utility surplus is es-
considers standing in its way. I 
particularly warn the people a^inst 
those who say they are not going to 
bother to vote, for they are danger-
timated at $5,878.43 for the current oils.”™ . . I m.. oAA 1 gtij-iiog made this statement
in a letter in which he made a re-
Listed as the greatest 
entertainment in all 
screen history.
N O T E  T IM E S  
P L E A S E  !
Feature starts
Nightly at 7. and 9.18
Complete shows, 7 and 8.58 <•
“ Matinees—  
W E D ./ S A T . at 2.30
Box. office open 30 minutes 
before starting.
year. Total revenue is $44,800 and
expenditures • are $38,921.57. ^  ii m intu xic u^
Of the expenditure, $7,988 is f<w quest for publicity for a message 
general maintenance and $5,430 is he had received from Hon. Ian Mac- 
set aside for replacing wood pipe on kenzie.
Ethel Street. Replacement expense Mr. 'Mackenzie informed Mr. Stir- 
on Glenn Avenue is $1,710, on Suth- ling that Hon. Norman: McLarty 
erland Avenue $1,710 and cost, of im- had advised him that Prime Minister 
. provements amount to $630. Oper- King had asked him, - cis Secretary 
■~ating costs are set at $9,409.60, and of State, to contact Mr; Mackenzie 
a proportion of administration sal- and ask him to contact all membera 
aries and expenses is $4,250. ' Pur-: of Parliament in British Columbia 
chase of water meters and boxes tot- and urge them to see., that definite 
als $2,050, and debenture expense is steps be taken to ensure that the j  
$5,751.97. maximum vote be cast in the plebr
Finance Department • iscite.  ^ ^   ^ _ __
In the Finance Department one of I d  n tm ef f  c o S ft -
the chief expenditures is that of sal-
aries, legal fees, and that the heads of all the muni-
ing, postage and_a iMltatude of sim  ^ cipalities in Essex County are doing 
which amount to $19,-- ga„je_ Secretary of State
buauB. r. .. Ham a urged that similar action OF some
- alternative method be taken to en- 
mounting to $3,725. „ sure the largest possible vote be-made UP as follows: Canadian i>g  T^th.
ion Pipe Band $^, Canadia^^ “May I, through you, seek the
Society, * co-operation of all Boards of Trade
m?nthlf raSs, $125; ^ o n  Camp^ other organizations to play their 
bell Preventorium $100; Gyro ClubD61i. x*lT0VGniOI .UIll JpXUUj \ j r j t •li- xv» n /•« Anil#*
(May Day) $200; Kelowna Aquatic, agreement with the B.C Po^ ^^ ^^  
life guard $750; Kelowna Aquatic, for the^expenditure of $6,088.75. 
danci hall licence $30; Kelowna . Pound fees are expected to result 
Board of Trade $700; Kelowna Boy in^?2(^reyenue with expenses of 
Scouts $150; Kelowna Junior Band $300. There are m a^  other sources 
$100; Kelowna Volunteer Fire Bri- of revenue In the Finance Depart- 
gade $1,280; Okanagan Library $50; ment such as dog tpc, poll tax and 
Salvation Army $50; Toe “H” $100. road tax are expected^ to raise ^ $2,- 
Administration of Justice section 450. .Licences and professional tax- 
expects an income of $100 from pol- fs will bring in $7,715. Permits and 
ice court costs and $900 from fines, fees will mean $210 to the treasury 
Total costs are $9,023.7^  with reven- and the  ^ B.C. .Motor vehicle. Act 
ue of $250 from the business firms grant will run to $5,100, it is hoped, 
for special policeman’s services. The Interest receipts and rents, will bring 
magistrate’s salary is $1,200 and the this section total to $19,670.04,
%
SPRING
Shoes for women and children. Wom en’s shoes made by Murrays, 
which are the best shoes in the trade. Heel Htiggers with steel 
arch, snug heel, all fittings from A A A  to C. Pumps in kid with
patent or suede trim.
CHILDREN’S SHOES
Everything for children in oxfords and patent 
strap shoes which will give good hard wear, 
MISSES’ OXFORDS—
Black or brown. K  A  <C,Q QiPk
Sizes 11-3. ......
MISSES' STRAPS—  C O  C Q
Sizes 11-3. ...:...........  l  □
GIRLS’ OXFORDS—
Sizes 8-12. ...... ..... . $2.25 “’$3.50
WHITE SHOES for misses, girls and infants. 
Also for small children, high white lace boots.
........$1.50 $2.25Price
PUMPS in all suede or kid. Light weight ties
with medl heel, fine leathers, black  ^ $9.00
or brown. Heel Huggers, pair
MURRAY’S HAPPY FOOT—Pumps, , ties and 
'oxfords. 14%, 16% and'1 7 Cuban heels, black
or brown. Widths, AAA to C. $7.50
Per pair
GIRLS’ PATENT d »0  O K  C O  7 K  





For sport and workaday shoes buy Packarcte. 
Calf leathers in plain or pebble. Low or med­
ium heels. Black, brown and white. Moccasin 
toe oxford in black, and brown. Tongue oxford 
in pebble leather, black and brown, two-tone 
shoes. Widths A  B and C. ; g Q
Prices from
M en’s and Boys* Boots and Shoes
N ow  is the time to invest in quality 
footwear. W e  guarantee a perfect 
fit and lasting satisfaction— See the 
new spring styles today.
We have a limited stock of canvas and leather 
shoes with rubber and crepe soles.
"ASTORIA,” black and brown-....  $10.00, $10.50
HEEL-HUGGER, black and brown $9,50,
“McHALE” 'Twin Tred, black ...............  $9.00
"WORTHMORE,” back and brown—
at ...$7.75, $8.00, $8.25, $8.50, $9.00
“CROMPTON" ..... $6.00, $6,50 ,
BILTWELL and WILLIAMS ... $5.00. $5.25, $5.50
Boys’ Oxfords and Boots
Quality shoes forthat lively boy. Sizes to to 5%.
$2.95, $3.00, $3.25, $3.50 to $4.50
Men’s W ork  Boots
We guarantee, our work boots to give .comfort. 
and satisfactory wear. Panco, leather and crepe 
■ ■ ' ■' soles. ■ '
Q e o -p
$2.95, $4.50, $4.75, $4.95, $5.50 to $8
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